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1.0 Introduction
Initially, this Quan project aimed to help user's with starting and maintaining well-being habits. However, along

the journey with Quan, this aim shifted and became more about providing users with the right tools at the right

time to aid their well-being journey in the areas that need it the most. Quan wanted me to identify and

understand how people create and sustain habits by performing user research and academic research for

behavioural design. Because I was working alongside another student graduating with me, I took it upon myself

to focus on something I believed needed more attention: the system itself. I realised that the system we got

introduced to had many usability and engagement issues, and I believe that great things need a great

foundation to grow upon. As a designer, I will have to question Quan's working prototype to understand how to

better engage the users. Through behavioural research and exploration, I will get more insight into how to

improve usability and engagement. Because of my objectives, I will be heavily focusing on usability, which is

composed of three ingredients: Effectiveness - to help users achieve their goals; efficiency - the effort involved

in reaching the goals; and Satisfaction - how do users realise usability. This professional portfolio will end with

the delivery of an interactive prototype focusing on a solution for the design question: "How might we create an

intuitive system that provides users with the right tools to help them with their well-being concerns?". I am

doing this for my Graduation Thesis for the Communication and Multimedia Design degree at The Hague

University of Applied Sciences.

2.0 Quan Platform
QUAN is created as an initiative to help the well being of employees and organisations. The company was

founded in March, at the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic. During this time, the world needs a solution

that can help people with their well-being across five dimensions: Mind, Body, Meaning, Self Fulfillment, Social

Connectedness. They realised that there is a growing market for preventative well-being solutions, and they

argue that well-being is critical to success. Their focus is on improving individual self-awareness and then

helping individuals improve their lifestyles through better self-management via evidence-based practices. For

this, they are looking to create the best user flow/UX/content, which will drive positive behavioural change.
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2.1 Context

Figure 2.1 Visual representation of the overall structure of the 6 month path.

Throughout this report I will use Quan terminology, because of this I want to provide more context on the

general user journey through the platform. The Quan platform is made up of three main sections:

1. Your Assessment: This is the first part of the Quan journey. Users start by answering around 25

questions that tell them how well they are doing across five different areas: the mind, body, social

connectedness, self-fulfilment, and meaning. They then get a summary where they can compare all

five(See Figure 2.2 for example), and they can also go into more detail on what precisely in each area

needs the most attention (See Figure 2.3 for example).

2. Your Deep-dive: The second thing Quan does is give the users three goals to choose from based on the

lowest scores (sub-dimensions) from the assessment. Once the user chooses their focus, they do

another short questionnaire related more to that focus. Once they get their results (See Figure 2.4 for

example), they can move to the next step.

3. The Path: In practice, the path is where the user would find tools that Quan provides to work on the

areas that need improvement the most. This is the step Quan wants me and my fellow graduating

student to work on.

After three months, the user is expected to take the deep-dive assessment once more to see the areas they are

still lacking in, and what they improved on. Afterwards they would get provided with a new path based on the

results. The whole product journey is a 6-month process. This is the basic outline of the platform. Quan initially

wanted my main focus to be on the well-being path and nothing more, but later I convinced them to let me work

a bit on the onboarding.
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Dimensions , sub-dimensions and predictors

Something else I might refer to throughout the report are: dimensions, sub-dimensions and predictors.

Figure 2.2 Example the dimensions after taking the assessment.

Figure 2.2 illustrates in the form of a pentagon the "Dimensions" (Mind, Body, meaning, self-fulfillment and

social connectedness) by which Quan measures a user's general well-being after having taken the assessment.

Within each of the dimensions the user needs to choose to work on a "sub-dimensions". These are  presented

as a goal that the user needs to choose before starting the deep-dive. See Figure 2.4 to see an example where

the user chose the "Stress in work life" goal or subdimention.

Figure 2.3 Example of the "Mind" dimension in depth.
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When the user understands better their results (dimensions and sub-dimensions) from their General

Well-being Assessment, the next step would be to do the Deep-dive assessment, as I explain earlier on.

Figure 2.4 Example of the Predictor scores under the "stress in personal life" goal.

Figure 2.4 illustrates an example of what the predictors (results) from the deep-dive would look like within the

"Stress in work life" sub-dimension or goal. The predictors give the user a more specific idea about what they

need to improve in order to achieve the goal they set for themselves.
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2.2 Sharing a graduation project

I would like anyone reading this report to consider that I am working together alongside a fellow graduating

student, Celine Besse. Throughout the report, I will mention Celine and her research, considering that both of

our research findings will inevitably support each other in order to create a symbiotic platform that should

facilitate users with their well-being journey. You can see my part as a renovation of the foundation, the bones,

or the actual house, if you will. In comparison, Celine is the interior designer who decides what furniture would

fit best for the target group based on her research of their needs. That doesn't mean I won't do any research on

our target group, but my research will be more focused on implementing standards and looking into any missing

parts the "Quan house" might have and needs in order for Celine's furniture to fit in properly. To see a more

visual representation, have a look at Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5 Elements of user experience (Benyon, 2005)
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3.0 Empathizing

3.1 Research Plan

3.1.1 Research Scope

I started my understanding of the Quan platform by participating in a design sprint the first week I joined Quan.

The design sprint was focused around the question, "How might we enable employees to form habits

improving their overall well-being (across personal and work-life)?". I was able to get a glimpse of what the

product is and what it aims to achieve. The research I plan to do now is a follow up to the design sprint, and the

insights gathered (See Appendix 2.5 for insights and synthesis).

We created the first mobile version of the tailored "Path", and tested it with five users during the design sprint.

My role in the sprint was to ideate and develop a concept that would prove the team's hypothesis, which they

created before I joined the company. I contributed by creating the screens for when a user chooses to do a

specific activity.

Figure 3.1 First mobile version of the tailored "Path"

There were 11 hypotheses in total, here are a couple examples of the ones that I happen to be more interested

in finding out whether it is true or not:

● We believe that the user understands that s/he has been given a personalised path (not general) by

looking at the communication screen after the deep-dive.

● Users want to personalise what type of content they want to consume (video, articles, exercises) and

how much content they want to be provided for based on time  (e.g. 1 month, 2 month, 3 month).

● We believe that giving users flexibility on setting goals as they like, would increase their commitment.

● We believe that having an overview path increases motivation of a user to continue changing behavior

using our digital tool.

● We believe that when using our platform, the user thinks of himself as the owner of his development.

● We believe that users would be interested in this solution provided by their employer.

Since the team already had these hypotheses that they wanted to confirm, it gave a good indication of what

direction they wanted the platform to go in.
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From my initial observation of the design sprint test, I saw a spark of interest initially, and it slowly died down

towards the end. Because of this, I thought it would be a good idea to focus on the platform's information

architecture and flow as a whole. In order for me to create a good user flow in the "Path", I must consider the

entire flow of the platform. I took this decision because I realised that users seemed a bit confused as certain

things were not where they expected them to be or were not intuitively placed. There was a sense of confusion

and, to some degree, disinterest. This decision was also good for differentiating my graduation project scope

from my fellow graduating student's one. My focus is on researching the basics of web design and

understanding what other platforms have in place to motivate users so that they work on themselves, rather

than researching specific target group needs for habit building, which is what Celine  is more focused on.

3.1.2 Target group

Quan is a B2B solution, meaning I would be focusing on:

● Female and Male

● Young to Middle Aged Adults

● Individuals working, more specifically for companies or larger organisations.

● People already interested in changing their habits

● In The Netherlands

3.1.3 Goal

My goal is to research how intuitive task oriented systems work. That way I can learn how to provide users with

the right tools to help them with their well-being concerns. This will in turn facilitate their motivational energy

into working on their well-being. I will do this by performing a range of research activities which will give me a

better understanding of what they would expect.

3.1.4 Objectives

● Improve user flow and narrative between different actions and screens.

● Increase user familiarity, learnability and retainability when using the platform.

● Learn about how different kinds of platforms foster motivation in users.

● Find patterns between different kinds of platforms in regards to user flow.

● Understand how different varieties of users might expect different things.

● Define design principles to improve the overall usability and engagement on the platform.

3.1.5 Research Questions

Main research question

How might we create an intuitive system that facilitates and motivates the user to work on their well-being

with Quan?
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Sub-questions

● What makes a system intuitive? How can I apply that to Quan's "Journey"?

● What do the users expect from a well-being system? What do they already use? What kind of tools do

users expect Quan to provide?

● What kind of tool and/or functionalities should Quan provide that can motivate users to use the

platform?

● What kind of user flow do other well-being platforms put into place?

● What constitutes a good flow and narrative for Quan users?

● Quan wants to make users feel comfortable. What makes a system feel comfortable?

● What does the journey look like? What does it mean to the users and what's Quan's role in the user's

Journey?

● What kind of onboarding flow can be put in place to make the users not feel overwhelmed?

● Are users interested in personalising their journey? And if so, what is the best way to find the balance

between hand-holding and giving more free reign?

● What can be put in place to make a symbiotic onboarding system between all the different paths of the

journey?

3.1.6 Choice of Methods (research activities)

It is important to have a combination of research methods that can support each other in understanding how to

make an intuitive system that will allow users to easily use the tools provided by Quan. I will use different

methods from competitor analysis to academic research to fully submerge and understand the context which

I'm designing for. Below I outline which methods I used, how I used them and why. See Section 3.2.5 for a

summary of some of my most important findings.

Secondary research

Secondary research or desk research is a research method that involves using already existing data. I used

secondary research because existing data is summarized and collated to increase the overall effectiveness of

research. I also do not have the time to do Quantitative research on my own and in a sense these books and

theories are a result of quantitative research done by experts.

Books

Articulating design decisions (Greever, 2015)

This is a book recommended to me by my university supervisor. Because my objective is to enhance the overall

user flow and onboarding process, I need to be able to make compelling arguments to my client about certain

decisions and additions I make. This book helped me in this regard, and later to support my decisions in my

rationale.
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Designing Interactive systems (Benyon, 2005)

This book is all about how users interact with a system. Because I don't have time to do lots of quantitative

research I thought it would be a good idea to look into a book that does. The book outlines standards used

across platforms that support interactive systems that are intuitive to users, and why. With this book, I learned

the basic structure that is expected from web-based platforms, and have credibility to my claims when bringing

my ideas and designs to Quan.

Research questions this book helped me answer: What makes a system feel comfortable? What makes a system

intuitive? What constitutes a good flow and narrative for Quan users? What kind of onboarding flow can be put

in place to make the users not feel overwhelmed?

Design with the mind in mind (Johnson, 2014)

This book I used during our psychology course. I wish to review and summarise the parts of the book that apply

to our target group once I get to know more about them. It helped me further understand the biases that occur

in our minds and how we must design for our imperfections. Research questions this book helped me answer:

What makes a system feel comfortable? What is the best way to find the balance between hand-holding and

giving more free reign?

Universal Principles of Design (Lidwell, Holden, Elam and Butler, 2003)

This book contains 100 design concepts that are defined and illustrated for readers to expand their knowledge.

I used this to familiarise myself with some basic design concepts and to inspire me with my ideation during the

design sprints.

Theoretical research - Combination of sources

Theoretical research for me was looking back at what I learned during a course called User Experience and

People. My supervisor who also taught this course suggested that I look into the theories related to cognition

and motivation. More specifically these will be the theories I looked into:

Motivation:

● Self-regulation theory

● Motivation control theory

● Humanistic theory

● Fixed and growth mindset

● Experiencing self vs Remembering self

Cognition:

● System 1 and system 2 thinking

● Learning styles

● Cognitive dissonance theory

These kits helped me answer questions like: What kind of tool and/or functionalities should Quan provide that

can motivate users to use the platform?
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Tool-kits

Design with intention - Toolkit

This tool-kit is a collection of design patterns, or 'gambits', for influencing user behaviour through design. I used

this toolkit the most during my prototyping and ideation phases, but I also looked through it quickly when doing

research to familiarise myself with design patterns.

Mental Notes - Toolkit

Mental Notes brings together 50 insights from psychology into an easy reference and brainstorming tool. Each

card describes one insight into human behavior and

Research Methods

Each of these methods I found and used the definition from Universal Methods of Design book (Hanington and

Martin, 2012)

Affinity diagram (of sprint findings)

After we, as a team, finished the design sprint we created an affinity diagram out of all the insights gathered

during the test. This diagram also involved insights that were less relevant to me, so I decided that it would be

valuable to make an affinity diagram (See Section 3.2.1 for affinity diagram insights) from the relevant insights that

could help me answer the following questions: What do the users expect from a well-being system? What do

they already use? What kind of tools do users expect Quan to provide?

Emotion mapping (of sprint findings)

During the research phase a UX (user experience) expert advised us to create an emotional journey map which I

created with Celine. Here we visualised how the user felt on average throughout the test (See Figure 3.5) on

specific screens (See Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 for specific screens). This helped with understanding where the

biggest pain points were for the participants and where most changes needed to happen. In combination with

the "peak out loud" method used during the test, it gave me some great insights into what and why the user felt

a certain way (See Section 3.2.3 for insights).

This will help me get some insights for the following research questions: What kind of onboarding flow can be

put in place to make the users not feel overwhelmed? What constitutes a good flow and narrative for Quan

users?

Competitor analysis - Review

I also looked into one of my colleagues' competitor research. She is the Well-being program manager at quan, so

I work rather closely with her in my time at Quan as she is part of the product team. My initial question when
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looking at her research was "from what perspective did she do this competitor analysis?" From my goals' point

of view, it's important for me to focus on the flow and how competitors onboard their users, and spark initial

motivation. She focused on the following questions to do her research: What is the user journey through the

Quan platform to drive positive change in behavior? What kind of tool and/or functionalities should Quan

provide that can motivate users to use the platform?

First, I looked through all her data and presentations and created a short summary out of the things that would

apply to my research the most. I did this since I wanted to see what I could build upon. I found out after going

through it that her research was mostly from a functionality and UI perspective rather than about Information

architecture and flow. Though there were some interesting insights about what platform put in place to

motivate their users which was still valuable for objective (See Section 3.2.4 for insights).  This revision helped me

get some insights for the following research questions: What kind of user flow do other well-being platforms

put into place? What constitutes a good flow and narrative for Quan users?

Usability test and structure analysis

After doing academic research, I went into collecting all the different sections/parts of the current prototype

and organising it all into one user flow prototype. I did this because it was not available in the Quan Figma file,

and this would help me further understand the whole user flow that's currently available. While I was

re-arranging, finding and sewing together different screens, I found a couple of things that I thought were

confusing or didn't make sense to me from my own bias experiences and prior research I had just done (See
Section 3.2.6 for comments and further questions). These small things I found also gave me insight into what I

could test during the card sorting and cognitive mapping when I do the creative session (See Appendix 1.1 for
creative session plan).

Expert review

I also did an expert review because it is a valuable method for uncovering usability issues, complementary to the

usability testing I had just done. Expert reviews result in a list of mostly just usability issues, together with

recommendations for fixing those issues. Of course, at this stage I had not done any kind of user testing so the

expert review is quite short (See section 3.2.7 for comments and insights).

Customized Competitive testing (Competitive testing + Competitor analysis)

Now that I had everything sorted about the Quan platform, it was time to investigate some other great

platforms. An assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of current competitors. Is the process of conducting

research to evaluate the usability and learnability of your competitors’ products. So I asked ten people to send

me their favorite platforms/apps/websites that were not social media related. Their genders were mixed and

ages varied between mid-twenties to mid-fifties. From all the ones that were sent to me I chose the three most

mentioned ones, which were: Duolingo, Elevate and Medium. I then chose to also look into two of Quan's

closest competitors, which are: Sydney and Uprise. What I did was:

● Create a Narrative/flow for each of these platforms. I did this to learn from successful onboarding

procedures as well as see how the academic research is implemented in practise. From the home page,
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and every page that the platform instructed me to look through. I created some notes observations

which can be seen in Section 3.2.8, Part A.

● Create an excel sheet comparing how well each of the 5 platforms satisfy the design principles I found

before (See Section 3.2.8, Part B) to further understand where Quan lacks the most. Additionally, this

can tell me more about what I can put in place to bring Quan to the same standards as these other

highly regarded platforms.

● Create another excel sheet that shows how specific functionalities and how they satisfy the design

principles talked about earlier on. This is to further build upon the previous sheet mentioned.

Site mapping

I used the site mapping technique to create a visual representation (See Figure 3.8) of the user journeys for each

of the different platforms I chose (See Section 3.2.9 for insights/takeaways). To my surprise this technique also

gave me insight into how many interactions the user would have to do before getting to their goal within each of

the platforms. Additionally, it gave me a good indication of how Quan's platform could improve in terms of

interaction and navigation. I'd also like to make a disclaimer that for some of the platforms I chose there were

only mobile versions available, but since Quan was interested in mobile first, it was not as important at the time

of research to consider whether the platforms offered a desktop based version.

Method Triangulation

When I was done with my research I started with data triangulation (See Section 3.3.1 for full table of insights),

which means that the researcher uses a variety of data sources for the research subject; I specifically used

method triangulation, which just means the use of multiple methods in the same project. For example, I used

various techniques such as: site mapping, academic research, creative sessions, etc. I used this technique

because I saw it as a good way to bring different parts of my research together, and as a means to support

certain points of views. It allowed me to create insights that I could then turn into user stories during my

defining phase.

Personas

To have a solid direction of which users I would be designing for I had to create personas (See Appendix 2.1 for

all three personas). They will help make design decisions by taking common user needs and bringing them to the

forefront of planning before design has actually started. Additionally, personas provide our team with a shared

understanding of users in terms of goals and capabilities (See Section 3.3.2 for chosen persona).

I collaborated with my colleague and fellow student Celine to create these personas. We collaborated for two

main reasons. First, because of her research, she had a much better understanding of the behavioural attributes

of our target group and what they would require. On the other hand, I had done a bit less digging into our users

but still had a general understanding of them from the interview I conducted and academic research. The

second reason being that together we could discuss our findings about the target group and come to an

agreement on the most important attributes to design for so that we make a coherent working prototype

together.
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3.1.7 Creative session set-ups

Research creative session - Set-up

The creative sessions were the next part of my research. The aim of the creative sessions I conducted was to

learn more about Quan's target users, what motivates them and what they expect from us as a platform (See

Appendix 2.3.2 for observation notes). I also wanted to further confirm what I read in the secondary research I

conducted. I became curious and had tons of questions like:

● What do users usually expect when accessing web-based platforms?

● What do they want?

● Is Quan optimising their current user flow to facilitate the shortcomings of our memory and cognition?

● What can I learn from these users that will reaffirm that things as they are will not allow users to be

motivated to start new habits and maintain them?

For the creative session I prepared a Miro board with all the activities I was going to do all lined up ready for the

users just to move things around. I also prepared some questions for the end of the session to get more

information about motivation and the users themselves. I created an in-depth plan on how every single part of

the session would go in the (See Appendix 1.1 for creative session plan). For a summary of all insights gathered

during the session please refer to Section 3.2.10.

Participants

For this session, I aimed to find participants that were in the 40s and/or 50s who are currently working. I chose

this target group because I initially thought that Quan wanted to target older people. Additionally, from my

experience and what I learned from Apple is that something that is intuitive to someone older can easily be

understood by someone younger but not necesarilly the other way around.

To find these participants I decided that asking my parents and family for their friend's contact information

would be a good initial start. When I get their contact, I would then text or email them. Due to time constraints I

was not able to find participants I was not acquainted with but luckily because of the nature of this creative

session, knowing the participants did not have a huge impact on the insights gathered.

List of participants:

Name Gender Age Job Well-being status Interview
day

Jetta Daidone Male 54 Company
owner

Sporty, aware of importance of well-being, does
not work on it (inactive)

26/02/2021

Titia van den Berg Female 40 Consultant Sporty, aware of importance of well-being, does
work on it (active)

25/02/2021

Alex Konings Male 24 UX intern Sporty, aware of importance of well-being, does
not work on it (inactive)

23/02/2021

Louise Roose Female 45 UX lecturer Sporty, aware of importance of well-being, does
work on it (active)

25/02/2021
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Methods used

Speak out loud:

I asked users to speak out loud during the whole duration of the creative session because I wanted to hear their

thinking process on why they would write certain things, also to understand how they visualise it in their head.

To see all speak out loud insights see Appendix 2.3.1.

Brainstorming:

Brainstorming combines a relaxed, informal approach to problem solving with lateral thinking. I used this

because I wanted to encourage my participants to come up with thoughts and ideas about what they expected

from a web-based (not a specific one or type) platform on sticky notes. This will help me get some insights for

the following research questions:

● What kind of tool and/or functionalities should Quan provide that can motivate users to use the

platform?

● What do the users expect from a platform?

● What makes a system intuitive? How can I apply that to Quan's "Journey"?

Customised Cognitive mapping:

Cognitive mapping is an information visualization technique that can be used as a decision and sense-making

tool. I call it customised cognitive mapping because I combined the normal cognitive mapping with card sorting.

I asked them to rearrange the sticky notes they wrote their ideas on to make sense, in other words, organise

them based on where they would find it most convenient to find those items, functionalities or pages. I wanted

to reveal how my participants think about a problem space, and visualize how they process and make sense of

their experience. This will help me get some insights for the following research questions:

● What kind of onboarding flow can be put in place to make the users not feel overwhelmed?

● Quan wants to make users feel comfortable. What makes a system feel comfortable?

● What kind of user flow do other well-being platforms put into place?

● What constitutes a good flow and narrative for Quan users?

Card sorting:

Next I prepared sticky notes with all the functionalities and pages that Quan had at the time based on the

prototype and site map I created (See Figure 3.8). And asked them to arrange the functionalities I wrote based on

where they would find it the most intuitive/easiest to get to their goal. I did this technique because user

comprehension and meaningful categorization is critical, card sorting can help clarify. This will help me get some

insights for the following research questions:

● What makes a system intuitive? How can I apply that to Quan's "Journey"?

● What do the users expect from a well-being system? What do they already use? What kind of tools do

users expect Quan to provide?

● What constitutes a good flow and narrative for Quan users?
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Interview

My whole creative session was very heavily focussed on what users expect from platforms but not much about

how they build habits and what motivates them to start new ones. To learn more about this I conducted a 10

minute interview at the end of each session (See Appendix 2.3.3 for interview notes and see end of Appendix 1.1
for interview questions). This interview will help me get some insights for the following research questions:

● What kind of tool and/or functionalities should Quan provide that can motivate users to use the

platform?

● Are users interested in personalising their journey? And if so, what is the best way to find the balance

between hand-holding and giving more free reign?

● What can be put in place to make a symbiotic onboarding system between all the different paths of the

journey?
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3.1.8 Research Materials

Documentation

I decided to keep a research journal to keep track of my data and research decisions I made along the way. This

is mostly kind of a dump of what I did and why. Also, Quan wanted to keep track of what I was up to every week

and why I was doing what I did, so I made it very clear in my journal my step by step process (See Attached file
"Research journal"). I also have a Miro board with some of my research, I did not add a lot to my miro board as

Quan prefers documentation to be in the form of a google doc or sheets.  If you do not have access to attached

files, below I have also included the links:

Research journal

https://docs.google.com/document/d/19IfbVPBV4DL5ZL6l1r7jAF7E7Buaj7otgRxHYLBhVBc/edit?usp=sharin

g

Miro Board

https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_lWR4q1g=/

3.1.9 Research Set-up (Plan)

Week 1 (08/02 - 12/02)

Data Collection, Preparatory Research

- Emotion Mapping (based on the prototype)

- Affinity Diagram

- Quan Competitor analysis -  review

Week 2 (15/02 - 19/02)

Data Collection

- Competitor analysis - review

- Competitive testing

- Academical Research (books)

Week 3 (22/02 - 26/02)

- Academical Research (articles)

- Card sorting (observation/interview):

- Cognitive mapping (observation/interview):

Week 4 (01/03 - 05/03)

Data Visualization & Synthesis

- Triangulation method

- Personas

- User Stories

- Conclusions
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3.2 Data Collection and Analysis

Disclaimer: all of the insights mentioned in the following section are not prioritised. Also, when a table is

presented with insights, those insights are my takeaways from that method used.

3.2.1 Experiences in the Field

Collecting data was no easy task. Quan had some scattered information, they also failed to mention key design

decisions and functionalities that would have helped in the beginning of the data collection process. On the

other hand they did provide us with what we needed like finding participants, and additional support for our

research.

When it came down to the new data collection, I had fun seeing how different platforms provided their users

with similar solutions. It took long hours of reading but the academic research was well worth the time as the

activities leading after it proved many of the things I had found. The creative sessions that I conducted also

went smoothly, and I was able to learn a great deal from people's cognitions and expectations. Furthermore, the

data was very fulfilling to collect as there were so many undeniable patterns, which made me more excited to

ideate.

This following part will be just the research results for each of the methods mentioned in Section 3.1. By the end

of this section, I will also show how I used all this data to create conclusions (Section 3.3) that would give me a

good base to start the "Defining phase" (Section 4).
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3.2.2 Affinity diagram

Figure 3.2 Affinity Diagram clustering (individual)

Affinity diagram insight clustering:

Because Quan likes things documented and not on a miro board, I took it upon myself to write all the similar

insights clustered in Figure 3.2 into the spreadsheet shown below, and create overarching insights of each

cluster. This will also give me better insight as to why users felt a certain way  on the emotional map I created

later (See Section 3.2.3 for emotional map).

Insight Related to Evidence Screen

Users seem

overwhelmed by the

options presented to

them at the beginning

of their journey

User flow:

information

architecture

A. User did not read goals - immediately went for

the first one.

B. "[ ] ... Lots of steps after another"

C. "nothing occurs to me at this point" - user

doesn't want to dwell more on the motivations at

that very point.

D. Did not expect so many options (motivation /

time/ type of content)

Goals selection

screen
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Users want to see all

the options before

filtering

User flow:

information

architecture

A. "I want to go back and see results - and choose

my goal"

B. "I want to be able to change my mind on time"

C. Wanted to come back and check the second

goal, what would be inside there.

D. Seemed like she wanted to go back to change

what she have chosen (in the next screen)

E. Worried about making a bad decision at the

start. (a need to edit their decisions - Personal

profile settings)

Goals selection

screen,

motivation

screen

Users want to go back

to previous screens

User flow:

information

architecture

A. "I like the go back"

B. "want to know where I am, important to go back

sometimes. Lots of steps after another"

C. she questions if "back to overview" is progress

or home page

D. Seemed like she wanted to go back to change

what she have chosen (in the next screen)

Goals selection

screen, Activity,

Overview

Users expect to be able

to set reminders and

notifications

Motivation/Nu

dging

A. Add action: thought it was a reminder to do

something. or browse through content and add

something that interests her.

B. Add your own action - I expect a reminder or

browse content and add one of interest.

C. After choosing motivation and goals - she would

expect to see a calendar to ask her when and for

how long per week she would want to do it, also to

set reminders

D. wants to receive push notifications, but not too

many!

E. Send notifications because people will forget

Overview

Users want to be able

to change their mind

(settings)

Customization A. I want to be able to change my mind on time.

B. Seemed like she wanted to go back to change

what she had chosen (in the next screen).

Goals selection

screen,

motivation

screen
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Users want to be able

to make more than one

selection

Customization A. she would want to select more than 1

motivation: relaxed, balanced, happy

B. expect to choose multiple motivations based on

interface

C. you need to be motivated to make a change -

hard to choose one

Goals selection

screen,

motivation

screen

Most users wanted the

goal & timing to be

determined by Quan

(based on results)

User flow,

Narrative

A. "nothing occurs to me at this point" - user

doesn't want to dwell more on the motivations at

that very point.

B. Didn't stop to think how many weeks she wanted

to do. She asks if it's a week because she doesn't

know how long she should do it.

C. Users like customising content, have difficulties

about setting up the timeframe themselves.

D. maybe if you dont know its hard to choose a

motivation

Motivation

screen

Users enjoy being able

to pick the amount of

time they have to do an

activity

Customization A. Great to give me the option of time (so the

tailored to my needs)

B. The time is also based on how many hours I want

to spend on it per week

C.

Tasks

Page/Overview

Users need a filtering

option for all the

content

User flow,

customization

A. Rating the stars: I feel okay about reviewing the

content. Because then you can come up with better

recommendations for me.

B. Exercise should be selected for everyone:

mediation practice, based on the person's

preferences.

C.The content selection is also nice.

Tasks

Page/Overview

Users would like to see

tips and

encouragement text

Motivation/Nu

dging

A. missing everyday tips - confidence booster

B. quotes + hiccups how to improve

C. he would expect tips, small bites of information

to improve well-being
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Users expect to be

rewarded for their

progress

Motivation/Nu

dging

A. he expected a trophy for completing an activity

B. more fun stuff to celebrate success

C. He expected a milestone and have a trophy

Overview

Users want more

clarity and sense of

accomplishment when

finishing a tasks

User flow,

Narrative,

Motivation/Nu

dging

A. Add button and finished tasks aren't clear. Want

to see a notification that her activity is done.

B. would like to get notified moving to the next one

C. Not clear what activity got completed

Review screen

and Overview

Users enjoy tasks that

are pre-selected

User flow,

Narrative,

information

architecture

A. she would expect to see more tailored cards in

the "add action" - preselected for her by Quan.

B. I see an article: for me it would be a good one

because it's an introduction. I wouldn't skip this

one.

C. I like the "tailored for you". To me, it's clear

because I made some decisions and this is what you

give to me. Explain how you made this tailored for

me.

Tasks

Page/Overview

Users want to have

access to all content

(even the ones they

already finished)

User flow,

customization

A. I would like for it to stay in my list so I can listen

to it again if I want.

B. I hope that the audio stays in my list so I can

listen to it again.

C. If its meditation I would like to do it again

Tasks

Page/Overview

Users seem to need

more cues (visual, text,

etc..) to understand

what they are going to

do or have completed

Motivation/Nu

dging,

Illustration

A. confused about whether she will be doing an

meditation exercise or if it's just an audio about

meditation.

B. 5 min: do I have to meditate. Do I have to sit

down? Tell me what is the best time to listen to this

C. It's good that there is a sign that it takes 3 min.

Tasks

Page/Overview

Users did not pay as

much attention to

progress as they did to

the tasks

User flow,

Narrative,

information

architecture

A. Overview: I would start with the tailored for you

because that's what I expect.

B. list with a suggestions

Tasks

Page/Overview
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Users were confused

by the titles and text

used (review

terminology)

User flow,

Narrative,

Architecture

A. Did not understand that the one at the bottom

was one she just finished. Tailored for you not clear.

B. Nowhere does it state that the items tailored for

you are activities.

C. Add action: thought it was a reminder to do

something. or browse through content and add

something that interests her.

D. she is confused about the sentence about

motivation "being relaxed" - she would expect to be

asked about a goal, not her motivation

E. not like the term overthinking (means there is

under thinking)

Tasks

Page/Overview

Users want to compare

and see their

progress/moods

throughout their

journey

User flow,

Narrative,

Architecture,

Autonomy

A. "I would like to see an overview of how much i've

interacted and what activities I completed".

B. important for me to reflect going through this

journey.

C. She wants to know the impact an

exercise/read/audio has on her mood/emotions

(end of exercise).

D. He would see the progress on a chart after.

N/A

Users not convinced

that their well being

progress and task

completion progress

should be tracked the

same way.

Motivation/Nu

dging,

Information

Architecture

A. I would not expect that if I read an article you

show my progress because well being is not about

this.

B. Progress is really about how much you are doing

and not about how you are feeling.

C. I'm wondering how you would show my

progress. Are you going to show all things about

"overthinking"? I'm curious about that.

D. He would see the progress on a chart after.

Tasks

Page/Overview
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Users seem to prefer

being to achieve

smaller

milestones/progression

Motivation/Nu

dging,

Information

Architecture

A. doesn't feel like there is a long way to go.

B. ocd would kill me - I have 28 days to complete

the circle

C. She wants to know the impact an

exercise/read/audio has on her mood/emotions

(end of exercise).

D. I like knowing the finnish line + how to get there

Tasks

Page/Overview

Current progress bar

as is does not achieve

the desired outcome:

understanding of

progression and

motivation

Motivation/Nu

dging,

Information

Architecture

A. Progress bar: Is it yellow because I have

completed one activity or because it's one day.

B. I'm a bit confused because I see time and the

number of activities. I think it's about days but I

don't think this is not true.

C. She just quickly reviewed the progress. only

thought more about it after being asked again. She

thinks that the 28 days is a course.

D. How do you show progress in your wellbeing?

(circles and # of articles is not clear)

Tasks

Page/Overview

Users could benefit

form more illustrations

and animations

User flow,

Narrative,

Information

Architecture

A. missing an illustration to make it more fun.

B. she expected a different animation because of

the arrow on the right.

C.

N/A

Users seemed to not

care or subconsciously

know that the platform

is trustworthy

User flow,

Narrative,

Information

Architecture

A. I don't know who this doctor is

B. various users skipped reviewed by

C. I like the doctor. I don't know who she is but it's

good to see a doctor's name there.

Card & Review

Screen

The users don't

understand to whom

the community is

related to, and seemed

unimpressed

User flow,

Narrative,

Information

Architecture

A. I'm not sure what communities mean.

B. he would like to work with colleagues he knows

well on challenges.

C. that is my corporate / my colleagues?

D. "usually community content is gibberish (not

smart or insightful)"

community tab

on overview
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Users seemed very

excited about sharing

with a friend but less

with a colleague

Motivation/Nu

dging,

Narrative

A. Yes would share with a coworker - but if a friend

cannot have access.

B. "Nice to rate the activity and share with friends."

C. "share with a friend" - confused whom to share

with - friends or colleagues. she did not expect

preference, depends on the offer

D. When I am excited I want to share the content

with my friends via WhatsApp or Instagram.

End of activity

screen

Sharing tasks with

other people is

motivating

Motivation/Nu

dging

A. wants a share feature with it, to share with

friends so they can do it together --> doesn't have

the motivation to do stuff on his own, needs

community to push him

B. key motivator is other people

C.

D.

Challenges

Users did not

understand challenges

in its current version

Motivation/Nu

dging,

information

Architecture

A. I don't know what challenges are

B. What is a challenge - more explanation

C. Overview: challenges are not really clear

because I did not read anything.

D. activities and challenges were not clear

Challenges

Communities and

challenges do not make

sense in the context

the are placed in

User flow,

Narrative,

Architecture

A. Don't like community features in these kind of

apps - too many things happening

B. what is the difference between activities +

challenges are

C. doesn't know how to go to the challenges

D. Confusion with communities + challenges: "Why

do I see challenges in the progress bar and

communities underneath?"

community tab

on overview
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3.2.3 Emotion Mapping

Figure 3.3 Emotional map (average emotions across 6 different participants per screen)

Figure 3.3 is an illustration of the average emotional journey state of the 5 different testers. While making the

emotional journey and looking back at the videos, I noticed that quite a few times the participants would laugh

or smile, when in fact, their words pointed towards that they were confused.

Insights of emotional mapping:

Disclaimer: When I talk about insights in this part I am referring to the insights from Section 3.2.2

Figure 3.4 Screens1 - 5 ("Deep dive results", "My Goal is…"," Goal overthinking", "Overview", "Activity card")

Screen 1 Insight:

The average emotion is neutral, but according to the insights gathered from the affinity diagram, the thing users

were most excited about is that the content provided is tailored for them. This makes me believe that the

beginning of the journey needs to be made more exciting and rewarding for the user. The neutrality makes

sense to some degree as the results are presented in a way that's not necessarily clear or exciting.

Screen 2 Insight:

The users still felt neutral towards choosing a goal. According to the insights it is related to the fact that they

didn't expect having to make more decisions and didn't know enough about what the next step was in order to

decide.
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Screen 3 Insight:

This screen the average user was still a bit neutral about, but having control over their journey definitely

sparked some joy for many of the users. Based on the insights It seems that the average is still neutral because

some users felt it was too soon to make these choices or that they would be deprived of content based on the

choices they made. Some users even commented that Quan should decide or suggest for them.

Screen 4 Insight:

Users felt quite neutral about this screen. Insights lead to believe they are confused by the content and the way

it is presented. There is a lack of visual cues and excitement for when the user first lands on this screen.

Screen 5 Insight:

The activity card was well received. Users seemed comfortable with the actions available and intuitively could

find their way around. They didn't seem too interested in the "reviewed by".

Figure 3.5 Screens 6 - 10 ("Activity", "Review activity", "Overview + Progress", "Community", "Motivation overview")

Screen 6 Insight:

The happiest point in the user journey was when users were on the actual activity screen. All they said were

things like "Nice" and moved on. I believe this is due to the fact that they are used to the layout based on

previous apps they used and it was straight forward. So users seem the most comfortable in environments they

are accustomed to.

Screen 7 Insight:

People were again neutral about the review activity. The insights show that they were sure what exactly they

were reviewing (their experience or the activity itself or how much they liked it?), they also were not sure what

they were sharing (the activity itself or the completion of the activity) and with whom they could share it, who

has access to it. I believe this is a result of language used, instead of just "share", possibly being more specific can

help ("share activity with colleagues").

Screen 8 Insight:

This is where users seemed to have been the most disappointed/confused throughout the whole process.

Based on the insights it is related to how their progress was visualised. Some mentioned it seemed more like a

statistic than progress, others expected some kind of reward. Apart from this the screen had little to no changes
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in regards to where the task that was just completed went. Here, the sense of accomplishment was not reached

when in fact that is what the users were expecting.

Screen 9 Insight:

The users were a bit neutral on the community screen but more on the happier side. Based on insights this is

due to the fact that they could share doing activities/tasks with their friends and colleagues (challenges). The

neutrality came more because they didn't know that the "challenges presented were in fact to share with your

friends. Also not to mention that almost all users were not interested in the forum

Screen 10 Insight:

This final screen was kind of a way for users to rate and reflect on their progress after doing the journey. They

seemed to want to reflect more after so many weeks of work. It felt like this screen was not rewarding enough

which is why they were more on the neutral un-excited side.

3.2.4 Competitor analysis - Review (Summary)

Here is the link to her full research presentation:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/10wV0mf1gnsABeyHXF48UazLANylSvERq/view?ts=6023c6a9

Her approach to research:

- Focused on the most relevant competitors.

- She categorised competitors.

- Looked only into well being platforms.

- Did research by looking at demos and reviews.

- Found list of design principles by going through (130 apps and those researchers were behaviour

scientists). 9 design principles.

- Did her research and got insights based on the 9 principles.

- Found patterns in user journey steps. (broad/high level)

- Look at blooms taxonomy

- Research Questions

Insights

Competitors

Apps:

Flo, Calm, Reflectly, Headspace , Fabulous, I am - Positive Affirmations, Sanvello, Stoic, Rise, Breathwork, …

Platforms:

SYD, Virgin Pulse, Wellable, …
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Design Principles

functionalities:

- Self-monitoring/Self-tracking.

- Adaptive Functionalities.

- Adequate reminders: triggers, good text, positive reinforcement.

- Reliability of content.

- Rewards and praise: overview of stats, positive reinforcement.

- Reduction and tunnelling: access to limited content.

- Social support: a community.

Components:

- Goal setting (choosing your own goal, fun interaction about signing a contract) (how to motivate users

though micro-interactions?) (how to help form habits with the platform)

- Leaning content (short interaction, short text, 6/7min of content) (Emily Nagoski, hyped professional)

- Proven interactions/features (good interactions based on existing websites)

- User Journey

User Journey Steps:

1. Access platform

2. Data intake

3. Attract with content, see visualise based on the data intake

4. Exploration and active usage

5. Advocacy

3.2.5 Academic research - Most used outcomes

Here I've tried to summarise some of my most used and important findings from secondary research. To see my

full summary, please refer to the Attached file "Secondary research summary" or visit the link provided below:

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1FsophO4a8nw7OiwFzeJc_HL3SCEIDknNlgFLUqy8Xas/edit?usp=shari

ng

Designing Interactive systems (Benyon, 2005)

Design principles:

Design Principles Example/Description

Helping people access, learn and remember the system:

Visibility
Ensure that things are visible so that people can see what functions are available and
what the system is currently doing

Consistency
Consistent in the use of design features and be consistent with similar systems and
standard ways of working.
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Familiarity Use language, layouts and symbols that the intended audience will be familiar with.

Affordance Design things so it is clear what they are for; for example, make buttons look like buttons
so people will press them.

Giving them the sense of being in control, knowing what to do and how to do it:

Navigation
Provide support to enable people to move around the parts of the system: maps,
directional signs and information signs.

Control

Make it clear who or what is in control and allow people to take control. Control is
enhanced if there is a clear, logical mapping between controls and the effect that they
have.

Feedback
Rapidly feedback information from the system to people so that they know what affect
their actions have had.

Safely and securely:

Recovery Enable recovery from actions, particularly mistakes and errors, quickly and effectively.

Constraints
Provide constraints so that people do not try to do things that are inappropriate. In
particular, people should be prevented from making serious errors through properly
constraining allowable actions and seeking confirmation of dangerous operations.

Flexibility Allow multiple ways of doing things so as to accommodate people with different levels of
experience and interest in the system.

Style Designs should be stylish and attractive.

Conviviality Interactive systems should be polite, friendly, and generally. pleasant.

When building a platform/website you need to:

● Understand who is visiting the website.

● Know what goals they have.

● Have use case scenarios.

Things to keep in mind:

● Navigation is the central concern for every website.

● Support to enable people to discover the structure and content of the site and to find their way to a

particular part of the site is the key issue.

● Navigation bars at the top and down the side of the web pages will help people develop a clear overall

‘map’ of the site.

● Each page on a website should answer questions such as: Where am I? Where can I go? Where have I

been? What is nearby? Provide people with feedback on where they are in the site and clarify contexts

and content.

● Consistency is important and a clear design language should be developed, including interaction

patterns for the main recurring interactions.

● Having a link to the ‘home’ (front) page of a site in a prominent position and having a site map will afford

people getting oriented.
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● The site’s home page is particularly important and should feature a directory, a summary of important

news/stories and a search facility.

● One thing that a designer can be quite sure about is that he or she will not be able to fit everything onto

one page. As a general rule, six to eight links per category is about right, but the nature of the content

and how it would naturally be divided up by the people who will be visiting the site must also be

considered.

Navigation tips:

Three key features of a good navigation design for websites: labelling, navigation support and searching

mechanisms:

● Labels are used for internal and external links, headings and subheadings, titles and related areas.

● Signs and labels on websites are deliberately placed in order to support navigation. It is a good design

principle to have the global, top-level navigation bar the same on every page so that people can easily

jump back to the home page, to a ‘frequently asked questions’ page or to one of the other main

categories.

● One of the significant features of the Web as an information space is that many sites support

searching.

Types of page structures:

A. A hierarchical structure (also sometimes called a ‘tree’, although it is an upside-down tree) arranges the

pages with a single root at the top and a number of branches underneath, each of which has several

sub-branches.

B. Networks are structures in which the same item may be linked into several dif- ferent hierarchies. It is a

more natural structure but also a more confusing one for people to understand.

C. Organizing pages into a sequence is ideal for dealing with a straightforward task structure such as

buying a product or filling in a series of questions.

Terminology:

One of the problems with devising a taxonomy is that different people use different concepts to organize

things. Another is that people use different words and terms to refer to the same thing. The preferred term is at

the centre of the structure. It needs to be chosen carefully so that it will be recognized and remembered by the

people using the site.

Design with the mind in mind (Johnson, 2014)

Habituation

A third way in which experience biases perception is called habituation. Repeated exposure to the same (or

highly similar) perceptions dulls our perceptual system’s sensitivity to them. Habituation is a very low-level

phenomenon of our nervous system: it occurs at a neuronal level.We experience habituation in computer usage

when the same error messages or “Are you sure?” confirmation messages appear again and again. People

initially notice them and perhaps respond, but eventually click them closed reflexively without bothering to

read them.
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Relation to Quan: People are accustomed to how the basic layouts of websites are right now. Quan doesn't help

with this (See insights from Section 3.2.2).

Perception Biased by Current Context

When we try to understand how our visual perception works, it is tempting to think of it as a bottom-up

process, combining basic features such as edges, lines, angles, curves, and patterns into figures and ultimately

into meaningful objects.  To take reading as an example, you might assume that our visual system first

recognizes shapes as letters and then combines letters into words, words into sentences, and so on.

Relation to Quan: The reason users are having an issue with seeing communities within the path (See insights

from Section 3.2.2).

Perception Biased by Goals

In addition to being biased by our past experience and the present context, our perception is influenced by our

goals and plans for the future. Specifically, our goals:

• Guide: our perceptual apparatus, so we sample what we need from the world around us.

• Filter: our perceptions: things unrelated to our goals tend to be filtered out pre consciously, never registering

in our conscious minds.

For example, when people navigate through software or a Website, seeking information or a specific function,

they don’t read carefully. They scan screens quickly and superficially for items that seem related to their goal.

They don’t simply ignore items unrelated to their goals; they often don’t even notice them

Relation to Quan: It is important to note that people don't read, so we need to make certain things obvious

without them needing explanation.

Taking Biased Perception into Account When Designing

Avoid ambiguity “Avoid ambiguous information displays, and test your design to verify that all users
interpret the display in the same way. Where ambiguity is unavoidable, either rely
on standards or conventions to resolve it, or prime users to resolve the ambiguity
in the intended way.”

Be consistent “Place information and controls in consistent locations. Controls and data displays
that serve the same function on different pages should be placed in the same
position on each page on which they appear. They should also have the same color,
text fonts, shading, and so on. This consistency allows users to spot and recognize
them quickly.”

Understand the goals “Users come to a system with goals they want to achieve. Designers should
understand those goals. Realize that users’ goals may vary, and that their goals
strongly influence what they perceive. Ensure that at every point in an interaction,
the information users need is available, prominent, and maps clearly to a possible
user goal, so users will notice and use the information.”

We Seek and Use Visual Structure

People use visual structure to help them extract information from what they see. Therefore, interactive systems

that display information in structured ways allow people to extract the desired information more easily and

quickly. This allows people, when scanning information, to separate what is relevant to their goals from what is

irrelevant instantly, and to focus on the relevant information.
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Visual Hierarchy Lets People Focus on the Relevant Information

One of the most important goals in structuring information presentations is to provide a visual hierarchy—an

arrangement that:

• Breaks the information into distinct sections, and breaks large sections into subsections.

• Labels each section and subsection prominently and in such a way as to clearly identify its content.

• Presents the sections and subsections as a hierarchy, with higher-level sections presented more strongly than

lower-level ones.

A visual hierarchy allows people, when scanning information, to instantly separate what is relevant to their

goals from what is irrelevant, and to focus their attention on the relevant information. They find what they are

looking for more quickly because they can easily skip everything else.

Universal Principles of Design (Lidwell, Holden, Elam and Butler, 2003)

Aesthetic Usability Effect

Aesthetic things are perceived to be easier to use than ugly things.

● Aesthetic things are often subjectively rated as easier to use, even when usability advantage can be

objectively measured.

● Aesthetic things are more effective at fostering positive attitudes than ugly things, making people more

tolerant when problems are encountered.

● Aesthetic things are more likely to be tried, accepted, displayed, and repeatedly used than ugly things.

● Aspire to create aesthetically pleasing designs. It is more than ornamentation- it is an investment in

user acceptance, forgiveness and satisfaction

Self-regulation theory

Self-regulation theory (SRT) is a system of conscious personal management that involves the process of guiding

one's own thoughts, behaviors and feelings to reach goals. Self-regulation consists of several stages and

individuals must function as contributors to their own motivation, behavior and development within a network

of reciprocally interacting influences. (Self-Regulation Theory - an overview | ScienceDirect Topics, 2021.

Note related to Quan:

● Many of the more experienced users involved in my research have more self-regulation tendencies

than users who are new to habit building.

● I've also found that users that have a strict health goal of sorts (e.g. losing/gaining weight, taking

medication, etc…) have a higher likelihood to self-regulate than users who are just trying to improve.

● The model suggest that the individual has to have their own motivation, within a network of

reciprocally interacting influences

Motivation control theory

An abundance of research suggests that people generally prefer to control the events in their lives and that

exercising control is good for people’s well-being. Even in situations in which individuals exercise little control,

simply believing that they could exert control usually causes people to feel better, cope with adversity better,
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and work more efficiently. In fact, a case can be made that feeling in control is a critical component of

well-being.

Fixed and growth mindset

Dweck is well–known for her work on “the fixed mindset vs. the growth mindset.” Here's how Dweck describes

the difference between these two mindsets and how they impact your performance…

"In a fixed mindset students believe their basic abilities, their intelligence, their talents, are just fixed traits. They

have a certain amount and that's that, and then their goal becomes to look smart all the time and never look

dumb. In a growth mindset students understand that their talents and abilities can be developed through effort,

good teaching and persistence. They don't necessarily think everyone's the same or anyone can be Einstein, but

they believe everyone can get smarter if they work at it."

Note related to Quan:

Good to think about how some users will come with certain pre-conceptions of themselves (e.g. I'm not a

meditator, I'm not a reader, etc…). As an organisation we need to decide whether we will be trying to change

peoples minds about the things they are capable of? Turn users from a fixed mindset to a growth mindset? Who

do we want to focus our attention on? Growth mindset people?

Cognitive dissonance theory

Cognitive dissonance occurs when a person holds contradictory beliefs, ideas, or values, and is typically

experienced as psychological stress when they participate in an action that goes against one or more of them.

According to this theory, when two actions or ideas are not psychologically consistent with each other, people

do all in their power to change them until they become consistent.The discomfort is triggered by the person's

belief clashing with new information perceived, wherein they try to find a way to resolve the contradiction to

reduce their discomfort.

Relation to Quan: This can help with motivating people to come back to the platform if they were to commit to

an amount of time they are going to exercise in a day/week/month. Their cognitive dissonance would make it

more likely that they will return to stick to their own promises.
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3.2.6 Usability test and structure analysis

User Narrative

Quan current user narrative:

1. User logs in Quan

2. They get an overview of the "dashboard".

3. They get the option to "start assessment" about their general well being and are taken to a screen that

explains what the assessment is going to be about.

4. The user clicks "start assessment" once again, and gets taken through a questionnaire.

5. When they get to the end they press "finnish assessment".

6. They then get a pop-up congratulating them on finishing the assessment. And then they click "see

results" to see their results

7. User gets shown their general well being across five dimensions and has the option to either see more

in depth within those dimensions or to go to the "next step".

8. If the user chooses to look into one of the dimensions he gets taken to a screen where he can then

access all the dimensions in detail from a menu.

9. To go to the next step the user either needs to go to the dashboard or back to their results.

10. The user then clicks on "next step" and then gets taken to the screen where there are presented three

options on which goal to focus on.

11. When the user clicks on any of the three options a box appears with text about the selection and a

confirmation button to move to start the "deep-dive".

12. When the user clicks on "start deep-dive" they get taken to another screen which explain what the

deep-dive is for and how long it will take.

13. When the user is done and gets to the end of the questionnaire they press "finnish assessment".

14. They then get a pop-up congratulating them on finishing the assessment.
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Comments on usability and structure

General comments and observations for desktop version:

Figure 3.6 Desktop full user journey made by Quan.

● The user flow for the onboarding on desktop is relatively well thought out.

● Some terminology is not that well chosen and can be interpreted in a different way (e.g. "Path",

"Dashboard" doesn't tell you much).

● There are three different narratives to account for: the organization, the team and the individual. As is,

I find it weird that your personal info can be found together with the organization's one. I believe that

they should be separated (just like they advertise to  separate work and personal life).

● It doesn't say Dashboard anywhere. Only because of the "go back to dashboard" buttons you know

that you are on the "Dashboard" page. I remember some users asked for the "home screen" (See

Section 3.2.2 for user insights from first test). I think it might be a good idea to just refer to it as home

(also gives it a welcoming vibe). Additionally, a Dashboard is a type of graphical user interface which

often provides at-a-glance views of key performance indicators. In other words a "progress report" or

"report", a form of data visualisation. And here there is no direct data to visualise here, just things to do.

● People get confused by "back to dashboard" on the more detailed results page. I would expect "back to

dashboard" to be at the end of this section's journey. I've seen multiple people press "back to

dashboard" with the intention to go back to the "Results overview" which makes sense as it is the

previous page.

● Giving the user the option to already select their focus on the overview results screen can encourage

them to skip over looking and reflecting on the details of their results. The colour yellow also really

pops out and I would impulsively click on it. Additionally, I learned from secondary research that people

don't like reading so this gives them more reason not to.
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● Personally I was very confused by the title "Deep-dive". I thought deep-dive would give me more

specific results about the "general well-being assessment" I did previously. It does do this later down

the journey, but for some reason I kept having to go back and forward between screens to understand

why the next step is selecting a focus area when it says the next step is the deep-dive on the home

screen/dashboard..

General comments and observations for Mobile version:

Figure 3.7 Mobile full user journey made by Quan (before design sprint).

● The dashboard for mobile seems like a nice idea if it's just used for onboarding. I do see issues for

returning users as I don't think they will want to swipe three times to then click into their path. After

the first use and onboarding the most important thing for the user will be the tasks or activities they

want to do that day.

● Generally needs a lot more research because the user flow has just been copied from the desktop

version and doesn't make sense in some cases (like the display of the content).

Things I can test during card sorting:

● Do people expect a profile? If so, where?

● Where do people expect/wish to have their content?

● What other functionalities do people expect from the system?

● Where would people choose to put the things that already exist if they had the choice?
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3.2.7 Expert review

1. Simple and natural dialogue

The design should have intentional and obvious paths, and should allow people to complete tasks quickly and

freely. Using the product should feel natural to the user.

Screen or Component What is wrong? How to improve?

Journey/Dashboard
Good concept for first time users. Returning users
might feel like it's a hassle to get where they need to be.

Home page where users find the important daily
tasks.

Menu/breadcrumbs
There is no way for users to quickly get from one part
of the platform to the other. They need to retrace all
their steps in order to go back

Add a menu and breadcrumbs.

2. Match the system with the real world

The system should speak the users' language, with words, phrases and concepts familiar to the user, rather than

system-oriented terms. Follow real-world conventions, making information appear in a natural and logical

order.

Screen or Component What is wrong? How to improve?

Generally good Some chosen word might not mean the same to all users
Might be a good idea to search for definitions
of words before naming certain things

3. Make things efficient

A primary goal of experience design is to make things efficient for the human before making things efficient for

the computer. Efficiency allows for productivity and reduced effort, and a streamlined design allows more to get

done in the same amount of time.

Screen or
Component

What is wrong? How to improve?

Too many clicks
For example, for  a user to get to communities it requires
3 clicks when it should require 1.

Minimise the amount of clicks

Journey screen

When onboarding the user, they go back and forward
between other screens and the journey screen for the
only reason of letting them know where they are. But it's
a bit excessive.

Show breadcrumbs of where the user is at, at the top of
the screen.
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4. Make the user feel in control

The user should always feel in control and feel the freedom to use the system as he wishes to. Be forgiving

when mistakes happen, and ensure that the user knows what caused the mistake and that he or she knows how

to prevent it from occurring again.

Screen or Component What is wrong? How to improve?

Motivation screen
The user gets to make choices only once but then
cannot change their ideas afterwards

Could give the user the option to find their choices
in their profile where they can change their
preferences at any time.

5. Provide feedback

Your interface should always speak to your user, when his/her actions are both right and wrong or

misunderstood.

Screen or Component What is wrong? How to improve?

After activity completed
screen

It's generally good, but users are not sure about what
exactly they are rating.

Better choice of language and/or sentence
structure.

After activity completed
screen

Call to action
Better use of language so users know what to
expect when clicking the button.

6. Be flexible

Once a user has become experienced with your interface, reward him or her and take off the training wheels.

The breakdown of complex tasks into simple steps that help the novice user will become inconvenient and

distracting. Providing more abstract ways to accomplish tasks will allow your design to get out of the way. Allow

users to tailor frequent actions.

Screen or Component What is wrong? How to improve?

Journey screen

This screen is good for users starting their journey as
they want to know exactly how they are doing at the
beginning. But once a user returns, they want to get
straight to what is currently changing not the general
steps they need to take.

Giving the users what they need as soon as they
enter the platform.

7. Be consistent and use standards

Your users need consistency. They need to know that once they learn to do something, they will be able to do it

again. A consistent interface enables your users to have a better understanding of how things will work,

increasing their efficiency. Users also need familiar standards that help them understand the system and feel at
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home. Follow platform conventions and standards (menus, buttons, interaction paradigms, etc.), especially with

mobile devices.

Screen or
Component

What is wrong? How to improve?

Deep-dive

Title says deep-dive, button says choose goal, then user
chooses goal and get redirected back to the journey
screen and suddenly the same button (which looks
exactly the same) says start deep-dive.

Add an extra card or add the step within the deep dive
without making the user come back to the journey twice.

There is no
menu

This is a standard all users are used to and is unavailable
Add a menu

Additional thoughts

● The dashboard acts as a really nice onboarding experience for users as it takes them through the steps

in a unique and logical way.

● The general UI look is very nice and modern.

● Hypothesis: The dashboard will not be convenient or logical for returning users. They will need to go

through multiple clicks to get to where they need/want to be every time they enter the platform. This

layout could potentially decrease motivation to return.
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3.2.8 Customised Competitive testing

A. Narrative Flow Analysis

Uprise

Slogan: A proactive and science-based Employee Assistance Program (EAP) provider in Australia.

User flow:

● Quite a nice introduction (onboarding), not too long.

● Look and feel is very simple, no need much explanation on how it works.

● Chat bot is kind of a weird step in the overall process (in my opinion). Feel out of place.

● Language used could be better (more considerate).

● Seems to be quite complete overall.

Syd

Slogan: unknown

User flow (from watching video):

● Not sure where I was or where I was going.

● Generally user flow was ok but sometimes there were too many steps..

● Profiles seem to give users quite some options, but not too many.

Medium

Slogan: Where good ideas find you.

User flow:

● Generally very straightforward.

● Very short onboarding process with little to no explanation of how the site works.

● Generally straightforward layout so no need for extensive onboarding.

● Profile is a bit overwhelming with many options.

Elevate

Stay sharp, build confidence, and boost productivity. Brain training personalized for you.

User flow:

● Generally very straightforward onboarding process.

● Makes sure to check your level and caters to it.

● Simple layout with everything available at one click away.

● Good content and exercises.

● All important things are right as you open the app.
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Duolingo

Learning with Duolingo is fun and addictive. Earn points for correct answers, race against the clock, and level

up. Our bite-sized lessons are effective, and we have proof that it works.

● Generally great user flow and introduction to the app.

● Makes sure to check your level and caters to it.

● All important things are right as you open the app.

● Good content and exercises.

● General layout makes sense and everything is a click away.

For full user flow/narrative research see the document liked bellow:

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OYLbdohCb5FxCv9RP8JrlRfP3bQDjox7knhOfeA2OoU/edit?usp=shar

ing.

B. Comparing platforms with design principles from secondary research

Desktop

Design Principles Example/Description Uprise Syd Medium Duolingo Quan Elevate

Helping people access, learn and remember the system:

Visibility

ensure that things are visible so that people can see

what functions are available and what the system is

currently doing
o N/A o o o N/A

Consistency

consistent in the use of design features and be

consistent with similar systems and standard ways of

working.
o N/A o o o N/A

Familiarity

Use language, layouts and symbols that the intended

audience will be familiar with.
o N/A o o o N/A

Affordance

Design things so it is clear what they are for; for

example, make buttons look like buttons so people will

press them.
o N/A o o o N/A

Giving them the sense of being in control, knowing what to do and how to do it:

Navigation

Provide support to enable people to move around the

parts of the system: maps, directional signs and

information signs.
o N/A x o o N/A

Control

Make it clear who or what is in control and allow people

to take control. Control is enhanced if there is a clear,

logical mapping between controls and the effect that

they have.

x N/A o o x N/A

Feedback

Rapidly feed back information from the system to

people so that they know what affect their actions have

had.
o N/A o o o N/A

Safely and securely:

Recovery

Enable recovery from actions, particularly mistakes

and errors, quickly and effectively.
o N/A o o x N/A
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Constraints
Provide constraints so that people do not try to do

things that are inappropriate. In particular, people

should be prevented from making serious errors

through properly constraining allowable actions and

seeking confirmation of dangerous operations.

x N/A o o o N/A

Flexibility Allow multiple ways of doing things so as to

accommodate people with different levels of

experience and interest in the system.

x N/A o o x N/A

Style Designs should be stylish and attractive. o N/A o o o N/A

Conviviality

Interactive systems should be polite, friendly, and

generally. pleasant.
o N/A o o o N/A

Mobile

Design

Principles
Example/Description Uprise Syd Medium Duolingo Quan Elevate

Helping people access, learn and remember the system:

Visibility
ensure that things are visible so that people can see what

functions are available and what the system is currently doing o o o o o o

Consistency
consistent in the use of design features and be consistent with

similar systems and standard ways of working. o o o o x o

Familiarity

Use language, layouts and symbols that the intended audience

will be familiar with.
o o o o x o

Affordance Design things so it is clear what they are for; for example, make

buttons look like buttons so people will press them.
o o o o o o

Giving them the sense of being in control, knowing what to do and how to do it:

Navigation

Provide support to enable people to move around the parts of

the system: maps, directional signs and information signs.
o o o o x o

Control

Make it clear who or what is in control and allow people to take

control. Control is enhanced if there is a clear, logical mapping

between controls and the effect that they have.

o o o o o o

Feedback

Rapidly feed back information from the system to people so that

they know what affect their actions have had.
o o o o x o

Safely and securely:

Recovery

Enable recovery from actions, particularly mistakes and errors,

quickly and effectively.
o o o o x o

Constraints

Provide constraints so that people do not try to do things that

are inappropriate. In particular, people should be prevented

from making serious errors through properly constraining

allowable actions and seeking confirmation of dangerous

operations.

o o o o o o
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Flexibility Allow multiple ways of doing things so as to accommodate

people with different levels of experience and interest in the

system.

o N/A o o x o

Style Designs should be stylish and attractive. o o o o o o

Conviviality

Interactive systems should be polite, friendly, and generally.

pleasant.
o o o o o o

To see a more in depth look into what exactly it is that allows these platforms to adhere to these design

principles see the document linked below (document format is too wide to be comprehensible in the appendix

for this report):

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1vV9d-66lVUEZmZCurYUPYKWa5x7Gr5KZEa788RUYSSM/edit?us

p=sharing

My takeaways:

● I find that Duolingo seems to be using all the design principles outlined in the book the best. I believe

this is because they are a language learning based platform and rely more on pure motivation from

people to come to the platform. In order to keep their customer base they need to create an

environment that is extremely easy to use and is fun. By doing this they easily motivate users to come

back.

● I also noticed that platforms that are more content based (reading more than doing) happen to adhere

less to these design principles. I'm not entirely sure why, but it could be that they rely less on good UX

to get their customer base and more on the quality of the content itself is enough to motivate the user

to use the platform.

● Another thing I noticed is that the desktop versions seem to be a more difficult platform type to adhere

to these design principles based on the insights above, possibly because mobile has stricter formatting

standards than desktop.
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3.2.9 Competitor site Mapping

Below I have added a summary picture of all the site maps (Figure 3.8). Unfortunately, when I add full scale

images onto the document, the pictures are not clear. To see full scale please visit my miro board linked below:

https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_lWR4q1g=/?moveToWidget=3074457354909142460&cot=14

Figure 3.8 Site maps for Quan, uprise, Elevate, Duolingo and Medium.
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Insights/takeaways from site mapping:

When comparing the different platforms, they do have many similarities in regards to their overall structure as

well.

Some (2/4) ● Had achievements (awards) available.

Most (3/4) ● Most platforms adjust the content to the user's "level" of knowledge.
● Have progress (over time) either in profile or stand-alone thing.
● Have notifications settings in profile.
● Library (where all content is available).
● Most platforms have small encouragement text, both in their platform and notifications.
● Most platforms have a community section

All (4/4) ● All platforms have a menu which the user may browse from at any time or place.
● They tend to have a home screen which is just part of the menu. (Quan on the other hand their

home screen is the menu.)
● All platforms the home page is where users get relevant information ("for you", "today") they can

interact with.
● Have settings that can be found in the profile.
● All platforms have a profile.
● All platforms have statistics found in profiles.

Additional Notes The overall shapes seem to be more horizontal rather than vertical. Insight: This tells me that most web
structures require less clicks to get from one place to another.
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3.2.10 Creative session insights

Below I have added a picture to summarise each of the creative session boards (Figure 3.9). Unfortunately,

when I add full scale images onto the document, the pictures are not clear. To see full scale images please visit

my miro board linked below:

https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_lWR4q1g=/?moveToWidget=3074457354909142004&cot=14

Figure 3.9 Creative session board for each participant.

Insights from speak out loud notes:

Speaking Out Loud Insights

Insight Evidence

Users like tracking the things they do A. She does tracking of steps. "Sometimes I look at my health app."

B. "What's nice is that you can log your progress and then you can see how far you
get."

C. "running - keeping track of heart rate, everything, it gives you a good idea. Good
body, good brain."

D. "I notice that when I'm stressed I don't sleep well. I want to log these things."

E. He likes inputting things about himself.
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Users prefer the information they want to interact
with on their homepage

A. "It's important to see important things to you."

B. "The home page is most important"

C. "The home page is most important. It's important to see important things to you."

D. "The home page should be a trailer to what's going to happen within the website."

E. "He expects the breakdown of the day." His home page shows random other
information. He has to only click one time away but that's already annoying.

User find starting a habit the most difficult part of
building one

A. "We make excuses why not to go. The starting is difficult."

B. "It's based on necessity. It's a discipline thing. You know you have to change. But if
you are not directly influenced by a problem, it's hard to change or start a habit.
People need something to happen in order to change."

C. "If it's not something that directly impacts you it's hard to start"

Users feel like they need a plan to change a habit A. "I make a plan to change a habit, I need to be better prepared. I feel like then I will
see it through."

B. "Envisioning where you want to be rather than how much you want to lose."

C. "Habit building is easier on a schedule. With working out I need to do it myself. The
food thing I cannot do."

Users have strict routines to keep habits and
usually fall out of habits if not in the normal context
their started the habit in

A. "Every Sunday morning we go push biking."

B. "I have to go to the gym but since I broke my collarbone I can't, but now I should
start again. We make excuses why not to go. The starting is difficult."

C. "Routine helps with keeping my habits

D. "It's difficult to keep track of habits when not in the normal environment."

Users enjoy achievements A. "A sense of achievement and you get trophies."

B. "I do think people love them."

C. "Rewards are fun as long as it's fun like a game."

Users enjoy seeing progress and stats over time A. "Comparing the calories is great!"

B. "I want to feel happy when I get there so I want to see my progress."

C. "Stats help maintain habits. I can make sure I'm doing it right not doing random
things. Stats give reassurance."

D. "What's nice is that you can log your progress and then you can see how far you
get."
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Users want prefer autonomy when it comes to the
reminders they get

A. "I don't like reminders like from whatsapp because then I get distracted. Only
notifications I get are for health related things. More autonomy of notifications, I
want every hour or every two hours."

B. "You have to have a chance to turn it off. So for apps such as instagram I don't care
about it."

C. "You can stop them or make them invisible - night time mode. Control over
notifications. Setting notifications is great for creating a habit to create a routine."

D. "Having control over the situation. Timers for food waking up and going to bed. I
did this to myself. Getting to your goal."

E. "The reminders help. Apps help because they make you aware. They remind you
when you set it."

Users enjoy learning by doing A. "Learn by doing."

B. "By doing them."

Users expect a Menu where they can navigate
throughout the platform

A. "Menu on top because that's where I start "

B. "You can get to different categories from the Menu."

C. "A menu is crucial so you don't waste time"

D. "[Most important] is knowing where I am. A map, sense making of my
environment."

E. "The menu is like an index"

Users expect a profile if they are required to log-in A. "Profile is my dashboard where I can do stuff."

B. "In this context I would need a profile." Cares about his stats that are in his profile.

Users want to see what's important to them when
on the landing page

A. "The home page is most important. It's important to see important things to you."

B. "The home page should be a trailer to what's going to happen within the website."

C. "He expects the breakdown of the day." His home page shows random other
information. He has to only click one time away but that's already annoying.

Users want to know more about the platform they
are using

A. "Where I can learn about the company."

Users expect to be able to "save" or "love" items
they wish to revisit later

A. "[...] some sections where you love (favorites)"

B. "I always save things that I enjoyed doing, reading or buying"

Users like suggestions to related content A. "Depending on the context it's nice to have suggestions after clicking the thing you
want."

Users wish to see short tips and tricks A. "Tip of the day, something new."

B. "Bite size information is nice on the main Page"

Users use different platforms to find information
formats that are appropriate to the context they
are in.

A. Audible app → Preference of audio because of the context that she uses it in like
driving.

B. "Googling. Read articles, mixed opinions on whatever I'm looking for and then I go
to youtube."
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Users content with the habits they have A. "No, I try to but I have too many [habits] already."

B. "I don't feel the need to make new habits. I like my habits''

Users tend to not work on new goals and/or habits
because there's other things to do

A. "I don't see a problem so I don't try. I think I'm fooling myself. There are too many
things to do."

B. "Can't do things that are not enjoyable like doing dishes. He runs out of dishes,
forced into doing it. Usually for a week I will try and get the dishes done after using
them and work will get me off. There are always more important things in the way."

Users feel accountable for goals they set with
other people

A. "After I see my dietitian I have a sense of accountability because I saw her. Need to
make a change."

B. "Preferably not alone, in a group of people. We are together happy that we got
where we are together. Empowering each other, not a competition. Did you know
that … also ran 5 miles."

Users like it when they can find all their
information in one platform

A. "There are too many of the same apps. Apple fitness, It's just easy and it has
everything."

B. "Sometimes I wish there was more cross information between different apps."

Menu helps the user understand their
surroundings to feel safe

A. "And when you are lost you can go back to the homepage. It's nice to get lost but
you have the map in your back pocket. You want to feel safe."

B. "Menu is a forecast, organising and addressing things I want to see."

Users want their goal to be a couple clicks away A. "If you have a goal you only want a couple of clicks. Strong structure."

B. "I want to get to things quickly."

Users wish to be encouraged with words and
affirmations

A. "You don't want to feel negative about your current habits."

B. "You want to be told that you're looking good."

C. "Let's take it to the next level"

Users don't think sharing their progress with other
people on platforms/communities is very
important

A. "Personally not into sharing things in health."

B. "I don't really care about sharing"

C. "I Don't like the community. I only care about my own goals. I'm focused on my own
journey."

Working on small habits is easier A. "Working small works better."

B. "An easy way to get to that goal. Start small."

More experienced users don't wish to have more
control over the content they recieve

A. Felt not nice that Apple was setting goals for her. "Someone who has experience it's
not nice to have so many recommendations."

B. He doesn't use discovery. When uses some platforms he ignores what is suggested.
He has a goal. He gets distracted by suggestions.
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Summary of results variability plus related insights from: speak out out loud notes, brainstorming, cognitive
mapping and card sorting (See Appendix 2.3.1 for additional observation notes):

Users expect to be able to customise their accounts in their profile

Action Section Variability Insights Related "speak out loud" Insights

Sticky note: "Menu" Brainstorming All ->
Users expect a Menu where they can

navigate throughout the platform

Sticky note: Relevant

information
Brainstorming All

Users want to see what's

important you them Users want to see what's important to

them when on the landing page
Sticky note: Home Page Brainstorming All Users always expect a home page

Sticky note:

Progress/stats
Brainstorming Some ->

Users like tracking the things they do

Users enjoy seeing progress and stats

over time

Sticky note: "Easy

Access"
Brainstorming Some ->

Users want to see what's important to

them when on the landing page

Sticky note: "Profile"

"personal"
Brainstorming Some ->

Users expect a profile if they are

required to log-in

Sticky note:

"customisation"

"settings"

Brainstorming Most ->

More experienced users wish to have

more control over the content they

recieve

Sticky note: "saved

items"
Brainstorming Some

Users want to able to access

information they like quickly -

Home page -> relevant

information
Cognitive Mapping Most ->

Users want to see what's important to

them when on the landing page

Profile ->

settings/customisation
Cognitive Mapping Some

Users expect to customise their

preferences in their profile
-

Menu -> Different

categories
Cognitive Mapping All

Users expect a Menu where they

can always navigate from

anywhere

Users expect a Menu where they can

start and navigate

Profile ->

settings/customisation
Card sorting All

Users expect to customise their

preferences in their profile

More experienced users wish to have

more control over the content they

recieve

Profile -> statistics Card sorting All
Users expect their statistics to be

in their profile

Users enjoy seeing progress and stats

over time

Profile ->

rewards/trophies
Card sorting Most

Users expect their rewards to be

in their profile

Users enjoy achievements

Menu includes: Landing

page, exercises/to do,

profile, community

Card sorting All

All users expected to find on the

Menu: the Landing/Home page,

exercises/to do, profile and

community as items they can

access from anywhere on the

platform

-

Landing Page ->

Progress
Card sorting Most

Users expect to see their progress

so far as soon as they open the

platform

-

Community -> Friends

and Colleagues
Card sorting Most

Users expect that friends and

colleague information is within the

community tab

-
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Exercises/Things to do:

Exercises (meditation),

videos, audios,

challenges, reading

materials, tips and tricks

(detailed)

Card sorting Most

Users expect all the content to be

found in one place. They also

expect it to be separated by

content that are exercises and

things to read or listen to and see.

-

Landing Page: Tips and

ticks
Card sorting Some

Users enjoy getting bits of new

information when entering a

platform

Users wish to see short tips and tricks

Some 2/4 Most 3/4 All 4/4

3.2.11 Interview insights

The interview was conducted shortly after the creative session (See Appendix 2.3.2 for all interview notes), so it

consisted of the same users.

My main takeaways from the interview:

● People don't actively start changing their habits unless there is a goal they are trying to achieve or they

are forced to change/start new habits.

● Participants felt that if you are not disciplined and are not in urgent need for change, there is little an

app or device can do to help you start and maintain a new habit.

● All participants had some sort of tracking device (e.g. apple watch, fitbit, etc). But did not necessarily

actively use it to get to their goals. E.g. "I think looking at stats can help maintain habits. For example, I

can make sure I'm doing it right not doing random things. Stats give reassurance. But I could do without

it and still maintain my habits.".

● Participants find it the most difficult to start and maintain habits when they are outside of their usual

environment/context where they started the habit (E.g. vacation, holiday, etc...).

● All participants love learning while doing.

● Most participants were not big fans of notifications/triggers, but all of the participants found them to

be very important for certain things (E.g. work, waking up, keeping track of time). When I asked about

self-set notifications all participants reacted positively toward being able to decide when they are

notified throughout their day.

● Participants prefer being able to do research on the habit they are trying to build in different ways. For

example, they would watch videos, google search, read books and then come to a conclusion as to what

works best for them. Exploring is very important.

● The general idea of well-being to the participants is feeling good: physically, mentally and spiritually.

● Participants who don't have well established habits find it easier to start new habits with other people.
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3.3 Research conclusions

3.3.1 Triangulation Method

Insights (Conclusions) Supporting insight
Method/Evid

ence
Supporting Theories

Missing Design

Principles

Users need to have control over

their content to feel motivated to

start a new habit

Users want to be able to change their

mind (settings/filtering)

Affinity

diagram

Self-regulation theory

Motivation control

theory

Experiencing self vs

Remembering self

Fixed and growth

mindset

Control

Recovery

Flexibility

...having control over their journey

definitely sparked some joy for many of

the users.

Emotion

mapping

Adaptive functionalities:

Goal setting (choosing your own goal,

fun interaction about signing a

contract) (how to motivate users

though micro-interactions?) (how to

help form habits with the platform)

Competitor

research

review

The user gets to make choices only

once but then cannot change their

choices afterwards

Expert Review

Have settings that can be found in

profile.
Site Mapping

Users expect to customise their

preferences in their profile

Creative

session

Users expect a system that enables

them to move around different

parts of a platform freely

Navigation is the central concern for

every website. Navigation bars at the

top and down the side of the web pages

will help people develop a clear overall

‘map’ of the site.

Academic

research

System 1 and system 2

thinking

Navigation

Control

Familiarity

Proven interactions/features (good

interactions based on existing

websites)

Katya

research

There is no way for users to quickly get

from one part of the platform to the

other. They need to retrace all their

steps in order to go back.

Expert Review

All platforms have a menu which the

user may browse from at any time or

place.

Site Mapping

Users expect a Menu where they can

navigate throughout the platform

Creative

session

Pattern Recognition: Our brains seek

ways to organise and simplify complex

information, even when there is no

pattern.

Secondary

research

Users feel motivated by their

progress over time because they

can see how much they have

improved

Users seem to prefer being able to

achieve smaller

milestones/progression.

Affinity

diagram

System 1 and system 2

thinking
Feedback
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...users seemed to have been the most

disappointed/confused [about] their

progress.

Emotion

mapping

Overview of stats, positive

reinforcement.

Katya

research

Rapidly feedback information from the

system to people so that they know

what affect their actions have had.

Academic

research

Most platforms have progress (over

time) either in profile or stand-alone

things.

Competitor

research

Users expect to see their progress so

far as soon as they open the platform

Creative

session

Users enjoy collecting rewards

when hitting certain milestones

over time

Users expect to be rewarded for their

progress.

Affinity

diagram

Humanistic Theory

Fixed Growth mindset

Theory

Affordance

Familiarity

Feedback

Rewards and praise: overview of stats,

positive reinforcement.

Katya

research

Here the sense of accomplishment was

not reached when in fact that is what

the users were expecting.

Emotional

Mapping

Rapidly feedback information from the

system to people so that they know

what affect their actions have had.

Academic

research

Platforms related to habit building all

provide awards

Competitor

research

Users expect their rewards to be in

their profile

Creative

session

Delighters: We remember and respond

favorably to small and unexpected

pleasures. (surprise delights)

Academic

research

Variable rewards: "random"rewards

make powerful motivators; they seem

to scarce and unpredictable (they are

less likely to conflict with instinct

motivation)

Secondary

research

Status Quo Bias: we tend to not change

an established behaviour (unless the

incentive is compelling)

Secondary

research

Users need a way to be reminded

about the goals they set for

themselves to take action

Users expect to be able to set

reminders and notifications

Affinity

diagram

Cognitive dissonance

theory

Control

Flexibility

Most competitors have notifications

settings in their profiles.

Competitor

research

Adequate reminders: triggers, good

text, positive reinforcement.

Katya

research

Trigger: we need small nudges placed

on our regular paths to remind and

motivate us to take action

Secondary

research

Users want and prefer autonomy when

it comes to the reminders they get

Creative

session
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Users enjoy getting small bits of

new information that are easily

digestible and applicable to daily

life

Users would like to see tips and

encouragement text.

Affinity

diagram

Humanistic Theory

Fixed Growth mindset

Theory

Feedback

conviviality

Curiosity: When teased with a small bit

of interesting information, people will

want to know more

Secondary

research

Adequate reminders: triggers, good

text, positive reinforcement.

Katya

research

Most platforms have small

encouragement text, both in their

platform and notifications.

Competitor

research

Users enjoy getting bits of new

information when entering a platform

Creative

session

Users like the idea of sharing with

their friends, if they have control

over what is being shared

Communities and challenges do not

make sense in the context they are

placed in.

Affinity

diagram

Humanistic Theory

Fixed Growth mindset

Theory

Familiarity

Based on insights this is due to the fact

that they could share doing

activities/tasks with their friends and

colleagues (challenges).

Emotion

mapping

Social support: a community.
Katya

research

Communities and challenges do not

make sense in the context they are

placed in.

Expert review

Most platforms have a community

section

Competitor

research

Users expect that friends and colleague

information is within the community

tab

Creative

session

Users wish to see all relevant

information for them at a glance to

not lose time

Users want to see what's important to

them when on the landing page

Creative

session

Selective attention

theory
Familiarity

All platforms the home page is where

users get relevant information ("for

you", "today") they can interact with.

Competitor

research

The Journey/homepage acts as a really

nice onboarding experience for users

as it takes them through the steps in a

unique and logical way. Its not really a

normal homepage structure.

Expert Review

The site’s home page is particularly

important and should feature a

directory, a summary of important

news/stories and a search facility.

Academic

research

Proven interactions/features (good

interactions based on existing

websites)

Katya

research

Users seem overwhelmed by the

options presented to them at the

beginning of their journey

Affinity

diagram
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Users need a place where they can

customize and input their personal

information they wish to record

Ownership bias: we more highly value

goods or services once we feel like we

own them

Secondary

research

Self-regulation theory

Ikea Effect

Familiarity

All platforms have a profile.
Competitor

research

Users expect a profile if they are

required to log-in

Creative

session

Loss aversion: we hate losing or letting

go of what we have (even if more could

be had).

Secondary

research

Have settings that can be found in

profile.

Creative

session

New users benefit from

suggestions and recommendations

Most users wanted the goal & timing to

be determined by Quan (based on

results).

Affinity

diagram

The Paradox of Choice

Theory
Trustworthiness

Limited choice: We're more likely to

make a choice when there are fewer

options

Secondary

research

users were most excited about is that

the content provided is tailored for

them

Emotional

Mapping

Users who implemented their

habits into their daily routine had a

higher chance of keeping the habit

They also found that new habits formed

faster if practiced regularly

Academic

research

Self-regulation theory
Familiarity

Consistency

The use of notifications can help

maintain routine

Creative

session

I found that if I break my routine I break

my habits

Affinity

diagram

Sometimes mindlessness trumps

keystrokes
Academic

research
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3.3.2 Personas

Celine and I created multiple personas to narrow down who we were going to design for. We both agreed on

the "Claudia Potter" persona (See Figure 3.10) because from our research we found that most people in Quan's

target group's age (Late 20's to early 50s) are more likely to already have their own habits which they are happy

with. Meaning that the target group that is most likely to use the Quan platform the most would be people in

that same age group but who are forced to change their habits because of circumstances such as: health issues

and social pressure. We decided to not design for more than one persona due to the diffirent underlining

motivational factoors that the other personas had as well as time restrictions.

Figure 3.10 Persona: Claudia Potter.
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3.3.3. Research Demonstration

As part of our deliverables I had to do a demonstration of all my findings and my next steps. The demonstration

was just a short version of all I mentioned above. It's good to take into account that I was meant to do this

demonstration with my fellow graduating student, but I removed her parts as I thought it would be important to

focus on my own, for the sake of this portfolio. Additionally, the demonstration was not only for the team but for

Quan as a whole, so it is very simplified and not very elaborate as things are in this document.

To see the whole presentation please refer to Appendix 2.4 or use link to the presentation itself below:

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/13rFsRwRj06x6IByAo29jz8bMA2TyGIwoedPN3MRtKhk/edit#slide=

id.gcac48a9b6b_0_328

3.3.4 Design Principles

Design principles are rules that will help guide me and my team while making important decisions throughout

my project.

People are lazy

In order for people to want to use a platform it needs to take the minimum amount of time and effort for them

to get to their goals and objectives.

People want to feel in control but not overwhelmed

People crave control, they want to decide what they see when. But this is relative to the level of expertise of the

user. Some users need more guidance than others.

People want something aesthetically appealing

Aesthetic things are perceived to be easier to use than ugly things. Aesthetic things are more likely to be tried,

accepted, displayed, and repeatedly used than ugly things.

People want to be rewarded

Delighters: We remember and respond favorably to small and unexpected pleasures. (surprise delights)

People are part of communities

It is human nature to be part of groups and communities. We react and feel like we need to do something just

because others do it.
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People like seeing achievements for their efforts

Ikea effect: People tend to place high value on products they partially have created. Allowing users to track and

input their progress overtime will create a sense of completion and motivation to continue using a product.

3.3.5 Conclusions

I spent a total of four weeks on my own research. Additionally, there were two extra weeks I spent on the very

first design sprint and the Demo week. I went through a variety of research techniques to try and answer the

question: "How might we create an intuitive system that guides, facilitates and motivates the user through

their well-being journey?". I have been able to answer this question to some extent by looking at how users

interact with their favorite daily used platforms and as well as understanding further their unconscious

expectations and behaviours. By doing secondary research and learning from experts I was able to use tools like

design-kits and tried and true design principles to further analyse the data I was collecting. Additionally, My

user stories and design principles are also a form of an answer to this question and will give me and the team a

good indication of where the platform concept should be headed.

As I am quite focused on information architecture, when going through my journal, the reader might feel like I

lack in some areas of research such as motivation, but in fact thanks to my collaboration with Celine (her

research insights) who was more involved with that subject, she was able to provide me with multiple

perspectives and insights which filled some holes in my own research I did on the subject. Another thing that I

was not able to fully explore is the context of use, in other words, how using this platform in different

environments and devices could influence how the user interacts with it.

I am happy with the insights I was able to find the short time I had. Although, I do think that I could always do

more, as research is a never ending process. For example, I got an anomaly during my creative session and I

wanted to explore it further, but time constraints did not allow for that. Not to mention I was only able to do my

creative sessions with four people, which is not nearly enough to start making decisions upon. Thankfully, there

is quantitative research done by expert researchers that helped me more some of my own hypotheses.

Finally, I do want to take note that I tried my best to present the viewpoint of the user group I am researching as

much as possible. Of course, I acknowledge that there's a possibility that some of the data I collected may have

been affected by my own background and bias, ultimately “we shape the data collection and redirect our

analysis as new issues emerge”.
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4.0 Defining

4.1 User Portrait

76% of employees working for large organisations don't know how to deal with their well-being are found to

have experienced burn-outs more often, to be less productive, have a lower performance overall and are more

likely to quit their job quickly. These employees find it difficult to find a balance between their work life and

personal life and want to learn how to build new healthier habits using an intuitive system that motivates them

to do so.

4.2 Design Vision

I created a detailed design vision (See Appendix 5.1) to help me with my next steps in the design process. This

level of detail I used in my vision allows me to understand better what I am designing for and the things I need

to take into consideration when designing.

4.3 Point of view statement

Quan's target users need an intuitive system that guides, facilitates and motivates them to work on the parts of

their well-being that need the most attention.

4.4 The Challenge

I believe that the biggest challenge will be finding the balance between things I want to ideate and explore on,

and things that quan wants to keep. Not to mention, making sure I spend time on documentation for graduation

sake. The other big challenge is being able to create an intuitive system that guides, facilitates and motivates

users through their well-being journey.

4.5 Prioritised user stories - First version

Sprint 1

● As a User I want to have my 3 month path split so it motivates me to complete.

● As a User I want to have a good flow through the path so I understand what I need to do next.

Sprint 2

● As a user I want to easily find my way around the platform so that I can complete my objectives.

● As a new user I want the platform to recommend the best possible route so to provide a focus for my

motivational energy.

● As a user I want to learn more about how to achieve my goals without having to invest a lot of time.

● As a user I want my new habits to easily fit into my daily routine.

Sprint 3
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● As a user I want to see my progress overtime to measure how well I am doing on my goals.

● As a user I want to see achievements for the efforts I make.

● As a user I want to personalise my content so that I can more easily find things I am interested in.

● As a user I want to share my progress with other people so that I can feel more motivated to improve.

Sprint 4

● As a user I want to set custom triggers so that I do not forget to work on my goals.

● As a user I want to customise my personal data so that I feel more connected to my well being journey.

4.6 User case scenarios

These scenarios are narratives that explore the future use of a product from a user’s point of view, this can help

my design team reason about the place of Quan's product in our target group's day-to-day life. I wrote the

cenarios based on the chosen persona mentioned in before (Section 3.3.2). I decided to write these scenarios as

so to make my design ideas explicit and concrete, so that the design team can empathetically envision the future

ways in which a product is likely to be used.

User case scenario 1:

Name: Benjamin

Age: 34

Job: Social media marketeer

Company: Adyen

Benjamin is part of the marketing team at a big tech company. One day HR comes in with his boss and they tell

the whole team that they will be doing a general well-being assessment.

Benjamin felt a bit anxious as he didnt want the company to know his current well-being status. He asked if it

was compulsory and his team lead said no. This gave him a sense of ease, but he could not help but be curious

about what this company paid service would have to say about his well-being.

The next day Benjamin does the General well-being assessment. He answers the questions and right after

completing the assessment he sees his results. What he noticed is that overall his score is quite good. The

highest score is for “social-connectedness” and the lowest is “mind”. When he goes more into detail over his

scores he does see that “stress in work life” is the lowest score. He took his time to reflect on the results and

realized that the results do reflect on how he feels.

After his meeting he decides to continue. He sees the multiple options to work on and selects “stress in work

life”, and continues with the Deep-Dive. Again after completing he sees his results.

Stress definition:
The physical or mental reaction to feeling threatened, under pressure, overwhelmed or unable to cope.

Finally, Benjamin understands that he feels stressed at work because he struggles with his workload, he doesn’t

have full control over what's happening and he experiences emotionally demanding situations at work.

Predictor questions:
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Workload: I have struggled with the workload in my work life.
Sense of control: I have felt in control of what was happening in my work life.
Emotional demands: I have experienced emotionally demanding situations in my work life.

So he asks himself "Where do I start to get better in these areas?". This is where Quan introduces the "Path".

Summary of Benjamins results
Dimensions: Mental
Sub-dimensions: Stress work life
Predictors: Workload, Sense of control, Emotional demands

When Benjamin enters the path he first gets a short introduction (Onboarding) of what to expect on the path

and how it will help him with achieving his goal. Then he gets reminded of his goal and the things he should

focus on to reach that goal.

User case scenario 2:

Name: Alina

Age: 29

Job: Social media marketeer

Company: Aldein

Alina is part of the marketing team at a big tech company. One day HR comes in with his boss and they tell the

whole team that they will be doing a general well-being assessment.

Alina felt a bit anxious as she didnt want the company to know her current well-being status. She asked if it was

compulsory and her team lead said no. This gave her a sense of ease, but she could not help but be curious

about what this company paid service would have to say about her well-being.

The next day Alina does the general well-being assessment. She answers the questions, and right after

completing the assessment she sees her results. What She noticed is that overall his score is quite good. The

highest score is for “social-connectedness” and the lowest is “mind”. When she goes more into detail over her

scores she does see that “stress in personal life” is the lowest score. She took his time to reflect on the results

and realized that the results do reflect on how she feels.

After her team meeting she decides to continue with the process. She sees there are three goals which Quan

offers to choose from based on her previous results. She selects “stress in personal life”, and does the

Deep-Dive assessment. Again after completing she sees her results, the lowest being:

Predictors:
Overthinking: I have been overthinking.
Wind Down: a slow, steady reduction in activity as the day comes to an end
Recovery: The process of returning to a normal or unstressed state of health, mind or strength

Finally, Alina understands that she feels stressed in her personal life because he struggles with overthinking,

she doesn’t take the time to wind down and she experiences emotionally demanding situations at work.
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So she asks himself "Where do I start to get better in these areas?". This is where Quan introduces the "Path".

Summary of Alina's results:
Sub-dimensions: Stress personal life
Predictors: Overthinking, wind down, recovery
Macro goal: Improve my overall well-being by improving “stress in personal life”
Goal: Reduce stress in personal life by focusing on overthinking, wind down, recovery

When Alina enters the path she first gets a short introduction (Onboarding) of what to expect on the path and

how it will help her with achieving her goal. Then she gets reminded of her goal and the things she should focus

on to reach that goal.
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5.0 Sprints
This following Section is about the two week Sprints I was a part of after finishing my research. Before starting

the sprints the product owner and I made some important decisions that would redirect the way I worked on

the project:

1. First I thought I would focus on both mobile and desktop versions of the platform, but because of time

constraints the product team decided that I should work on desktop first. I objected working desktop

first, as mobile first is always better, but there were a couple of reasons why  they wanted me to work

on desktop first:

a. They already have a working desktop MVP (minimal viable product) of the "General

Assessment" and "Deep-dive" parts and they wanted me to finish "the loop".

b. They did most of their research and testing on a desktop version (excluding the quick Design

sprint we did at the beginning of my project.)

c. They assume that due to the context the user will be in (at work). It is more likely that they

used the platform on their desktops rather than on their mobile devices.

2. All designs and prototypes must be done on Figma. This is because they had already designed what

they had on there, so it was easier to keep designing on the same platform. Additionally, according to

the product owner, it is easier to collaborate in and easier for the developers to understand how to

translate into HTML and CSS later.

3. Any major decisions or changes to the prototype should be consulted and approved by the product

owner and co-product owner before being shown to the rest of the Quan team or participants that test

it.

4. After each iteration we must test the newly added functionalities and flows, so to understand whether

it makes sense to keep in future versions of the prototype.

5. The most important part of each Sprint to Quan is the Demonstrations we conducted at the end of

every two weeks. These demonstrations outline a summary of the main activities conducted, pictures

of the final tested versions of the prototypes, as well as, clustering of important user insights gathered

during testing of said prototypes. Please note that I will only be adding the parts of the demonstrations

that are a result of my own research ideation and prototyping results. To see each full Demonstrations

(including Celine's parts) please see the referred links added or refer to the folder called "Deliverables

to client (Sprint Demonstrations)".
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5.1 Sprint 1

5.1.1 Objective

This sprint Quan had a client (Binder) that wanted to test the first version of the prototype. Due to this, the

objective for this sprint was to create Quan 0.5. What this means is that Celine and I were not allowed to really

work on what we planned to do (Quan 1.0) just yet. The idea was that Quan 0.5 would be the re-modeled

version of the original "Path" (See Figure 5.1) based on user testing results and insights from the design sprint

(See Appendix 2.5 for design sprint results) and our research results.

Additionally, there were some other constraints I had to keep in mind when designing Quan 0.5 to make it

easier for the internal developer to make quick changes. Sprint constraints:

1. I could not make major design changes to the "activities" or "tasks" other than how it was already

designed in the original version.

2. I could not add more than 3 sections (See Figure 5.1). At the time these sections were called: "First

month", "Second month" and "Third month".

3. I could not change any colours that were not already used on the original version (Style tile).

Figure 5.1 Original first version of the "Path".
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5.1.2 Sprint 1 planning

At the beginning of the week we established a list of functionalities that they liked from the design sprint and

some of Celine and my research.

Figure 5.2 Miro functionality list and prioritisation.

After prioritising the functionalities the team created user stories to help us better understand the assignment.

User stories created by my my team:

● As a User I want to have my 3 month path split so it motivates me to complete my tasks

● As a User I want to have a good flow through the path so I understand what I need to do next

My user stories which are relevant to my general goal for the project:

● As a user I want to easily find my way around the platform so that I can complete my objectives.

● As a new user I want the platform to recommend the best possible route so as to provide a focus for my

motivational energy.

Figure 5.3 Jira sprint board with our user stories filled in.
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5.1.3 Idetation results

Unfortunately, this first sprint I did not have the chance to have a full fledged ideation session due to the lack of

time. Also I would like to note that this was the first time I have been introduced to the original version of the

path on the desktop version. The lack of explanation and time made me struggle to understand the general flow

and concept of their original version of the path (See Figure5.1). So I had many questions when coming into

ideation:

● Why is it split into three months?

● How many tasks would each month have? If it's only a couple of articles I kind of get it but if it's a large

amount like they intend, this concept doesn't make sense because it would  be too overwhelming.

● What happens when the user completes the whole month? Would they be able to move on to the next

month or do they need to wait to unlock it?

● How are the different tasks related to each other? If at all?

The results of my ideation are very short (See Figure 5.4 for example) with no specific technique done. I used the

time that was meant for ideating, to understand what was going on on this "Path" and what flow I wanted to

create  based on my research results, Quan's requirements and their restrictions for the 0.5 version.

Figure 5.4 Ideating on the flow based on customised competitive testing (See Section 3.2.8).
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5.1.4 Wireframing results

Low-fi wireframing results:

I added screenshots of some of the wireframes I did (See Figure 5.5 and 5.6) to better illustrate the ideas that

came out of my ideation and research which I speak more about on Page 69.

Figure 5.5 Ideating on the Path overview screen.

Figure 5.6 Ideating on more info page.
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Final ideas that came out of ideating and lo-fi wireframing:

Ideas Justifications Origins

Creating "Courses" with
sub-tasks instead of just
random tasks to do (See
Figure 5.5).

Gives the user and the content structure. They
understand that there's a step 1, 2, 3, etc. No random
guessing which one to do first or second. Helps with
guidance.

Additionally, it will make the interface cleaner for in the
future when there will be many more tasks for the user
to do.

Personal preference, intuition, as well as
customised competitive testing (See Section
3.2.8). Insight:

Usually platforms have structure to their
content. Having courses is one way of doing
it.

Split path into:  "Continue",
"Recommended" and
"Discover".

This structure will help divide the content more evenly
and does not limit the user to a specific time frame.

Based on customised competitive testing
(See Section 3.2.8). Most platforms I looked
into have "Continue", "Recommended" and
"Discover".

"Continue" section Allows returning users to easily find what they were
previously working on.

Common sense, personal preference and
testing synthesis results from Design Sprint
(See Section 3.2.2).

"Recommended" section Gives users a better understanding of what they
should be working on according to Quan.

Testing synthesis from Design Sprint (See
Section 3.2.2). Insight:

"Users enjoy tasks that are pre-selected"

"Discover" section Gives users the feeling of autonomy to work on
whatever they would like to. Additionally, they don't
feel like they are missing out on content that Quan
might think they don't need.

In other words, the user feels like they get to see the
whole picture and decide for themselves what they
think will work.

Testing synthesis from Design Sprint (See
Section 3.2.2). Insights:

- "Users want to have access to all content
(even the ones they already finished)"
- "Users want to see all the options before
filtering"

Page giving more info on the
course (See Figure 5.6)

This helps users get a bit more understanding about
what the whole course is going to be about. This will
help them to make a decision whether they want to
start or choose a different course to start with so that
they dont waste any time.

The reason this info/description is on a new page is
because the restrictions of this sprint did not allow me
to change the design of the overview page to fit a short
description. Additionally, the insights from
competitive research show that  these descriptions are
usually on their on pages outside the overview.

Based on customised competitive testing
and site mapping (See Section 3.2.8 and
3.2.9). Most platforms have a page or
somewhere where the user can  see a short
description about what they are about to get
into.

Vertical progress bar for each
course

Helps the user understand where they are, what they
have completed and what they need to do next.

testing synthesis results from Design Sprint
(See Section 3.2.2). Insight:

"Users seem to need more cues (visual, text,
etc..) to understand what they are going to
do or have completed"

Color code and use of icons
to indicate the state of a task

Helps the user understand where they are, what they
have completed and what they need to do next.

Testing synthesis results from Design Sprint
(See Section 3.2.2). Insight:

"Users seem to need more cues (visual, text,
etc..) to understand what they are going to
do or have completed"
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5.1.5 Prototyping results

For this section I will show the results of prototyping my wireframes. I used "User scenario 1" mentioned in Part
4.6 of the journal to help me prototype a coherent story/flow. To see more ideation on the prototypes please

refer to Appendix 4.1.1.

The main things I work on were:

● Overview Screen first time

● Overview Screen one task done (Progression)

● Overview Screen two task done (Progression)

● Overview Screen all tasks done (Progression)

Changes and additions to the final ideas (Page 69).

Decision Reasoning

Two versions of the Path: one white version "Quan 0.5 -
White version" and one purple version "Quan 0.5 -
Purple version"

P.O. did not seem to like my design and decided she wanted to help me by
making her own version of my prototype. I call it "The white version" or "Quan
0.5 - White version".

Quan 0.5 - Purple version (Figure 5.7) I wanted to keep this version because the design was based on: ideation
results (Page 69) and research on visual hierarchy and visual color guidance
(See Section 3.2.5). Because of this I didn't think "Quan 0.5 - White version"
adhered to a lot of my research I found.

Quan 0.5 - White version (Figure 5.8) Design was mostly made by the product owner. Her reasoning was that her
design made it more obvious to the users that the tasks underneath each
course were related to said course and mine did not do this in her opinion.

Decisions that did not make it to the final prototype to test.

Decision Reasoning

Page in between the overview and doing a task that gives more
info on the task/course (See Figure 5.6)

Because it was not "in scope". Product owner thought it would be
unnecessary for this particular test.
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Purple version results:

Figure 5.7 Quan 0.5 - Purple version.

Figma purple version prototype link:

https://www.figma.com/proto/Soji5SuqStrPedj4lAznsM/QUAN?node-id=3133%3A5662&viewport=563%2C

570%2C0.0431201234459877&scaling=min-zoom&page-id=3133%3A0

White version results:

Figure 5.8 Quan 0.5 - Purple version.

Figma white version prototype link:

https://www.figma.com/proto/Soji5SuqStrPedj4lAznsM/QUAN?node-id=3031%3A34302&viewport=962%2

C1478%2C0.19888046383857727&scaling=min-zoom&page-id=2974%3A31706
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5.1.6 Testing results

I used "User case scenario 1" mentioned in Section 4.6 of the journal to help me in creating a coherent testing

environment. To see my testing plan and script refer to Appendix 6.1.

First analysis - Affinity diagram with team:

First we started with synthesising everything with the whole team. We each took notes in an excel sheet for

each screen of the test (negative, neutral and positive comments). Once we were done, me and my fellow

graduating student Celine created a miro board where we clustered similar insights by screen but also by how

often the insights were said. This activity you can see in Figure 5.8 or visit the link below for more detail:

https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_lN1Uinc=/

Figure 5.8 Team affinity diagram results from testing.
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Second analysis - Individual affinity diagram:

Although this clustering was good as a starting point, I needed to take it a step further by making smaller

clusters of insights for myself and my goals. As these clusters are more related to my goals they will help with

my ideation for the next sprint.  The red notes were things that did not go well and the green are the things that

went well. These you can see below in Figure 5.9 or follow the link to see more detail:

https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_lWR4q1g=/?moveToWidget=3074457356412064409&cot=14

Figure 5.9 Individual affinity diagram results from testing.

What went well:

● Visual hierarchy/guidance: users liked being able to visually tell apart what they have done, what they

currently have to do and what they will have to do after.

● Progress bars and checks: the users liked getting visual confirmation of what they successfully

completed and making progress.

● The colours and aesthetic is visually appealing to users.

● Begging recommended tasks but also the freedom to explore things that might not necessarily be

related to their goal.

What could improve:

● Participants were confused by the first onboarding to the platform that was supposed to give them

context. Because the flow would take them in and out of every stage instead of the user just having to

click the next button and get to where they needed to go.

● Participants needed more context about the path, what and why they got it.

● Participants needed an in between screen that would help them understand better what they were

getting into before starting an activity or a set of activities.

● Participants felt overwhelmed by the amount of tasks that were displayed.

● Participants also felt confused over why "Job Crafting". Noidea where this task came from and how it's

supposed to help them.
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5.1.7 Key action points

Key action points

The key actions below were chosen by our product owner based on the testing results analysis (See previous

Section 5.1.6).

Improve guidance throughout the platform:

● Make the connection (results) between “deep-dive” and “well-being path” clear.

● Make the path overview not overwhelming.

● Explain the why and benefits before consuming the content.

Improve design:

● Improve the layout of how content is presented.

● Improve visual support of the content (i.e. more illustrations, icons, etc.)

● Optimise the way progress is displayed.

5.1.8 Demonstration

The demo is the results of all the activities done during this first sprint and insights gathered. To just see parts

relevant to me, please refer to Appendix 4.1.2. You can find the full demonstration including Celine's parts by

referring the the file "/Deliverables to client (Sprint Demonstrations)/Demonstration Sprint 1.pptx/" or by just

following the link below:

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1OmoJkmzqU4b2LIvWKt8fKhgUQeVcnQhIOsdAlJBHNUI/edit?usp=

sharing
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5.2 Sprint 2

5.2.1 Objective

The objective of Sprint 2 is to improve the overall flow in the "Path". Because of my research results and user

stories, I was more interested in improving the flow throughout the whole user journey, from the first beginning

interaction till when the user achieves their goal. This sprint's scope would also take into consideration the key

action points resulting from Sprint 1 (See Section 5.1.4).

The general theme of this sprint was the flow. The user stories I would be focusing on related to this theme

were the following:

Navigate/guide

● As a user I want to easily find my way around the platform so that I can complete my objectives.

● As a new user I want the platform to recommend the best possible route so as to provide a focus for my

motivational energy.

Educate

● As a new user I want the platform to recommend the best possible route so as to provide a focus for my

motivational energy.

● As a user I want to learn more about how to achieve my goals without having to invest a lot of time.

Obtainable goals

● As a user I want my new habits to easily fit into my daily routine.

● As a new user I want the platform to recommend the best possible route so as to provide a focus for my

motivational energy.

5.2.2 Ideation results

Sprint 2 I had a lot more freedom compared to sprint 1. So I made sure to make use of all that by planning a

creative session as soon as the first week started. This was mainly to get inspired as I really had no idea where

to start. After getting some good initial ideas from the team, I was able to start my own ideation diverging

session based on the results from research,  testing and  the creative session with the team.

Note: In this next section I will be talking about tasks and courses. Also note this is not how Quan refers to

them (They have no name for it) this is just the way I refer to it to make it easier to explain. When I refer to:

- A course what I mean is a bundle of different types of tasks related to each other.

- A task can be reading an article, doing a meditation, doing an exercise, listening to a podcast, etc...
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Creative session with team - outcome

Figure 5.10 Team creative session (See Appendix 3.1 for creative session plan).

Concepts that came out of this session that I kept

I only took one idea into my ideation because the rest of the winning ideas were out of scope for this sprint.

Idea Reason it won/ why I chose to keep it

Showing the user's results from the
assessments they took at the top of the
overview screen

During the testing of Quan 0.5 we were getting various comments from participants
that they did not remember what goal they chose to work on. Additionally, they were
confused about why they got the tasks that they got. This idea could help with clearing
this up, it is a bridge of some sort.
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Individual creative session - outcome

To see all individual creative session outcomes please refer to Appendix 4.2.1

Figure 5.11 Ideating on the metaphor and the "Journey".

Figure 5.12 Ideating on the metaphor "going on a hike" and how to translate it into design.
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Figure 5.14 Wireframes of the "hiking metaphor". Introducing the concept of easy, medium and long routes.

Figure 5.13 Wireframes of metaphor version 2: full Paths page overview and interactions.
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Final ideas that came out of ideating and lo-fi wireframing:

Ideas Justifications Origins

Selecting a Daily goal Setting a daily goal will help with motivating
users to come back to the platform. Mainly
because I want to design it in a way that they get
rewarded for completing their daily goal.

Additionally it helps the user set a concrete
contract with themselves to actively work on
their well being. Looking at Celine's research, a
habit can't be made unless it's done everyday.
The daily goal can help the user keep track of
when they did or did not complete their tasks.

Found from my secondary research of the theory of
cognitive dissonance (Section 3.2.5) that it is good
for users to set a goal contract with themselves
because they are more likely to complete it. Also
reaching a goal you set for yourself will give you a
bigger sense of achievement than a goal set by a
machine according to the interviews I conducted in
my research.

Additionally, in my customised competitive testing
(Section 3.2.8) I found that apps that help users
with changing their habits or keeping them up, all
ask users to set a daily goal before being able to
access the app or platform.

Showing the users results
from the assessments they
took at the top of the
overview screen

This would help remind users of what they are
working on when they return after a while or
even right after they completed all the
assessments and would like to get an overview
of what they are working towards. when they
just finished doing a

During the testing of Quan 0.5 we were getting lots
of comments from people not remembering what
goal they chose to work on. Additionally, they were
confused about why they got the tasks that they
got. This idea could help with clearing this up.

Adding an in between screen
where the user can learn
more about the task/course
they chose to work on before
starting with the tasks.

I had this idea in the previous sprint already but
it was not chosen  to advance by the product
owner in order to test.

Additionally, solve key action points  (Section
5.1.7.): Make the path overview not
overwhelming. Because the user doesn't have to
see all the sub-tasks together with all the bigger
tasks.

During the testing in sprint 1 we saw that users felt
that they needed more information about the task
before investing their time into it which is why I
brought it back up in my ideation.

Additionally, users also felt overwhelmed by the
amount of tasks presented.

Calling each task/course a
"Path"

I wanted to bring the metaphor of the journey
more to life by calling each task/course a path
and the oververall page "Your paths (plural)"
because there are multiple paths you can take
(the tasks) to get to your goals.

The idea of calling the page "Your paths" and each
task/course a "Path" came from my idea on the
metaphor of the journey. The CPO had just come
back from a hiking trip and it inspired me to  try and
look at the Quan journey like a hiking journey (See
Figure 5.12).

Calling individual tasks
"Missions" or "Quests"

I wanted to make the idea of well being more
fun. Since the users are on a journey like a movie
character would be, they would have missions
and quests to do in order to fulfil their journey's
goal.

Ideation on the Journey (Figure 5.11)

"Path of the day": Suggests a
single selection of short,
medium and long
tasks/courses.

If the user selects a "Short
path" they would be
redirected to a page that
shows them only 3 short
tasks that they should do to
complete the short path.

Helps condense what the user thinks they have
to do. By filtering and showing tasks that are
relevant to the amount of time they have.

Helps indecisive users decide what to start with
by not giving too many options and just using
the amount of time that they have as the
choosing point.

Someone who is new to well-being would want
to do a short path, but someone who is more
experienced might want to do a longer, more
difficult path. Depending on how your hicke
went, you might want to try a longer or more
difficult route.

The idea of short, medium, and long came from my
ideation on the metaphor of the journey. The CPO
had just come back from a hiking trip and it inspired
me to  try and look at the Quan journey like a hiking
journey (See Figure 5.12).

Someone who is new to hiking would want to do a
short path, but someone who is more experienced
might want to do a longer, more difficult path.
Depending on how your hicke went, you might want
to try a longer or more difficult route.

During our design sprint I vividly remember one
person saying "Oh this is for beginners! Good,
because I know nothing about meditation". It
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The idea is meant to keep the overview feeling
fresh for the users. They could always do a
traditional course/task, but this idea would be
its own separate section to help break up the
routine that can get a bit boring according to
users in our tests.

triggered me to think that some people will be
beginners and others will be more advanced. Quan
needs to take this into account.

Turning the tasks/courses
into cards (Visually)

I did this to fit more information about each
task/course. That is why the user has a better
overview about what each task/course entails
before they need to commit to it.

During the testing in sprint 1 we saw that users felt
that they needed more information about the task
before investing their time into it which is why I
brought it back up in my ideation.

Adding tags where users can
see the predictors that
specific path or mission can
help solve

Solve key action point  (Section 5.1.7.): "Make
the connection between “deep-dive” and
“well-being path” clear." and "Explain the why
and benefits before consuming the content."

Testing results from sprint 1.

Adding an explore section. Solve key action point  (Section 5.1.7.): Make the
path overview not overwhelming

Testing results from sprint 1.
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5.2.3 Final wireframing results

Mid-fi Wireframes

Figure 5.15 General flow wireframes.

Flow wise there's a max of 2 clicks to get to the actual activity/task/mission which I found is normal from all the

task oriented competitor research I did.
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Figure 5.16 Setting your goal wireframes.

In the first prototypes we reserved the top of the "Your paths" page  for milestones and achievements but from

academic research, competitor testing and creative sessions I found that those things are usually found where

the information about the user is found. I think this space is better used for keeping the user focused and aware

of what they are doing now rather than what they have achieved.

Figure 5.17 Recommended paths wireframes.
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In Between screen (when a user presses on e.g. "Short Path"):

Figure 5.18 In Between screens (when a user presses on e.g. "Short Path") wireframes.

The general predictors associated with this path (blank black boxes) are carried on to the information page from

the cards on the "Your paths" overview page. Here you see me struggling to try and implement the "route" word

somewhere. Here i'm trying to show if the tasks were called quests or missions. Users during our testing always

said how it "feels like homework", "another thing they gotta do". So why not make it fun? It's also related to this

idea of traveling and trying to find something in the whole journey.
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Figure 5.19  "Everyday paths" wireframes.

Although this was a random Idea I thought it would be nice for the user to not always do the step by step stuff

everyday. Here we could have some general breathing exercises, general journaling tips, etc... More a general

thing the user can do but it could still count towards their daily goal.

Figure 5.20 "Explore all paths"  wireframes.

This is my way of condensing all the paths further. Right now they are written as Work life, personal and

general. The only reason I did this is because I don't know what tasks (sequences) are related to which

predictors. I think it would be nice if we could cluster similar sequences that help the user with similar

predictors just so they can find what they need easier.
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5.2.4 Prototyping results

I used "User case scenario 1" mentioned in Section 4.6 of the journal to help me in creating the prototype shown

in this following section.

Changes and additions to the final concepts chosen on pages 81 &  82 for testing.

Decision Reasoning Origin of Decision

Adding a navigation to the
general prototype (See Figure
5.22)

Because users expect there to be a place where
they can access all parts of the platform. A
navigation is the most familiar functionality
seen across all web-based platforms that would
enable users to easily access what they are
looking for.

Based on customised competitive testing and
secondary research. All platforms have
navigation. Additionally, from my research
creative session all users expected to have a
navigation from which they could access all
parts of the platform.

Changing onboarding flow. (See
Figure 5.22)

The previous version made the users go back
and forth from the home page into the
assessment pages. This made the start of the
journey  confusing and even annoying for some.
The flow I made, made it so that the user can
continue through the process without
interruption.

Based on secondary research (Section 3.2.5)and
sprint 1 testing results (Section 5.1.6). Users
were confused about what they had to do next
and why they had to go back to the home
screen in order to go to the next steps.

Adding breadcrumbs to
onboarding. (See Figure 5.22)

I also added breadcrumbs at the bottom of the
screen to help the  user with understand where
they are in the process

Based on secondary research (Section 3.2.5)
and common sense that people would like to
know where in the process they are and what is
left for them to do.

Visual difference to the more info
screen before starting Missions
(tasks)

Based on my wireframes the cards would
visually go down (Figure 5.18). After showing
this to the team they decided that we would go
with the outline Celine made which you will see
in the prototype I made later in this Section

Wireframe selection meeting.

Decisions that did not make it to the final prototype for testing.

Decision Reasoning

Daily  paths such as: short, medium and long will not be added.
Instead this would be called the "Recommended paths" section,
same concept as in Quan 0.5 but with an updated aesthetic and  to
include descriptions and tags like the wireframes in Figure 5.20.

There were too many questions as to how this section would work
such as:
How users who wish to maybe continue the next day would be
able to?
What would happen if a user finishes a whole short path and wants
to do another short path? Or a different path?
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Adding navigation and Onboarding flow

Figure 5.22 Updated onboarding + breadcrumbs with Navigation.

Added new onboarding flow plus breadcrumbs to let the user know where they are in their journey. In the new

flow the user can easily go through each step without having to return to the home screen everytime. The

breadcrumbs are added at the bottom for consistency and aesthetic reasons. Go back and next buttons have

been added along with the breadcrumbs with descriptive text to help users understand where they are going

and where they have been. Additionally, added a navigation as well where the user can access any part of the

platform from anywhere..Iteration 1 - Results

Quan 1.0 - Purple version 1

Figure 5.21 Quan1.0 - Purple version 1. Overview and course "more info" pop-up prototype.
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Quan 1.0 - White version 1

Figure 5.23 Quan1.0 - White version 1. Overview and course "more info" pop-up prototype.

Made a white version because I could not make certain decisions on my own such as the colors that I should use

or what the product team preferred. My product owner particularly liked designing with white.
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5.2.5 Testing results

To see my testing plan and script refer to Appendix 6.2.

Quan 1.0 - version 1 (combination)

Expert Feedback that Affected iteration 2, Quan 1.0 - Version 1

To give more context there is a quick iteration in between tests. This is because we had two experts in one day

and one expert the next day. Once we finished the tests on the experts on the first day, we quickly applied some

of their comments listed in the table below to this sprint's last version called "Quan 1.0 - version 1

(combination)" (See Figure 5.24),.

Commenter Comment How it affected the prototype

Pelin Too much going on in the summary section I created a  thinner summary. Condensed to
what is necessary only.

Louise & Peilin I like the purple versions overview but I like the white
versions in between screens.

Kept only those parts she liked such as the
white version of the in between screen and
the purple version of the overview page.

Pelin & Louise Liked the icons used to show the benefits Added icons to the white version of the in
between screen

Quan 1.0 - Version 1 (Combination)

Figure 5.24 Quan1.0 - Version 1 (combination). Overview and course "more info" pop-up prototype.
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All testing results

Each colour note on Figure 5.25 represents one participant (e.g. green is participant1, pink is participant 2, etc.).

To see full resolution please visit my miro board:

https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_lWR4q1g=/?moveToWidget=3074457357294025304&cot=14

Figure 5.25 All testing results Miro board.

What went well:

● Experts all complimented the onboarding process and that it made sense to them.

● All the experts used the navigation as a means of navigation and orientation on the platform. Thus it

worked as I expected it to.

● Using color for visual guidance on the in between screen to let the user know where they are was well

received and encouraged to be kept.

● Users all felt happy with being able to achieve their goals and have a streak. Though one user did not

make the connection that they reached their daily goal. The positioning of this pop-up in the flow could

improve.

What could be improved:

● The content itself needs work. Users kept getting stuck on the content Quan was trying to provide

them, rather than focusing on the usability of the platform.

● Still got comments on the fact that it seemed like a lot (The overview page).

● I got compliments on the visual appearance (aesthetics) but some commented that it might be too

much.
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5.2.6 Key action points

Key action points

The key actions below were chosen by our product owner based on the results from the testing results analysis.

Apply expert comments:

● Improve UX copy (e.g. tone of voice, titles)

● Improve the call to actions

● Consistency of the design (e.g. fonts)

Sprint 3 focus:

● To improve the way the content (articles etc) is presented

● To explore ways of showing progress

5.2.7 Demonstration

The demo is the results of all the activities done during this sprint and insights gathered. To just see parts

relevant to me, please refer to Appendix 4.2.2. You can find the full demonstration including Celine's parts by

referring the the file "/Deliverables to client (Sprint Demonstrations)/Demonstration Sprint 2.pptx/" or by just

following the link below:

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1a4tIKvmnnGv3xJIFnTm857SqllBmHbSVh0HSBRmHnxE/edit#slide

=id.ga502b3bad6_0_68
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5.3 Sprint 3

5.3.1 Objective

Based on my planning, Sprint 3 was all about the motivational side of things. How the platform could motivate

users by showing progress, understanding what the best way to show achievements and even possibly thinking

about how users can motivate each other. Additionally, in this sprint I also had to take into consideration the

insights and key action points (See Section 5.2.4) from Sprint 2.

● As a user I want to see my progress overtime to measure how well I am doing on my goals.

● As a user I want to see achievements for the efforts I make.

● As a user I want to share my progress with other people so that I can feel more motivated to improve.

5.3.2 Ideation results

For this sprint's ideation I had many creative sessions, some of which happened by accident and on the same

day. To see all ideation results for this sprint see Appendix 4.2.1.
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Creative session with team - outcome

Figure 5.26 Creative session with team on Miro.

For this creative session, I prepared a creative session plan (See Appendix 3.2) and a Miro board (Figure 5.26)

like I did with the one last week. I initially wanted to have outsiders come into a creative session but because of

time constraints it was not possible. I ended up recruiting different stakeholders of the Quan team that are

some of which were involved in the current development of the product and others that are not.
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Concepts that came out of this session that I kept

Idea Reason it won/ why I chose to keep it

Showing how each person within a team is
doing on their well-being (activity of the
day/week/month)

During my research I found that users like to celebrate their progress by showing it off
to other people. I saw this in my research creative session as well as in my customised
competitive analysis where it became obvious that other platforms had seen the same
thing. This would also satisfy the user story "As a user I want to share my progress with
other people so that I can feel more motivated to improve."

Set specific goals which you can track over
time.

I chose to keep this one because I have been acquainted with the concept before while
competitive research and it made sense when linking it to the cognitive dissonance
theory.

Reward with digital trophy + Hall of fame/
Trophy case

I chose to keep this one because I have been acquainted with the concept before while
doing competitive research and from my own experience with using a variety of
different kinds of platforms, especially gaming.

Reward with something tangible/usable Interesting take on trying to stay away from digital trophies. Something physical, more
usable might be more motivating for users.

Progress changes the color of background I really liked this idea because based on my research creative session users are mostly
interested in seeing progress. Making this visual in any way can further reinforce the
idea of progression.

Notifications of the latest activity of team
members

We are in the age of social media where people do things based on what they see other
people do. So why not use this in a positive way.

Emotional check-in point and emotional map If someone wants to work on their well-being based on our persona and user story, it's
related to wanting to feel better/happier. Users also like to measure progress. So the
idea of measuring how happy you have gotten over time is a great motivator to continue
using the platform.
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Creative Board (Online creative session) - outcomes

Figure 5.27 Creative session with team on Miro.

During the Demonstration at the end of last week, I found that when the team had the opportunity to speak

they had many interesting and fun ideas that were lost in conversation. I asked myself how I could involve the

whole team more. Unfortunately, doing creative sessions with everyone was not an option because of busy

schedules. Instead, I thought of posting a Miro board (Figure 5.27) with my user stories and questions that

people can answer and contribute to whenever they have time. To see the plan I made for this board please

refer to Appendix 3.3. Unfortunately, the team seemed to have been too busy to add any ideas so not much

came out of it. I even tried to motivate them by making a contest out of it, but nothing happened.
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Ideation with inspired PO - outcome

Figure 5.28 Creative session with product owner on Miro.

After the team creative sessions, the product owner contacted me for a meeting where she wanted to talk

about some of the outcomes from the creative session (Figure 5.26). The meeting went from a 15 minutes to an

hour long creative session on our Miro board where we expanded on the current metaphor and created a new

concept. We agreed that the direction we might be going in is not creative enough and we started ideating on

how to show the information Quan provides in a way that is more digestible.

This creative session is the moment where I realised that Quan's initial objective/concept was changing from

being a habit building tool to more of a supportive tool for behaviour change. The concept now was more of a

tool-box where the tools in this case are cards provided by Quan. The metaphor I used was that along a user's

well-being journey they will encounter hardships and that where Quan can help by providing the right tools for

the user at the right time based on where they are in their journey. The well-being assessment determines

where they are in their journey. I explore this concept further in Figures 5.29 and 5.30.
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Final individual ideation - Results

To see all individual creative session outcomes please refer to Appendix 4.3.1

Figure 5.29 Exploring the concept of gamification: a treasure hunt where each completed card (task) completes a part of

your well-being map. The treasure possibly being that you feel happier, digital trophy or a physical well-being certificate.

Figure 5.30 New "card deck" flow lo-fi concept wireframes. The idea being that when the user starts a task, the task is not

on a separate page but it is the next card in the card deck. (e.g. "Meditation card deck", the first card could be "introduction

to meditation", second card "meditation in practise" and third "including meditation in your daily life").
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Figure 5.31 Communities section lo-fi wireframe ideation. Ideating on how users can motivate and empower each other by

seeing each others activity on the platform.

Figure 5.32 Showing progress lo-fi wireframe ideation. Deciding which forms of progress worked and should be carried into

this next version as well as considering new ways of showing the user progress.
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Figure 5.33 Profile section lo-fi wireframe ideation. A place where the user can refer back to to see their progress and what

they have achieved so far (including stats and digital trophies). Additionally, get more information about the activities they

have done.
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Final ideas that came out of ideating and lo-fi wireframing:

Ideas Justifications Origins

Check-in section Here users can log how they are feeling that day

and overtime they would be able to see progress.

Came from the ideation session with the team
as well as the customised competitive research
(See Section 3.2.8).

Beginner decks To ease the users into the flow of the decks and set

a foundation for learning how to build habits. This

way users don't jump right into intensive content.

Came from the two previous sprint tests with
users saying that "Job-crafting" (a course) was
too quick to start with.

Deck of cards that change

colours when completed

(Figure 5.32)

Helps the user understand what they still need to

do and can give a sense of accomplishment.

This idea came partly from the ideation session
with the team but mainly as an iteration from
the testing results of sprint 1 where users seem
to like the visual guidance in the form of colour.

Deck of cards (Figure 5.30) Called deck of cards because: Each individual thing
the user needs to do is on a card within the deck.

Came from the ideation session with my
product owner. She was inspired by my design
that looked like cards and suggested we think
more in that concept direction.

Progress bar at the top
(Figure 5.32)

gives more guidance because it is  in the user's
eyeline.

When testing the "Quan 1.0 - version 1
(combination)" the expert pointed out that they
"liked the progress bar but that it feels hidden.".

Rewards/Achievements
(Figure 5.33)

End card at the back that has some kind of digital
reward or certificate to give the user.

Came from a creative session with the team.

Leaderboard (Figure 5.31) For a bit of competitive spirit and team building
within the company. People want to do more for
their well-being to reach the top.

Came from customised competitive testing (See
Section 3.2.8) where I saw one platform use this
concept.

Team Activity (Figure 5.31) To celebrate each other's efforts in doing more for
ourselves.

Came from a creative session with the team.
Reminds me of social media.

Community stats (Figure
5.31)

For the team to understand how each other is
doing, and empowering each other.

Came from a creative session with the team.

Forum (Figure 5.31) for questions and general concerns/thoughts. Came from design made in the design sprint.

Your daily progress (Figure
5.32)

To see how much you have invested in yourself over
time. A log of when you have been active. Can
motivate users to want to spend more time.

Came from customised competitive testing (See
Section 3.2.8) where I saw one platform use this
concept.

Your well-being progress
(Figure 5.33)

To see how much your mood has changed over time
when using the platform.  Can motivate users to
want to log their mood to see change overtime.

Came from customised competitive testing (See
Section 3.2.8) where I saw some other platforms
use this concept.

Your statistics (Figure 5.33) To see how much you have invested in yourself over
time.

Came from customised competitive testing (See
Section 3.2.8) where I saw multiple other
platforms  use this concept.

Your team (Figure 5.33) Reminder of who is in your team and how they are
doing

Came from customised competitive testing (See
Section 3.2.8) where I saw one platform use this
concept.

Your achievements (Figure
5.33)

A backpack or trophy case of milestones the user
has earned by putting the effort in.

Came from customised competitive testing (See
Section 3.2.8) where I saw multiple platforms
use this concept.
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5.3.3 Low-fi digital Wireframing results

Figure 5.34 Overview Paths digital lo-fi prototype.
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Figure 5.35 Process of completing a task.
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Figure 5.36 Wireframes of communities overview and navigating to other user/colleague profile sections.
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Figure 5.37 Wireframes of the profile section.
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5.3.4 Prototyping and testing results

I used "User case scenario 1" mentioned in Section 4.6 of the journal to help me in creating a coherent testing

environment. To see my full testing plan and script refer to Appendix 6.3.

Decisions that did not make it to the final prototype to test.

Decision Reasoning

Remove the entire community section (See Figure 5.36) I created
including the: Leaderboard, Team Activity, Community stats and
Forum

The CPO and Celine agreed that well-being should not be
gamified, in other words it should not be a competition and people
should be motivated by their personal growth.

Changes and additions to the final ideas on Pages 101.

Decision Reasoning Origin of Decision

Removed the teams section in the
profile (See Figure 5.37).

"Communities" was no longer in scope for this
setting. Focus was on the individual user for this
prototype and test. Additionally, There was not
enough evidence for the concepts I added.

Wireframe voting session with the product
team ( CPO, PO and Celine).

Users won't get physical rewards
after completing a card deck.

First because we don't know what the company
could potentially want to provide.

According to Celine, we should not try to
condone users in seeking external validation for
their well being progress.

Wireframe voting session with the product
team. Celine said based on her search that we
should not add it.

Name "Beginner sets" turned
back into "Introduction sets"

PO felt that beginner was not the right name
and could make users feel childish.

Wireframe voting session with the product
team ( CPO, PO and Celine).
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Overview prototypes "Quan 1.0 - Version 2"

Figure 5.38 Full "Your Path" overview page (Nothing completed).
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Figure 5.39 Overview page when user completes one task out of three in the job crafting  card set ( 5 minute task). Recent

sets appear at the top of the page with the set the user just started. Streak is 1 and daily activity is logged.

Figure 5.40 Overview page when user completes a full card set (30 minutes in this case). Colours change, progress bar

complete, daily actively logged the extra time invested.
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Testing results

What went well Reasoning Related insight

Users liked the change in colors Because it was a good indicator of what
has been completed and gave them a sense
of achievement. Additionally, it motivated
them to want to change every card set to
gold.

"I can turn everything yellow as I progress
and complete things"

Progress bar on "recent sets" Allowed the user to understand how far
along they are in a set.

"Feedback that I'm going on a good road"

What do work on first Because there was an introduction set,
users easily clicked on the first set there.

"I guess I'll just start with the first one"

What can be improved Reasoning Related insight

Design of the "recent sets" section Because it's not consistent with the rest of
the card designs. Users did not understand
that it was what they were just working on.

"It's not clear to me that this is related to
the set I just did"

The arrows are confusing Because they didn't know what would
happen if they clicked on them (not
prototyped)

"The bar is something to change. Imagine
the 1/3 is about another one. The arrows
don't make it clear"

Using a third color to show a "in progress"
stage of a set. (Figure 5.39)

Because users thought it was strange that
nothing changed in the overview when
they started doing something already. (the
change was too subtle.).

"Why no change? I completed ⅓ exercises"

The amount of content presented Because all users still felt overwhelmed by
the amount of things they could do

"Oh... that's a lot"
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Doing a card set

Figure 5.41 Users going through all the steps of a card set.

Figure 5.41 illustrates how a user goes through a card set. At the top there is a progress bar which allows the

user to understand where they are and also what they have completed. In this prototype the user would be able

to swipe through cards to go to the next task, each card being a task in itself.

Testing results

What went well Reasoning Related insight

Progress bar Because it gave users a sense of
achievement. Additionally, it gave users a
clear indication of progress and
orientation.

"Nice to see where I am and how many
steps I have left"

Introduction card at the beginning of a  set. Because they got a good overview of the
exercises they had to do.

"Good. now I know what I have to do here"

Celebration at the end of a set. Because they felt like they achieved
something.

"Yay now I finished!"

What can be improved Reasoning Related insight

Different tasks within a card set Because when users went to the next step
they felt as though they were doing the
same activity. It was all too similar.

"Did I not just finish this one?"

Showing progress There were consistency issues bc of time
constraints so some things were yellow
instead of purple when the user still didn't
complete it. They caught on to this.

"Why is this yellow? I didn't do it yet"

The use of arrows The arrows did not indicate properly that
that's how you would get to the next step.

"I thought the arrows were to move to the
next set and not the next card/task"
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Summary overview

Figure 5.42 Overview page when user completes a full card deck (30 minutes in this case).

Figure 5.43 Overview page when user completes a full card deck (30 minutes in this case).

Figure 5.44 Overview page when user completes a full card deck (30 minutes in this case).

Testing results

What went well Reasoning Related insight

Summary of their results form the
assessments.

A good reminder of what they are working on. "Okay, nice to be reminded about what
I'm working on"

Daily activity persuasive design Motivated people to want to get the circle filled in. "Nice, 600%! I'm an overachiever so
that's nice"

Streak persuasive design Motives people to want to come back "It's a two way street. It makes me want
to come back everyday, but If I miss one
I'll probably not come back for a week"

Daily check-in design persuasive
design

People felt really motivated to fill in the colour.
(persuasive design)

"Can I click on this? Why is it the only
one without colour? I want to fill it in"

What can be improved Reasoning Related insight

Concept of choosing a daily goal was
not clear

Because users expected to only be shown activities
of 5 minutes based on the 5 minute goal they
chose. Confused why there are 30 minute sets.

"Why do I get 30 minutes tasks when I
chose only 5 minutes?"
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Pop-ups related to summary

Figure 5.45 Prototype of a user collecting daily streak and completing their daily goal.

Figure 5.45 is what happens when a user completes their first task of the day. when they complete one activity and close the

"set" screen they are working on (See Figure 5.41) they will receive a pop up that they have added a day to their streak by

interacting with the platform. After that they will get another pop-up congratulating them on reaching their daily goal if the

activity was long enough to reach it (Daily goal time is based on what they chose during the onboarding process). The most

important part of this screen was to make sure there was an animation of the icons going from uncoloured to coloured, this

way the user is aware of the change that just happened and gives them a higher sense of achievement.

Figure 5.46 Check-in prototype. Where a user can log their current mood.

Figure 5.46 illustrates the prototype of the checking in action. This is a quick action a user can take to log their current mood

if they feel like they need to do so. In the third screen the user gets the option to add any further comments/reflection that

might be related to the mood they are logging.

Testing results

What went well Reasoning Related insight

Concept of the check in People liked being able to log their moods
and see the different over time

"I think this could be useful to see my
emotional progress over time"

Position (flow) of streak and daily activity
Pop-ups

Because people had a good understanding
of why it was happening.

"Ah nice! Got one day. Okay nice, finished 5
minutes"
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Profile overview

Figure 5.47 Overview "profile" page (Progress: "Daily goal" selected) and overview "achievements" page.

Figure 5.48 Overview "profile" page (Progress: "Daily check-in" selected). Left image: clicked on a logged message.
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Testing results

What went well Reasoning Related insight

Users loved seeing progress overtime Because they can see the time they
invested into themselves and the platform.

"It's cool to see how much I improved or
not."

Users like having a place where they can go
and see their achievements and statistics

Because they can visually see the work
they are putting into themselves. Idea
effect.

"I like having a profile where I can see all of
my stats."

Achievements section Because it's nice to collect things "I like the trophy case type thing. I would
also like to see some challenging
achievements that could motivate me to do
more in order to achieve them"

What did not go  well Reasoning Related insight

The profile summary Because it's too different from the one in
the Path overview.

"This summary is different from the one
before. Why?"

Daily goal progress table (Figure 5.47) The user understood that it was related to
the daily goal but they didn't understand
how to read it or what would happen if
they missed a day.

"I like it but I'm not sure what it is telling
me."

"What would happen if I missed a day?"

Choice of the pencil icon in the check in
progress table (Figure 5.48)

It was meant to show the user that they
had written something that day. Instead
they all thought it meant you could edit the
mood you had that day.

"I can edit it? Oh wait no. It's just what I
wrote that day."

Overall throughouts on whole testing to consider for the next sprint

● Users still seem to be overwhelmed by the amount of things on the overview.

● Having the cards as layovers was a bit distracting for the users.

● The flow is still on the complicated side because of the cards being overlaid on the overview. Users did

mention they would understand the second time using the platform but that's not my goal.

● The flow within a card set to complete tasks needs some work on. As is, it seems to be confusing and

not intuitive.

● All the implemented motivational concepts worked well except for the daily goal, but it has potential.

● Having a profile is something that users expected to have and were happy to have.

● The use of color for persuasion has worked really well and I should continue to pivot on that.
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5.3.6 Key action points

Key action points

The key actions below were chosen by our product owner based on the results from the testing results analysis.

Sprint 4 focus:

● To add customization throughout the platform to give the user a feeling autonomy

● Apply user insights gathered to the next prototype.

Design cleanup:

● Prioritization of the different concepts/features (simplify).

● Improve the UI (consistency + design).

5.3.7 Demonstration

The demo is the results of all the activities done during this first sprint and insights gathered. To just see parts

relevant to me, please refer to Appendix 4.3.2. You can find the full demonstration including Celine's parts by

referring the the file "/Deliverables to client (Sprint Demonstrations)/Demonstration Sprint 3.pptx/" or by just

following the link below:

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Qvy45gK0MNgTnj2TtPg65oTPajpwU2PdnSk9RcNyfCI/edit#slide=i

d.gca28c50ef7_0_62
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5.4 Sprint 4

5.4.1 Objective

The previous two sprints I had the freedom to experiment with many of my research findings and creative

session outcomes. Because of this and the lack of time I had, the prototypes were a bit chaotic and lacked

consistency. Because of this the PO decided that the objective of this sprint is to look at what really worked

during the previous sprint tests, what quan wanted to achieve and what my own goals were. To do this, we set

out to do a clean-up, and created a document where we wrote: our assumptions, our goals, our questions,

possible concepts we wanted to design by, and what we had so far. Additionally, I still had some user stories

which I felt I could possibly still look into after doing the cleanup.

Goal:

At the end of this session we want to have a better understanding of:

● The purpose of the path from a People science perspective

● The assumptions made are true/future proof

● The flow from predictors to content

● Type of content

● What works well of what we have so far

Assumptions made:

Flow towards the path:

● Users do the General well-being assessment

● User select focus (sub-dimension + context - e.g. stress in work life)

● Based on their selected focus users do a deep-dive

● The lowest/most impactful predictors are used to create a path

Path:

● Based on the outcome of the deep-dive we provide the user with relevant content

Content:

● There are sequences which touches multiple predictors

○ E.g. Job crafting -> workload, emotional demands, sense of control, autonomy

● Every sequence has multiple exercise/articles etc

● The order of the exercise is important

○ E.g. has to do “before sketch” before doing the “after diagram”
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Main questions/concepts:

Concept of the content:

● Option A: Give content based on their results

○ Do we take them by the hand and guide them

● Option B: Tools of what they need (e.g. how to build habits). Give them the fish or teach them to fish?

○ Quan gives the right tools to people and people can use it

Setting goals:

● Option A: Do you give them a goal?

● Option B: Do we give them the option to create their own goal?

● How do we link it to “motivation”?

Main features so far:

Onboarding

Purpose: create the link between the results to the path

- Recap of general wellbeing results + deep dive

Settings

Purpose: to help users reach their goal by personalizing

- Set pace (#min + frequence)

- Reminders

Path overview

Purpose: one overview to recommend the user the relevant content

- Recommended for you

- Summary results + Progress overview

- Explore all paths

Rewards

Purpose: motivates the user

- “Well done” screens after completing exercise

- Streaks

- Daily activities

Progress

Purpose: motivates the user + shows where in the process they are

- Progress bar

- #/# completed

- Mood tracker

User stories this Sprint:

● As a user I want to personalise my content so that I can more easily find things I am interested in.

● As a user I want to set custom triggers so that I do not forget to work on my goals.
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5.4.2 Ideation results

When we were done deliberating the PO and I went straight to figma to try and simplify the version of the path

we had before. Although this is far from the normal ideation process, for me it was the easiest to drag around

and play with elements we already had to create something new.

Figure 5.49 Ideation on the new overview.

Final ideas that came out of ideating

Ideas Justifications Origins

Making a non-scrollable

platform

This would limit me to design within the constraints

of the desktop resolution, meaning that only the

most important elements could remain.

Additionally, this was one way to translate the logic

you usually would use for mobile to desktop.

The idea came from one user tester who
mentioned how he did not expect the overview
page to scroll. One reason being that it was
badly designed so it did not look scrollable but
also because the rest of the platform was not
scrollable so he didn't expect to be able to
scroll.

Creating courses and singles Courses which would be composed of multiple

different kinds of singles, could be more appealing

to people who are new and need more guidance.

While singles can easily be repeated and are quicker

to complete.

This idea came from my customised competitive
research where one of the platforms uses this
same logic. This can easily be translated for
Quan's needs.

Filtering and sorting options Filtering can make it a lot easier for users to quickly

find what they need without having the need to

search. Users also like to customise the content

they see and filtering can help with that.

From my research I found that users like
customizing the content they see. The idea
seemed like an easy way for users not to have to
scroll through large amounts of courses and
singles.
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5.4.3 Iteration results

Figure 5.50 "Quan 1.0 - version 3" first iteration of the overview. Non-scrollable, using customization (filtering) to find

exactly what the user needs.

Figure 5.51 "Quan 1.0 - version 3" first iteration of the overview. Non-scrollable, using customization (filtering) to find

exactly what the user needs.
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Figure 5.52 Creating the fundamental outlines and interactions  of each course.

Figure 5.52 Illustrates the board where I iterated on the card and created a standard for the main

components/elements for the concept. Since I had a general outline (See Figures 5.50 and 5.51) the next most

important thing was to establish a standard for the elements that we would move into the new overview. This

was to create a consistent system from the very start of our new iteration. Her input was mostly on very

specific things such as the amount of pixels away each sentence, image or word should be from each other. I also

turned to her for confirmation of certain decisions I was making such as colour choices and types of

interactions. Among these decisions I made that were confirmed were the following:

Decisions Justifications

A course/single flipping on the overview page to reveal more

information before the user starts it.

Didn't want to overwhelm the user with information before they

decide what they want to work on.

Adding a save button on the flipped side of the course/single. I wanted to add it on the front because my PO didn't like it on the

front. Still works because users would need to know more info before

deciding to save

Calling the cards courses and singles. Mainly because the other platform called them like that and I did not

have much time to ideate on a better name.

Creating a visual difference between courses and singles. Because people rely more on the visual difference between things

rather than reading.
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Figure 5.53 Creating a standard for the icons used.
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5.4.4 Prototyping and testing results

I used "User case scenario 2" mentioned in Section 4.6 of the journal to help me in creating a coherent testing

environment. To see my full testing plan and script refer to Appendix 6.4.

Figure 5.54 "Quan 1.0 - version 3" first iteration of the overview. Non-scrollable, using customization (filtering) to find

exactly what the user needs.

Testing results

What went well Reasoning Related insight

Summary of their results form the
assessments.

A good reminder of what they are working on. "Okay, nice to be reminded about what
I'm working on"

Sorting the users "My content" by:
Recommended, continue, saved and
completed

Because these would be the most convenient
sorting for a user to find things that mattered the
most to them.

"It makes sense that I would be able to
find the things I could continue with and
things I saved easily"

Visual difference between Courses
and singles.

Users could easily tell them apart. "I see the content I can do - courses and
singles"

What can be improved Reasoning Related insight

Explore all content Because users could not find it. They assumed they
could find all content outside of their own path as it
suggests that it's not necessarily related to their
results.

"I thought I could find it in the
navigation or somewhere else"

Inspiration section Users felt like it was cluttering the overview a bit.
But they like the "finding inspiration" idea.

"This distracted me a bit"
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Figure 5.55 Course introduction page.

Testing results

What went well Reasoning Related insight

The aesthetic of this page The design was well thought of. "I didn't know what to expect but this
looks good"”

This really feels like a course - its calm"

Understanding what was going on and
what they needed to do next

Because the next steps were very obviously
designed.

"It makes sense that I would be able to
find the things I could continue with and
things I saved easily"

The icons used Understood that the icon on the first step meant
they would be watching a video

"The play button suggests that I will be
starting a video"
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Figure 5.56 Steps within each step of a course. (images show: Introduction to the step and doing an  actual activity).

Testing results

What went well Reasoning Related insight

Progress bar Indicates well how many steps within the step the
user needs to complete, in order to complete the
full step.

"I like the progress. Reminds me of
instagram"

What can be improved Reasoning Related insight

Beginning with an introduction to the
step (first image in Figure 5.58).

Users expected to go straight into the video in this
case and not another page explaining what the
video will be about.

"Oh this is not a video? Kinda confused."

Figure 5.57 completing a step (animation of cards and checks).

Testing results

What went well Reasoning Related insight

Feel good screen Users liked seeing the animation of a check appearing
on the completed step.

"I like the little checks, makes me feel
complete"

They can click on the next card to
continue

Because this logic was used before the user understood
and felt motivated to continue with step 2.

"Let's just go straight to step 2!"
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Figure 5.58 Doing and completing a single.

Testing results

What went well Reasoning Related insight

The format of a single It made sense to the user how a single would work after
having completed a course

"This is what I expected, it's clear"

What can be improved Reasoning Related insight

Progress bar Because the users didn't really consider the
introduction a step.

"Oh this is not a video? Kinda confused."
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Figure 5.59 One step completed and one streak gained (animation).

Testing results

What went well Reasoning Related insight

Animation Helped the user understand what had changed on the
screen.

"Nice it changed"

The tick on the on  the step
completed

Because it showed what they had done and what they
still needed to do to finish.

"I can see what I still need to do"
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Figure 5.60 "All content" overview page.

Testing results

What went well Reasoning Related insight

Names for the content Helped the user understand what had changed on the
screen.

"Lots of cool courses"

The aesthetics/branding Because the pictures and colours are casual and
relaxing.

"The colours are beautiful. It also
doesn't feel too serious"

The amount The users like to see that there is a wide library to
choose from.

"It's good to see that there is more"
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Figure 5.61 Filtering Courses.

Figure 5.62 Filtering Singles.
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Figure 5.63 Filtered results from Figures 5.62 & 5.61.

Testing results

What went well Reasoning Related insight

Animation after filtering Helped the user understand what
had changed on the screen.

"I see things changed"

Chosen filter options for both
courses and singles made sense
(Figures 5.63 & 5.64)

Because they made sense with what
the platform is offerening.

"Don't think I need any more options. Maybe by type of
content would be good"

"Oh I see it makes more sense to filter only the singles by
"type of content" since courses would have various types
within them."

The chosen filters at the top of
the section they are filtering in.

Because it's convenient to see what
you are filtering by and to remove it.

"I like that my filter is here"

Finding the save button Users found it rather quickly. "It is kind of hidden, but I remembered seeing it before. I
would put it on the front"
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Figure 5.64 "Your Path" overview of "Saved" section.

Testing results

What went well Reasoning Related insight

Understood where to find the
things they saved/liked

Because they saw it before and it's in an obvious
position.

"Its over here"

What can be improved Reasoning Related insight

Name or icon should be re-thought of Because when users see a heart they think of liking,
not saving. So either change the heart or change
the name of the section.

"Change the name or add a heart."

5.4.5 Demonstration

The demo is the results of all the activities done during this first sprint and insights gathered. To just see parts

relevant to me, please refer to Appendix 4.4.1. You can find the full demonstration by referring the the file

"/Deliverables to client (Sprint Demonstrations)/Demonstration Sprint 4.pptx/" or by just following the link

below:

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/10K4i4rceJlJocGnQ3hmzrH8Y8X4d58xZGAEDAilV0LY/edit
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5.5 Recommendations

In this section, I want to add some recommnedations and things I personally would like to look more into which I

think Quan should consider. The following are prioritise by what I think is most to least important

recommendatioons:

● I highly recommend to consider creating a concrete metaphor, because found it difficult to design a

concept without more context as to what you want your users to experience when using the platform.

A concrete metaphor will help you create an overall more coherent and well thought out experience.

● I highly recommend that you set the "Path" page (with all the tasks) as the home page. Because

returning users are more likely to be interested in the tasks they need to complete rather than getting

options to see assessmenst results that only change every 3 months. I believe that what you now call

the homepage should only appear in the onboarding process that happens one time when the user first

enters the platform. Then I recommend placing the assesment results information in their profile which

is where a user would typically find such information about themselves and the essessmenets they

have taken.

● Data showed me that gamification is one of the best ways to entise and motivates people, which

supports your goal in motivating people to start new habits. If you are concidering adding a

communities section, I highly recommend you look more into adding and testing the gamification

options I presented in Section 5.4.3, Figure 5.36, Page 104. From testing we saw that younger

employees love gamification. And I think giving users the option (not forcing) to be transparent about

their well-being journey can be empowering and innovative way of motivating people and shifting the

stigma surrounding the topic of well-being.

● Use colour to your advantage. In sprint 4 we lost touch with the valuable test results from sprint 3 that

showed color coding helped users understand things a lot faster than by reading or using simbols.

Bring it back to guide your users and to emphasise their accomplishments.

● I believe the idea of the cards (e.g. Figure 5.60) is good on the overview page to show enough

information and for aesthetic reasons. But I think once the user is doing a task I do not think displaying

the information in a card format (e.g. Figures 5.55, 5.56 and 5.58) is the best way, possibly just

displaying it on the screen like every other platform is better. One thing we did learn and should

implement is keeping the information tiny.

● The instagram inspired progress bar (sprint 4) does not have the same effect as the progress bar used

in sprint 2 & 3. Because it only shows the user where they are in the process but does not necessarily

give them a sense of achievement like the older version does.
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Appendix

1.0 Research set-ups

1.1 Research creative session plan

1.1.1 Participant recruitment email:

Hello [insert name],

[personal sentence]

I am a User experience design intern for Quan well being. For my research on Information architecture and

motivation I need to conduct a creative session to learn about your mental models and preferences.

I am looking to improve the experience for users such as yourself when accessing our new platform, this way

you feel more motivated to start new habits. I want to find ways and understand how people feel the most

comfortable with habit building and platform interactions.

I also would like to ask you to think about at least 3 apps that you love using that are not social media related

(e.g. instagram, facebook, whatsapp). If you come up with more than 3 even better. I ask you to write them down

in order of preference.

Will you be available any days between Wednesday the 24th and Friday the 25? Any time will work for me so

please let me know when is best for you.

Kind regards,

Julietta Daidone

1.1.2 Creative Session Plan

Practical information

Dates

23rd - 26th February

Location

Google Meet & Microsoft Teams
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General information

Starting formulation / problem statement

The aim of the creative sessions I conducted was to learn more about Quan's target users, what motivates them

and what they expect from us as a platform. The aim of my participants is to show their conception of platforms

and how they see them.

The aim of doing this session is to get inspired by the experience users have with platforms and what their

mental model of those looks like. The HMW-technique is applied to formulate the focus of the creative session:

"How might we improve the overall user journey to facilitate motivation?"

Participants

Name Gender Age Job Well-being status Interview
day

Jetta Daidone Male 54 Company
owner

Sporty, aware of importance of well-being, does
not work on it (inactive)

26/02/2021

Titia van den Berg Female 40 Consultant Sporty, aware of importance of well-being, does
work on it (active)

25/02/2021

Alex Konings Male 24 UX intern Sporty, aware of importance of well-being, does
not work on it (inactive)

23/02/2021

Louise Roose Female 45 UX lecturer Sporty, aware of importance of well-being, does
work on it (active)

25/02/2021

Preparation

Miro board must be set up and prepared in order to complete all the creative techniques.

Session script

Introduction (5 minutes)

Welcome each person to the session. After the initial orientation I will ask the participants if it is okay to film

them and explain about the rules of creative thinking. So I will explain that they will have to think creatively,

using exercises/techniques I prepared beforehand. And then make clear to the participants how to use Miro

and which tools we would be using the most. Once they understand everything, I will then walk them through

the timeline of how the session is going to go. Explain that during this session, they will do exercises that involve

thinking back on what they expect and what they would like or prefer on platforms they use. Finally, I explain

that I am doing this session to learn how this input will allow me to understand.
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Check problem definition (5 minutes)

● I will then introduce and explain my challenge which is helping people build habits. I will be introducing

this by using the HMW question: "How might we improve the overall user journey to facilitate

motivation?"

● I will explain what user journey means and then ask the participants to think about what this question

means.

● Once I make sure the participant feels ready I will then move on to the next phase.

Brainstorm (5 minutes)

In this exercise, the focus will be on diverging rule ‘Defer judgement’ Instructions:

● On Miro, there is a board with some post-it notes and users are encouraged to use the question on

there as inspiration: "What do you want/expect to see when accessing a website?".

● Explain the activity to the participants:

“I want to make sure you know that it is important to free yourself from judgement and just help me

better understand how you think or want.

We will take 5 minutes for this so-called ‘purge’.

Don't forget the diverging rule ‘defer judgement’ during this exercise!”

● Write down the diverging rule ‘Defer judgement’ on the corner of the board on Miro.

● I will then check if the instructions are clear.

● Set a timer for 5 minutes (timer on a phone works fine) and start the brainstorm.

● After 5 minutes leave the sheet on the Miro board with the results visible for all participants.

Cognitive Mapping (5 - 10 mins)

● "For this part of the session I want you to show me how what you wrote in your previous notes relate

to each other. So for example I see you wrote… and … is one found inside the other? Which one is more

important?

● You have 10 minutes to do this and if you think of any new notes you want to add, feel free to do so.

● If you could also speak out loud about your process and why you believe certain things are related that

would be great"

● Set one timer for 10 minutes.

Card Sorting: Quan (10 mins)

● After finishing the Cognitive Mapping, I ask the participant if they have anything else to add and move

on to the next activity.

● Explain the assignment to the participants:

"For this activity, I have already written down some post-it notes for some parts of a website. I would

like you to rearrange them based on importance and hierarchy. The purple notes are meant to be

overarching functionalities while the yellow are within those. If you see any functionalities missing such

as ones that you wrote beforehand, please feel free to add them."

● Check if instructions are clear.

● Set a timer for 10 minutes and start the clustering.
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● After 10 minutes have a discussion for 2 minutes.

Cognitive mapping Onboarding experience (10mins)

In this section I want participants to tell me about the three apps I asked them to choose when I recruited them.

I will also conduct a small interview on the apps themselves and what motivation means to the user. Some

questions will be like:

● Are you someone who actively tries starting new habits?

● Do you have habit building apps?

● How often do you use them?

● What makes you want/not want to use them?

● What specifically makes you love/hate them?

● What do you wish was more common to have in these kinds of apps?

● What do you find helps the most with starting building a new habit?

● What does General well being mean to you?

● What is your favorite way of learning new things?

Interview (10mins)

Interview questions:

● Are you someone who actively tries starting new habits?

● Do you have habit building apps?

● How often do you use them?

● What makes you want/not want to use them?

● Do you have it because you want it or need it?

● What do you wish was more common to have in these kinds of apps?

● What do you find helps the most with starting building a new habit?

● What is your favorite way of learning new things?

(More questions asked during the actual interview based on creative session results of that user)

Closing (5 mins)

I will thank the participants for their input. Ask them if they have any more questions. Thank them for their time

and reassure them that the recording is only going to be used for our project and will only be seen by us and

Quan.
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2.0 Research results

2.1 Personas
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2.3. Creative session outcomes

2.3.1. Creative session observation - notes

Louise Roose

Brainstorming:

● It's important to see important things to you.

● If instagram would not change every second I would not go there.

● Don't expect to log in on specific sites.

● I need a place where I can learn about the company.

Cognitive mapping:

● Menu on top because that's where I start

● The home page is most important

● Different categories go next to the homepage. You can get to different categories from the Menu.

● Personal = log-in (in the top bar

● There are more general categories, and some sections where you love (favorites).

● For your categories.

● I would expect that from websites

● There's always links to related content.

● Depending on the context it's nice to have suggestions after clicking the thing you want.

Card sorting:

● Profile is my dashboard where I can do stuff.

● Landing Page is different from the menu. What does a menu mean to you?

● I Expect to see friends and communities in the exercises. I can't see if my colleagues did those exercises.

Did you know that … also ran 5 miles.

● I do think people love them.

Onboarding experience:

● On a webshop I would not try and personalise as much.

● Logging in is a very big step. You want to see that personal thing you did.

● Personal pages have different categories. Lots of stuff to do with personal pages.

●
● I would see information that is personal to me. Things are the same as last time.

● When you log and you can see your favorite recipes. You log in because you want to see your stuff.

● I would like the site to suggest things as soon as I come in. Tutorial on how to navigate the site. A

tutorial and also doing it at the same time. I don't want to do it now, I want to do it when I'm doing it.
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Titia van den Berg

Brainstorm:

● Knowing where I am. A map, sense making of my environment.

● The first thing I want to know is what my environment is. A clear layout of the city with all the stations.

And when you are lost you can go back to the home page.

● Nice to get lost but you have the map in your back pocket. You want to feel safe.

● Doesn't like being redirected to some random place. I Don't like automatic changes.

● The menu is like an index

● If you have a goal you only want a couple of clicks. Strong structure.

● Nice to have options.

● It's different to need help from a doctor than just wanting to do better.

Cognitive Mapping:

● The home page should be a trailer to what's going to happen within the website.

● Menu is a forecast, organising and addressing things I want to see.

● Uses the metaphor of the train.

● To feel safe with the test because you don't want everyone to know about you. Hates doing a test when

they first want you to give them your email.

● You don't want to feel negative about your current habits.

● You want to be told that you're looking good. Let's take it to the next level. Envisioning a better mental

health.

● Envisioning where you want to be rather than how much you want to lose.

● I still feel like there are things to work on.

● I don't think tools work.

Card sorting:

● I want to feel happy when I get there so I want to see my progress. Positive vibes from entering. Tip of

the day, something new.

● The Apple watch can be annoying because how can I not make progress when I feel like i'm doing

better? Should show well how you are doing. I notice that when I'm stressed I don't sleep well. I want to

log these things.

● Working small works better.

● Personally not into sharing things in health.

● You can stop them or make them invisible, night time mode. Control over notification. Setting

notifications is great for creating a habit to create a routine. Routine helps with keeping my habits.

● I don't feel the need to make new habits. I like my habits

● Rewards are fun as long as it's fun like a game. Felt not nice that Apple was setting goals for her.

Someone who has experience it's not nice to have so many recommendations.

● You want to see that it works.

(Recommended me to tell Quan to look into: https://www.wellcertified.com/)

Alex Konings

● I would like to be able to customise things like on my watch.
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● I want to get to things quickly.

● Didn't understand why facebook now looks like the app. Tailored platforms for the device are better.

Card sorting:

● I Don't like discovery and community. I only care about my own goals. I'm focused on my own journey.

● In this context I would need a profile. Doesn't care about badges trophies. Cares about his stats that

are in his profile.

● Stats information.

● Looking from a context when other people can see, it would make sense that he stats would be

available to her.

● He doesn't use discovery.

● Can't customise everything because it's too messy.

● When uses some platforms he ignores what is suggested. He has a goal. He gets distracted by

suggestions.

● If you have a goal the suggestion is not as relevant. It still can be nice and it distracts.

Cognitive mapping:

● If you want more you have to look for it. Bite size information is nice on the main Page.

● I'm used to it so the first one makes sense.

Jetta

(I had to help this participant quite a bit on the miro board so I could not really make notes while we

were doing the creative session).

● A menu is crucial so you don't waste time

● With setting your are efficient

● I always save things that I enjoyed doing, reading or buying

● I don't really care about sharing, but with my kids I like that my apple watch keeps me updated

on what they are doing

2.3.2 Interview Notes

Louise Roose

Age: 45

Well-being status: Active and aware

Profession: University Lecturer

Platforms she likes notes:

● Her favorite apps are based on content.

● She does tracking of steps. "Sometimes I look at my health app."

● If I get annoyed by an app I will stop using it. Spoke about the self calorie tracker app. "Well I lost weight

and then I just stopped using it"

● Like Linda because it's simple and easy to use and enjoy.
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Interview:

Are you someone who actively tries starting new habits?

● I try but it's really hard. I have to go to the gym but since I broke my collarbone I can't, but now I should

start again. We make excuses why not to go. The starting is difficult.

● For me it all starts in your mind. First you need to have a problem and you need to care about a

problem. You need to want to change (motivation).

● I make a plan to change a habit, I need to be better prepared. I feel like then I will see it through.

Do you have habit building apps?

● Every Sunday morning we go push biking. Comparing the calories is great! What's nice is that you can

log your progress and then you can see how far you get.

How often do you use them?

● Every sunday.

What makes you want/not want to use them?

● A sense of achievement and you get trophies. We are together happy that we got where we are

together. Empowering each other, not a competition.

Do you have it because you want it or need it?

● It's nice to have

● If you have to do something everyday it's too much.

What do you wish was more common to have in these kinds of apps?

● I have problems sitting straight. I wish we had a reminder to sit up right.

●
● I don't like reminders like from whatsapp because then I get distracted. Only notifications I get are for

health related things. More autonomy of notifications, I want every hour or every two hours.

What do you find helps the most with starting to build a new habit?

What is your favorite way of learning new things?

● Learn by doing.

● Preferably not alone, in a group of people.

Titia van den Berg

Age: 48

Well-being status: Active and aware

Profession: Full time consultant at company
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Interview:

(Note: We didn't get to the interviews but she texted me the answer to a few questions.)

Are you someone who actively tries starting new habits?

● No. I like the habits I have. I think I'm a relatively healthy person and have good habits.

Do you have habit building apps?

● No, not really. I use my apple watch which tells me what I do. Sometimes I see I don't run as good some

days and try to do better the next day. Also I like that it tells me to stand up every hour, but it's not

something I need.

How often do you use them?

● Usually when I do sports. But not really habit trackers.

What makes you want/not want to use them?

● I don't need them because I already like the habits I have. They also don't work on me.

What specifically makes you love/hate them?

● I don't like my phone telling me what to do.

What do you wish was more common to have in these kinds of apps?

● Not sure, since I never really tried using any.

What do you find helps the most with starting building a new habit?

● Having underlying motivation. Sometimes if you have a health issue it helps. You are forced into it.

What does General well being mean to you?

● Eating healthy and doing sport. Stopping with work on time and going outside.

What is your favorite way of learning new things?

● By doing

Alex Konings

Age: 23

Well-being status: Active and aware

Profession: Intern at Siemens

Interview:

Are you someone who actively tries starting new habits?

● Depends on how motivated I am. After I see my dietitian I have a sense of accountability because I saw

her. Need to make a change.

●
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● Can't do things that are not enjoyable like doing dishes. He runs out of dishes, forced into doing it.

Usually for a week I will try and get the dishes done after using them and work will get me off. There

are always more important things in the way.

● Habit building is easier on a schedule.with working out I need to do it myself. The food thing I cannot

do.

Do you have habit building apps?

● I think looking at stats can help maintain habits. For example, I can make sure I'm doing it right not

doing random things. Stats give reassurance. But I could do without it and still maintain my habits.

How often do you use them?

● Everyday.

What makes you want/not want to use them?

● It's difficult to keep track of habits when not in the normal environment.

What do you wish was more common to have in these kinds of apps?

● Sometimes I wish there was more cross information between different apps.

● He likes inputting things about himself.

What do you find helps the most with starting building a new habit?

● Have a goal.

● An easy way to get to that goal. Start small. Having control over the situation.

What is your favorite way of learning new things?

● Googling. Read articles, mixed opinions on whatever I'm looking for and then I go to youtube. Try to

think critically and decide what to do with the info.

What does General well being mean to you?

● Doing things you love.

● Being healthy. Diet and fitness.

● Playing guitar.

How do you feel about notifications?

● In a group chat muted. Overwhelmed with the amount of messages.

● Having control over the situation. Timers for food waking up and going to bed. I did this to myself.

Getting to your goal.

Other notes:

● He likes being able to see what's going on before committing to doing something.

● Expect system setting to be outside of profile, profile is more related to settings about you.

● Inconsistency is bad for understanding.

● He expects the breakdown of the day. His home page shows random other information. He has to only

click one time away but that's already annoying.

● Prefers external research to form own opinion. He can choose who and what kind of info he gets.
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Jetta Daidone

Age: 54

Well-being status: Active and aware

Profession: CEO of company

Interview:

Favorite apps:

Banking apps →  necessity solvin gbanckin tissue sno matter where you are

Apple fitness → running keeping track of heart rate, everything, it gives you a good idea. Good body, good brain.

Audible app → Preference of audio because of the context that she uses it in like driving.

Are you someone who actively tries starting new habits?

● No, I try to but I have too many already.

● Reorganizing work. Stopping in time for work. Not work at night. Sleeping more hours.

● Why don't you make your goal: I don't see a problem so I don't try. I think I'm fully myself. There are too

many things to do.

Do you have habit building apps?

● The app is fine but if you don't have the discipline you don't do it. The reminders help. Apps help

because they make you aware. They remind you. And you get to see your statistics. Stats help with

wanting to take more initiative with habits.

● You can get tired of too many apps. You want to disconnect. You are expected to always be available,

because you didn't answer people get upset with you.

How often do you use them?

● In general you always have them with you. You choose these although you don't really like it.

How do you feel about Notifications?

● It's crucial in work to get the information on time. You have to have a chance to turn it off. So for apps

such as instagram I don't care about it.

What do you wish was more common to have in these kinds of apps?

● There are too many of the same apps. Apple fitness, It's just easy and it has everything.

What do you find helps the most with starting building a new habit?

● It's based on necessity. It's a discipline thing. You know you have to change. But if you are not directly

influenced by a problem, it's hard to change or start a habit.

● People need something to happen in order to change.

● She started just out of interest. You don't always need a reason for everything.

What does General well being mean to you?

● Being well rested, No stress. Not worrying all the time. Feeling balanced. Feeling balanced by being in

nature with animals metal well being. Doing exercise.

● You can learn a lot from animals who live in the moment. Feel more in the moment.
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What is your favorite way of learning new things?

● By doing them.

2.4 Research Demonstration
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2.5 Design sprint outcomes

Detailed Synthesis

Goal & Motivation

● Not asking for goal setting, rather having it as a title on the screens.

Multi select of top motivations (with a max limit eg. 3) + free text area

● Explain the motivation part a bit better (why & what we will do with the motivation.)

● Motivations has its own screen, with a reminder on the goal (goal = focus area they selected before the

deep dive).

● Quan suggests timing & still keep it adjustable

● Content preferences (content type, time) are rather filtered in the content screen rather than

preferences that are set once. The filter will include: Content type, content length, reviews, and expert

name

● Updating dashboard card for this section. UX copy, including the goal: Improve your "stress in personal

life". Also include motivations selected and the progress on this card

Overview

There are several parts which should be tackled with further competitor research as milestones:

● Progress Bar design

● Rewards & Gamification

● Notifications (reminders, fun facts, timing of notifications)

● Challenges & Communities

● Information Architecture

● Emotions map through the whole use flow

Quick fixes:

● Visually differentiate completed exercises also to create a sense of achievement.

● Visually differentiate content types and new content (possibly icons)

● Add action will be removed.

● Copy update: Challenges instead of communities

Activities

Quick fixes:

● Remove skip option from activity overview.

● Have a close icon, instead of go back.

● UX copy on activity card. (It wasn’t clear if the activity was doing a meditation or an audio about

meditation)

● You did it screen:

○ Change the illustration with a more uplifting one

○ Include the completed activities name

○ Also show completion progress on this screen.
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Overall

● Coaching is out of scope for now.

● On the result page, have guiding copy for people who are really need professional support

● Enable users to add & self-track their motivation level any time. Send a reminder every week. Show the

progress of the notification. (frequency has to be researched further)

Next Steps

We will create a design roadmap with Loeke’s direction.

Main design milestones and rough design effort estimation:

Emotion Map & Behavioral Design 3 days

Identifying emotional breaks on the emotion map. Research on behavioral design (eg. reading through Tiny

Habits Book)

Deliverables: Emotion map with defined opportunity areas, supported with user and behavioral design insights

Quick fixes on the prototype 2 days

Iteration on the prototype reflecting the ideas created through the design sprint synthesis session & outcomes

of the emotion map analysis

Deliverables: Iteration on the prototype with quick fixes, excluding the milestone improvements

Competitor Research Synthesis 2 days

Synthesis of the competitor research, with a focus on progress bar, notifications, challenges & communities,

rewards & gamification.

Deliverables: Synthesis board, with highlight on potential solution sketches for Quan

Design Iteration 6 days

A holistic design iteration reflecting emotion map outcomes, behavioral design improvements, and

improvements on progress bar, notifications, challenges & communities, rewards & gamification.

Deliverables:

1. Solution Sketches

2. Wireframes/Low fidelity design

3. Prototype Iteration with Interactions

User Testing 3 days

Testing the iterated solution with 5 users.

Deliverables: User insights, validated/unvalidated hypotheses, updated proto personas
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3.0 Ideation - Plans

3.1 Sprint 2 Ideation - Creative session plan

User stories

● As a user I want to quickly learn about how to achieve my goals so that I don't have to invest a lot of

time.

● As a new user I want the platform to recommend the best possible route so as to provide a focus for my

motivational energy.

● As a user I want my new habits to easily fit into my daily routine so that I'm motivated to do them.

Challenge/Problem Statement

● How might we encourage users to do tasks that are recommended for them?

● How might we help users achieve their goals without having to invest a lot of time?

● How might we help users fit the recommended tasks into their daily routine?

Goal

● Find solutions to improve the overall user flow (connection between deep-dive and path).

● Ideas for wireframing and prototyping.

Preparation

● Laptop.

● Phone (recording material).

● A3 paper.

● Pens and markers.

● Miro board.

Current information

● Insights from research.

● Insights from user testing.

Output

Create concepts and ideas to improve the overall user flow, more specifically between the deep-dive and path.
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Participants

Name Gender Age Job

Alan Weissman Male 28 Product manager

Lucy Howie Female 45 Co-Product owner and
Co-owner of Quan

George Outman Male 29 Marketing Intern

What input do I need?

● Ideas from the team.

● Discussing any new or existing insights.

● Explanation of ideas that come from the team members.

Homework

● Prepare Miro Board for the session

● Prepare techniques

Activities

1 - Intro/Icebreaker (braindump)- 5 minutes

Users can take 5 minutes to dump all their general ideas related to the user stories or the design challenge

presented in the intro.

2 - Crazy 8s - 8 minutes +

This method was used to create 8 different ideas in a fast manner. Each participant was given a space of 8 boxes

in which they were asked to sketch/write out different ideas in 8 minutes - giving them around 1 minute to

write an idea down, which meant that the urgency made them explore ideas they originally would not have

come up with. The participants could either use the Miro boards (on a computer or iPad) to draw or a paper and

then upload their results right after the activity. The participants could ideate on all three HMW questions, so

that they explore different areas of the user journey.

Presenting - 10 to 15 minutes

3 - Dot Voting - 5 Minutes for picking out favorites

After the 8 minutes (sharp!), each participant introduced their ideas very shortly, to give others an idea on what

they have come up with, and to inspire them for the next steps. After the short presentation of ideas, dot voting

took place to pick the best ideas from each participant that would be used for brainwriting. Dot voting gives the
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option to quickly filter through ideas that the participants find valuable, without having to lose time on

discussing ideas that have no prospect of being further developed.

4 - Brainwriting - 10 minutes

Brainwriting gives the participants a chance to get inspired by each other and build on the ideas of others. This

means that old ideas can be improved to add more value or they can spurt entirely new ideas, just loosely tied to

the original ones. The brainwriting in Miro consisted of users “following” their sticky note color path - moving

one column to the right to build on previous ideas of their peers. This activity had 2 rounds.

Presenting - 10 to 15 minutes

Script

Intro - 5 Minutes

Hello everyone! How are you all? Thank you for making the time to come to this ideation session!

First I'd like to reiterate what I wrote to you all in the recruitment email just to get us started with the session:

The user stories I am currently working on this sprint are:
As a new user I want the platform to recommend the best possible route so to provide a focus for my motivational
energy.
As a user I want to quickly learn about how to achieve my goals so that I don't have to invest a lot of time.

The goal of this creative session will be to find solutions to improve the overall flow (connection between deep-dive and
path). Up until now I think the focussed should be around these two HMW Questions:
- How might we help users achieve their goals without having to invest a lot of time?
- How might we encourage users to do tasks that are recommended for them?

Today's session will consist of:

1. An Icebreaker - which will take around 5 minutes.

2. Then crazy 8's - will take around 8 minutes to complete and another 10-15 minutes to go around the

room listening to everyone's ideas.

3. After is Dot voting which should not take more than 5 minutes - This is where everyone will vote for

their favorite ideas.

4. Finally brainwriting - Which will take around 10 minutes, and another 10-20 minutes to hear what

everyone has to say.

The whole session will hopefully not take longer than 1 hours or 1.5 hours to complete. So that's it for the intro,

if you have any questions please let me know now or at any point throughout the session. Shall we start?

Brain dump (Ice-breaker) - 5 Minutes

So First this is a quick icebreaker. All I need you to do is to write on there sticky notes any random ideas that

come to mind that might be related to the user stories that I just talked about. You can always refer back to
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them by looking at the top of the board. There are no bad ideas so please feel free to write to your heart's

content. Also if you feel the need to write unrelated ideas, feel free to do so. The point of this icebreaker is to

get yourself inspired and let go of any sturdiness you might have brought with you to the session. You have 5

minutes starting now! Have fun with it!

Crazy 8s - 8 Minutes

This method was used to create 8 different ideas in a fast manner. Each of you has a space of 8 boxes in which

you can sketch/write out different ideas in 8 minutes - I'll set a timer for one minute eight times.  That means

you get one minute per idea. We will be ideating on the how might we questions I created earlier, which you can

refer back to at any time at the top of your own boards. You can either use Miro to draw out your ideas or you

can just sketch on a paper and upload your results right after the activity.

Any questions? Let's start!

Dot Voting - 5 minutes

Now that everyone is done with making and uploading their ideas on to the board it's time to go around sharing

our ideas. After each of us had introduced our ideas very shortly, dot voting on everyone's favorite idea was

next. Everyone got five minutes to give out 5 votes for any ideas, including their own. After everyone has voted

we look over the ideas that got the most votes and then continue on to brainwriting on those ideas.

Bathroom break?

Great job so far everyone. If anyone needs a break please let me know. Otherwise we can just continue with the

session.

Brainwriting - 10 minutes

Next up is brainwriting, so this activity  gives everyone a chance to get inspired by each other and build on the

ideas of others. This means that old ideas can be improved to add more value or they can spurt entirely new

ideas, just loosely tied to the original ones. Brainwriting in Miro consisted of you guys “following” your sticky

note color path - moving one column to the right to build on previous ideas of their peers (show example on

screen). This activity had 2 rounds( 5 min each).

At the end go through the stories and talk about favorites or interesting outcomes.

Outro

Thank you for participating everyone, and if you have any questions or any other ideas that come up please let

me know through e-mail or G-chat.
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3.2 Sprint 3 Ideation - Creative session plan

User stories

● As a user I want to see my progress overtime to measure how well I am doing on my goals.

● As a user I want to see achievements for the efforts I make.

● As a user I want to share my progress with other people so that I can feel more motivated to improve.

Challenge/Problem Statement

● How might we show progress overtime to our users?

● How might we show our users that they are reaching the goals they have set for themselves?

● How might we make the user feel a sense of achievement for the efforts they make?

● What kind of achievements might motivate users to keep trying to improve their well-being?

● How might we create a sense of community on the platform?

● How might we create a dynamic where users feel rewarded for being part of this community?

● Should they get achievements and rewards for being part of the community? How should they get

these?

Goal

● The goal is to show users the progress they are making and inspiring/motivating them to continue

working on themselves.

● Ideas for wireframing and prototyping.

● Team building.

Preparation

● Laptop.

● Phone (recording material).

● A3 paper.

● Pens and markers.

● Miro board.

Current information

● Insights from research.

● Insights from user testing.

Output

Create a sense of achievement and motivation so that the user's to keep coming back to Quan.
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Participants

Name Gender Age Job

Loeke Ruijter Female 28 Product owner at Quan

Arosha Brouwer Female 39 Co-owner and CEO of Quan

Maitiu Boylan Male 26 Marketing Intern at Quan

Katya Female 29 Program manager at Quan

What input do I need?

● Ideas from the team.

● Discussing any new or existing insights.

● Explanation of ideas that come from the team members.

Homework

● Prepare Miro Board for the session

● Prepare techniques

Activities

1 - Intro/Icebreaker (braindump)- 5 minutes

Users can take 5 minutes to dump all their general ideas related to the user stories or the design challenge

presented in the intro.

2 - Crazy 8s - 8 minutes +

This method was used to create 8 different ideas in a fast manner. Each participant was given a space of 8 boxes

in which they were asked to sketch/write out different ideas in 8 minutes - giving them around 1 minute to

write an idea down, which meant that the urgency made them explore ideas they originally would not have

come up with. The participants could either use the Miro boards (on a computer or iPad) to draw or a paper and

then upload their results right after the activity. The participants could ideate on all three HMW questions, so

that they explore different areas of the user journey.

Presenting - 10 to 15 minutes

3 - Dot Voting - 5 Minutes for picking out favorites

After the 8 minutes (sharp!), each participant introduced their ideas very shortly, to give others an idea on what

they have come up with, and to inspire them for the next steps. After the short presentation of ideas, dot voting
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took place to pick the best ideas from each participant that would be used for brainwriting. Dot voting gives the

option to quickly filter through ideas that the participants find valuable, without having to lose time on

discussing ideas that have no prospect of being further developed.

Script

Intro - 5 Minutes

Hello everyone! how are you all? Thank you for making the time to come to this ideation session!

First I'd like to reiterate what I wrote to you all in the recruitment email just to get us started with the session:

The user stories I am currently working on this sprint are:
As a new user I want the platform to recommend the best possible route so to provide a focus for my motivational
energy.
As a user I want to quickly learn about how to achieve my goals so that I don't have to invest a lot of time.

The goal of this creative session will be to find solutions to improve the overall flow (connection between deep-dive and
path). Up until now I think the focussed should be around these two HMW Questions:
- How might we help users achieve their goals without having to invest a lot of time?
- How might we encourage users to do tasks that are recommended for them?

Today's session will consist of:

5. An Icebreaker - which will take around 5 minutes.

6. Then crazy 8's - will take around 8 minutes to complete and another 10-15 minutes to go around the

room listening to everyone's ideas.

7. After is Dot voting which should not take more than 5 minutes - This is where everyone will vote for

their favorite ideas.

8. Finally brainwriting - Which will take around 10 minutes, and another 10-20 minutes to hear what

everyone has to say.

The whole session will hopefully not take longer than 1 hours or 1.5 hours to complete. So that's it for the intro,

if you have any questions please let me know now or at any point throughout the session. Shall we start?

Brain dump (Ice-breaker) - 5 Minutes

So First this is a quick icebreaker. All I need you to do is to write on there sticky notes any random ideas that

come to mind that might be related to the user stories that I just talked about. You can always refer back to

them by looking at the top of the board. There are no bad ideas so please feel free to write to your heart's

content. Also if you feel the need to write unrelated ideas, feel free to do so. The point of this icebreaker is to

get yourself inspired and let go of any sturdiness you might have brought with you to the session. You have 5

minutes starting now! Have fun with it!
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Crazy 8s - 8 Minutes

This method was used to create 8 different ideas in a fast manner. Each of you has a space of 8 boxes in which

you can sketch/write out different ideas in 8 minutes - I'll set a timer for one minute eight times.  That means

you get one minute per idea. We will be ideating on the how might we questions I created earlier, which you can

refer back to at any time at the top of your own boards. You can either use Miro to draw out your ideas or you

can just sketch on a paper and upload your results right after the activity.

Any questions? Let's start!

Dot Voting - 5 minutes

Now that everyone is done with making and uploading their ideas on to the board it's time to go around sharing

our ideas. After each of us has introduced our ideas very shortly, dot voting on everyone's favorite idea was

next. Everyone got five minutes to give out 5 votes for any ideas, including their own. After everyone has voted

we look over the ideas that got the most votes and then continue on to brainwriting on those ideas.

Outro

Thank you for participating everyone, and if you have any questions or any other ideas that come up please let

me know through e-mail or G-chat.
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3.3 Sprint 3 Ideation P2- "Ideation Board" or "Online brainstorming"

Message to Team:

"Hello everyone!

I created this Miro as a way to inspire each other and find ways to take our platform to the next level. I got this

idea because of the Demo we had last week where everyone was bringing in some great ideas and metaphors to

the table. I want this to feel like a place where you guys can just put any random ideas and thoughts that might

help with fleshing out how our users journey through our platform will go.

It would be great if you could all add at least one idea by the end of the week. The sooner the better (by

Wednesday) since by the end of the week I will have to hand in some wireframes of the ideas. Though, If your

ideas are in by Wednesday there's a chance you will see your idea in the next prototype/Demo! . I also want

to add a bit of a competitive edge to it so I will give out three rewarding titles:

1. For the craziest idea.

2. The most practical idea.

3. For the most innovative idea.

4. For the simplest idea.

You can always add more ideas after this end of week's deadline, but your ideas after this week won't be

considered for your honourable reward positions.

And remember it's not something you have to think super hard about or take a lot of time for you to do. I've

added some questions and inspiration that can help you come up with a simple or crazy idea. So please have a

look, it will help me and the Quan platform tones to get your inspiring thoughts

Here is the Miro link: https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_lK_OGrI=/"
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Ideas related to Progress

User story: As a user I want to see my progress overtime to measure how well I am doing on my goals.

Questions:

How might we show progress overtime to our users?

How might we show our users that they are reaching the goals they have set for themselves?

Ideas:

E.g. Every week/day the user logs into quan they also log their current mood. We can then have a section where

they can see a chart that shows how they have changed visually.

Ideas related to Achievements

User story: As a user I want to see achievements for the efforts I make.

Questions:

How might we make the user feel a sense of achievement for the efforts they make?

What kind of achievements might motivate users to keep trying to improve their well-being?

Ideas:

E.g. Getting a digital trophy for e.g. doing all paths within the "work-life paths" section.

E.g. 2 Other rewards such as a coupon for the lunch bar at their company when they completed their first path.

Ideas related to Communities/Groups

User story: As a user I want to share my progress with other people so that I can feel more motivated to

improve.

Questions:

How might we create a sense of community on the platform?

How might we create a dynamic where users feel rewarded for being part of this community?

Should they get achievements and rewards for being part of the community? How should they get these?

Ideas:

E.g. Users compete on how many missions (tasks) they can complete in a week. Whoever does the most gets a

digital metal which is shareable on social media.

Ideas related to Customisation

User story: As a user I want to personalise my content so that I can more easily find things I am interested in.

User story: As a user I want to customise my personal data so that I feel more connected to my well being

journey.
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Questions:

What kind of things should the user be able to personalise?

What kind of setting options should the user have?

Ideas:

E.g. Users are able to set custom times and days when they want quan to remind them to work on their journey.

Quan Metaphors (The Journey?):

Examples from the Demo:

- Riding a ferris wheel: because in the well-being journey you have your ups and downs.

- Taking a walk/hike: There are many paths you can take some more difficult than others. Everyone has a

path they are more comfortable taking.

- A hilly walk/hike: you have your ups and downs, but it's not about getting to the top of a single hill but

about the walk (journey).

What animal does Quan want to be seen as?

● An owl: because it's wise and calm. Owls symbolise: ancient wisdom, maturity, and strength of

character, and can guide us into exploring the unknowns about life.

● An elephant: big but friendly. Elephants symbolism: good luck, prosperity, destroyer of evil, remover of

obstacles, as well as strength, power, wisdom, memory, and vitality.
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4.0 All Sprint information

4.1 Sprint 1 results

4.1.1 Ideation

Ideation on "Quan 0.5 - White version"
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Ideation on "Quan 0.5 - White version".
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4.1.2 Demonstration

The demo is the results of all the activities done during this first sprint and insights gathered. You can find the

full demonstration by following the link below:

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1OmoJkmzqU4b2LIvWKt8fKhgUQeVcnQhIOsdAlJBHNUI/edit?usp=

sharing
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4.2 Sprint 2 results

4.2.1 Ideation

Brainstorm
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Mind Mapping
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Other ideation: Understanding the metaphor
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Low- fi wireframes
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4.2.2 Demonstration

The demo is the results of all the activities done during this first sprint and insights gathered. You can find the

full demonstration by following the link below:

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1a4tIKvmnnGv3xJIFnTm857SqllBmHbSVh0HSBRmHnxE/edit#slide

=id.ga502b3bad6_0_68
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4.3 Sprint 3 results

4.3.1 Ideation

Individual Ideation

New "Card deck" flow

Because Loeke (The P.O) and I started ideating on a new flow and concept, I had to rethink the metaphor behind

the concept we currently have. There are new words involved but we still want to keep the idea of a journey.

I thought I should also think about other concepts other than cards. Like a treasure map that helps users find

their way to their well-being.
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Communities

I then went on to ideate on my community's user story. With this I included the highest voted ideas from my

creative session. I then went on to brainstorming on what communities do and mean.
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Progress

The next user story I started ideating further on was about progress. Progress is one of the more difficult user

stories to ideate on as there are many subtle ways of showing the user progress. It also depends on the user

what they believe progress means.

Achievements

Achievements was also a difficult one to ideate on as there is this point from the company that we should not

make it too gamified. I used the highest rated ideas that I got from my creative session and they were helpful in

getting a direction for the achievements users might get.

4.3.2 Demonstration

The demo is the results of all the activities done during this sprint and insights gathered. You can find the full

demonstration by following the link below:

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Qvy45gK0MNgTnj2TtPg65oTPajpwU2PdnSk9RcNyfCI/edit#slide=i

d.gca28c50ef7_0_62
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4.4 Sprint 4 results

4.4.1 Demonstration
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5.0 Defining Results

5.1 Design vision

The role of the agent

My challenging situation is people in the workforce who want or need to start new habits. This challenging

situation is one that is difficult for most and is not easily solved, as these people either do not make time to

invest in healthy new habits or lack in will and discipline to do so.

The role of the platform in this challenging situation is to enhance the user flow to facilitate motivation towards

making new habits. The platform should:

● Give the users a sense of safety. Reassure the users are in a safe learning environment.

● Create an environment that users feel familiar with.

● Easy to learn and retain how to use.

● Allow users the space they feel in control of and allows them to grow. Give autonomy.

● Be tailored and allow tailoring for different kinds of users (adaptable).

● Help support and guide users through their journey. Clear narrative on how users should go from one

step to the next.

From research, I found that it is very important that the agent does require a lot of time and mental strain from

the user for them to consistently use the platform over time.

Characteristics of the user

The users can be quite different from each other and would use the platform for different reasons. There are

three main user types which this platform will especially cater towards:

The first type are users who want to start new habits because of something that happened to them (usually

related to their health). These users are more likely to have characteristics such as:

● High motivation

● Consistency

● Change mindset

● Long term habit change

The second kind are users who want to start new habits, just for the benefit that those habits bring. These users

are more likely to have characteristics such as:

● Medium-Low motivation

● Not so consistent

● Fixed Mindset

● Higher chance of dropping the habit

The previous two examples are extremes to both sides of the spectrum. Of course you will see some users who

need to start new habits to help their health but have very low motivation to do so. Each person’s reasoning for
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wanting to start new habits is very personal. There also comes into play why user might give up quickly on the

new habits they want to achieve:

● People dislike stepping out of their comfort zone

● People feel bored easily

● Instant gratification is not satisfied

● Takes time out of their day

● People start with goals that are too big

Additionally, the way that they achieve starting a new habit is also quite different based on their learning style

and ability to maintain their promises towards themselves. What is a common between all the users is that they:

● Prefer learning by doing.

● Have an achievable plan.

● Integrate into daily routine

● Want to be catered to (suggestions).

● Want to be in control of what kind of information they consume.

● Enjoy the act of investigating and seeing what’s best for them.

● Dislike spending long amounts of time on any activity.

● Dislike the overwhelming amount of triggers.

Needs that will be fulfilled

The act of starting and maintaining new habits is not something that can be easily fixed by a platform. A lot of

the actual work is outside of the platform's hands and comes down to the user really putting in their part. But

there are certain aspects of building new habits that the platform can ease some pain points for:

Space to explore and customize

The platform should allow for users to move easily and freely around, with little to no restrictions. Users enjoy

being able to explore all s options and weigh out which to them feels like the best fit. The platform should allow

users to plan and write down specific things they need and wish to do in order to complete their well-being

journey. Main reason for this is because people want to feel in control which in turn gives them a sense of

certainty in regards to how achievable their goals are.

Familiar Space

It should feel familiar so as to create a safe space for the user to explore and understand what they can and

want to do. People use platforms everyday and there are some set designs. Principles that users themselves are

unaware of that they have gotten used to. It is important to take these principles into consideration as they can

help the platform to be a familiar place. You don't want a user to feel like they are switching from a windows OS

to a Mac OS.
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Tailored specific routines

The platform should take into account the users input and suggest a custom path that can help the user achieve

their goal. Main reasoning being that especially new habit makers are unsure on how or where to start and

could benefit from having a benchmark. The platform should be tailorable and adjustable for each individual;

this is because of how different people have different needs that a platform can not necessarily know exactly

how to cater to.

Achievable goals

Since users struggle with celebrating the achievements they make its important that the platform can act as an

extra support buddy. By giving the users clear and achievable milestones, users can more easily feel motivated

to start their new habits. Although well-being is not something that can be measured, users should be

celebrated for the progress they have made in taking steps for their well-being. Completing courses and taking

the time to reflect on their day are all things to be proud of and should be celebrated.

Routine and triggers

With such busy lives, users can sometimes forget that they have new habits they want to integrate into their

lives. It’s important for people to integrate the new habits into their daily routine, this is why giving creative

freedom to make their own plan is extremely important. But even when users make a plan, they tend to forget

what is not already an established habit. This is why when creating a new habit it is important to trigger users at

the right time which they themselves decided for.

Empowering Community

As most would agree, most people are empowered by each other. A community feeling where users can learn

and challenge each other can help motivate users to try harder to achieve their goals.

Relevant operationalised UX factors

Meaning Factors

Autonomy

To help with meaning, being able to determine your own criteria, and have options for what you want to do

could help them feel more comfortable with traveling. Process:

● Determine criteria

● Filter options

● Compare options

● Make a choice

Relatedness

A feeling of being related to the brand is about the experience the user has with it. Users also get motivated by

feeling they belong in a community. Process:

● Feel lonely
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● Look for other people

● compare

● Recognise similarities

● Share interest

● Share experiences

● Talk

● Feel better

Stimulation

The platform should stimulate users to start new behaviours, by enlightening them, giving creative freedom and

being alluring. Rules:

● Surprising content

● Appealing to multiple senses

● Triggering emotions

● User is actively involved

● Responds to your actions

● Being able to improve

● Fits with personal interest

Security

Security means to keep our users safe when accessing the platform. Partly our users want to make sure that

they decide which data gets shared and what stays just for them. Rules:

● Limits access to others

● Know what is going on, what to do and where to go.

● Clear Rules and Navigation

● Provides a way out

● Keeps your mind occupied

● Dependable pattern

● Create a secure space

● Be prepared

● Capable

● Check your actions

● Take risks away

Usability Factors

Ease of use

The platform should be effortlessly understood and operable for any new user to achieve specific goals. The

platform should do this by being:

Effective

Efficient

Satisfactory in the specified context
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Learnability

How easily and quickly can a user learn to use the technology when first encountering it.

Retainability

When users return to the product after a period of not using it, they need to be able to reestablish proficiency.

Design Styles

Tone of voice

The platform should emulate a supportive, reassuring tone of voice. Something that helps the

user feel motivated but in a safe way.

Appearance

The agent should be simple to navigate. The less the user needs to think about the steps they

need to take the better. The platform should be just an assistant and not feel like an extra step.

Approach

It's important when approaching this the user's differences should be taken into account. Not

only this, but the context where the user is should be a focal point. The mental model of users and

what they associate with their environment can be essential and can change the way the user

interacts with the platform. This context needs to be handled step by step with a clear structure.

Adaptability of the agent

 It is important for the agent to be adjustable from user to user. The tone of voice to the amount a

user can customize should be different depending on the severity of the users condition or the

goals they are trying to achieve.
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6.0 Testing scripts

Note to reader: if it is crossed out like this that means those parts are related to celines research and not that

relevant to me or I did not create it.

6.1 Sprint 1 - Test script

Info

User Research prototype 0.5

What do we want to find out?

● Does the drop down menu make sense?

● Does the split of the activity/content make sense? (recommended, continue, etc..)

● Does the splitting of the path and flow of the content make sense?

● Does the content of the activity make sense and is engaging?

● Does the “you did it screen” make the user feel successful?

● Is the text a nice length?

Link to the insights spreadsheet:

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PMlqJKTssK4LR-teiGV55gh8e04n2ncS4NmSrPB6ndY/edit#gid=2

045527415

Test script:

Welcome [5min]

Hello,

Thank you for participating in this user test. Today’s session will take about 45 minutes.

My name is [redacted] and I will be your guide throughout the session.

As Quan we are on a mission to place well-being in the heart of success. What that means is that we want

companies to measure well-being the same as for example financial KPIs.

I won’t tell you too much since I don’t want to influence this test.

We are currently on the journey to building version 0.5 of the Quan platform and we are trying to test it to see

what we could improve.

In today’s session, you will receive a link to a prototype. I will guide you through the first couple of screens so I

can provide you with some context. I will tell you when we start the test I want you to go through it like you

normally would with a platform.

Finally, I want to ask again if it’s OK  that this session is recorded. All recordings will only be kept for research

purposes and we won't share it with anyone.  Is this okay for you?

Before we start, do you have any questions for me?
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Screens [35 min]

Ice breaker question

● What does well-being mean to you?

● What do you do for your well-being?

Link to the test prototypes:

White version:

https://www.figma.com/proto/Soji5SuqStrPedj4lAznsM/QUAN?node-id=2985%3A554&viewport=1732%2C

1299%2C0.09836570918560028&scaling=min-zoom

Purple version:

https://www.figma.com/proto/Soji5SuqStrPedj4lAznsM/QUAN?node-id=3133%3A5662&viewport=3234%2

C488%2C0.19118335843086243&scaling=min-zoom

Screen 1 to Screen 6 - 5min

Context: Quan is a platform focussed on improving well-being. It will be provided by your company and you

don't have to pay for it. As Quan we take your privacy very seriously so we won't share any individual results

with the company or anything/one else.

The first screens are what we already have and we don’t want to focus on this part right now. So I won’t ask any

questions about it. However it’s important for you to understand the full flow so I will guide you through it and

tell you where to click. I will give you as much context as possible.

1. You are about to start your well being journey. This is the first screen you see when you start your

Quan well-being journey so you can click on “start my journey”

2. The first step is to do your well-being assessments . This is your personal well-being journey. As you can

see it has several steps. We start with a general well-being assessment to measure your well-being in 5

different areas: Body, Mind, Meaning, Self-fulfillment and social connectedness. You can now click on

“start assessment”

3. Here are the results. After you completed the assessment you immediately see your results. So as you

can see in this case that you score good in all the areas but if you want to improve your well-being you

should focus on mind. To understand why you score lower in mind you can click on it. As you can see

you score the lowest on “Stress in work life” + “Anxiety in work life” and “Stress in personal life”

4. Moving to select a focus Based on your results we suggest you to work on 1 focus area at the time. So

as you can see, these are the ones you scored the lowest on.

5. For the sake of this test your focus will be stress at work. You can press the confirm area.

6. So now you can imagine you finished doing the survey/questionnaire for the deepdive and can now see

your results.To understand why you are stressed in your work life we do a Deep-dive, so a couple of

questions.

7. Now I'll give you some time to read your results. Over here you see the outcome. So as you can see if

you want to improve your stress in work life you should focus on “workload” + “sense of control” and

“emotional demands”

8. Based on these insights we as Quan provide you with a 3 months path to help you improve this.
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TEST START

Now the test starts: I will be asking you to speak out loud, explain your thought process and reasons while going

through it. It’s a prototype so not everything works but please let me know if you want to click on something.

Path Overview  - 7min

Now we are on your well being path:

● What do you think this is about? Where did it come from?

● Was it what you expected?

● How does this make you feel?

○ Does it make them feel motivated?

● What do you think will happen when you click on a task?

● What would be 1 thing you would change? Or add?

● What worked well?

● Are you missing anything?

● What does it make you want to do?/What would  do next?

What is Job Crafting? - 10min

Now I will give you 5min to read the article, take your time.

(Take the time it takes the user to read)

1. What do you see?

2. Is this what you expected? Why?

3. How does this make you feel?

4. What does this text inspire you to do?

a. How do you feel about the structure?

b. What do you think about the length of the article?

c. What about the visuals? Do they support the text?

5. Would you like to be able to rate this activity or save it if you liked it?

6. Are you missing something?

7. What would  do next?

Well Done Screen - 3min

1. What do you see?

2. How does this make you feel?

3. What would make it more engaging to you?

4. How would you like to celebrate instead?

5. Are you missing anything?
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Path overview, one task done - 5min

● What do you see?

● How does this make you feel?

● What would you do next?

Exercise - 12 min

Please, once again, take the time to read through this page.

1. What do you see?

2. How does this exercise make you feel?

3. How do you feel about the presented example?

4. What would make it more engaging to you?

5. How would you do this exercise? if at all?

a. Would you like to be able to print or download the exercise?

b. Why would you do it or not?

Path Overview (V.2) - 2min

Now we are going to show you another version of the overview page. Please press on the Quan logo.

● What do you see?

● How does this compare to the other one?

● Do you have a preferred one? Why?

End Screen - All steps done - 5min

Thank you. To see the finished task press the arrow. If you click the quan logo you can see the other version too.

● What do you see here?

● How does it make you feel?

● What would you do next?

● What would be 1 thing you would change

● (How complete do you feel after finishing this (Step)?)

● Do you get a sense of completion?

● Can you share more?

End question

● What do you think of the overall flow?

● One thing you would change about the flow?

● If the product was an animal what would it be?
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END

Thank you for participating!
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6.2 Sprint 2 - Test script

Information about the testers

● 3 UX Expert Reviews.

● Give the Experts background information on what we want to learn (about the flow).

● Allow them to interact with the prototype and guide them through the parts that I need feedback on.

Introduction

Hello,

Thank you for participating in this user test. Today’s session will take about 45 minutes.

My name is [redacted] and I will be your guide throughout the session.

As Quan we are on a mission to place well-being in the heart of success. What that means is that we want

companies to measure well-being the same as for example financial KPIs. We are currently on the journey to

building version 1.0 of the Quan platform and we are trying to test it to see what we could improve.

In today’s session, you will receive a link to a prototype. I will guide you through the first couple of screens so I

can provide you with some context. I will tell you when we start the test I want you to go through it like you

normally would with a platform.

Finally, I want to ask again if it’s OK  that this session is recorded. All recordings will only be kept for research

purposes and we won't share it with anyone.  Is this okay for you?

Before we start, do you have any questions for me?

Screen 1 to Screen 6 - 5min

Context: Quan is a platform focussed on improving well-being. It will be provided by your company and you

don't have to pay for it. As Quan we take your privacy very seriously so we won't share any individual results

with the company or anything/one else. For the sake of this test you can think of yourself as Benjamin, that's the

name you will see often.

The first screens are what we already have and we would like to get your general thoughts about the flow of

this onboarding. It’s important for you to understand the full flow so I will guide you through it and tell you

where to click. I won’t ask any specific questions about it but please do give me your general thoughts.

Start the onboarding process:

1. You are about to start your well being journey. This is the first screen you see when you start your

Quan well-being journey so you can click on “start my journey”

2. The first step is to do your well-being assessments . This is your personal well-being journey. As you can

see it has several steps. We start with a general well-being assessment to measure your well-being in 5

different areas: Body, Mind, Meaning, Self-fulfillment and social connectedness. You can now click on

“start assessment”
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3. Here are the results. After you completed the assessment you immediately see your results. So as you

can see in this case that you score good in all the areas but if you want to improve your well-being you

should focus on mind. To understand why you score lower in mind you can click on it. As you can see

you score the lowest on “Stress in work life” + “Anxiety in work life” and “Stress in personal life”

4. Moving to select a focus Based on your results we suggest you to work on 1 focus area at the time. So

as you can see, these are the ones you scored the lowest on.

5. For the sake of this test your focus will be stress at work. You can press the confirm area.

6. So now you can imagine you finished doing the survey/questionnaire for the deepdive and can now see

your results.To understand why you are stressed in your work life we do a Deep-dive, so a couple of

questions.

7. Now I'll give you some time to read your results. Over here you see the outcome. So as you can see if

you want to improve your stress in work life you should focus on “workload” + “sense of control” and

“emotional demands”

8. Based on these insights we as Quan provide you with a 3 months path to help you improve this.

Overview:

This is your Well-being overview.

● What are your first impressions?

● What do you think you can do on this page?

● What do you think about the designs?

● What is good/bad about this? What do you think works well? What would you change about it?

● How do you feel about the general colors on this page?

● How does this more info screen make you feel?

● What do you think about the pentagon? Do you think it’s necessary and make sense for the flow?

End of Session

● Does the flow make sense? Are parts properly connected?

● What about the breadcrumbs?

● What about the description cards?

A/B test on card colors:

● Show both cards

● What do you think of these different colors?

● Is there one you prefer? Why?

Discussion [20 min]

● Do you have any questions about the prototype?

● Do you have any feedback for us?

● Does the flow make sense?

● How could we improve the …
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6.3 Sprint 3 - Test script

What do we want to test out?

Celine:

● New onboarding (set your own pace, welcome, …), set your own pace and it will influence the streak.

Set you own celebration (with a part in the profile)

● Set celebration quickly in the onboarding, but then go back into the profile to make it more personal.

● Celebration after finishing a deck of cards.

● Reflection (link to exercices)

Julie:

● Progress; Progress bar at the top, the deck colour changing, see emotional progress.

● Achievements;

● Sharing cards/progress with others (only the cards you did).

● Nudging people to do things together (challenge/nudge).

Flow of testing:

1. Onboarding

2. Do Exercice - Reflection (add in exercice)

3. Get reward/achievements/congratulations

4. Share a card after finishing deck - reward?

5. Challenge someone you shared stuff with

6. Profile - achievements

Example Questions for me to ask:

User Testing Questions:

What are you thinking as you look at this?

What is your (first) impression of this product/feature?

What do you think this product/feature does or will do?

Where do you start?

When and where do you think someone would use this product/feature?

What do you expect to gain from using this product?

What would keep you from using this product?

Do you feel this product is similar to another one?

Do you trust this product?

You [started to shake your head] when I showed you the interface, what caused this reaction?

Task driven:

How would you go about performing [task]?

What do you expect to happen if you did this [task]?

What alternative method would you use to perform [task]?

Was anything surprising or did not perform as expected?

Was the interface easy to understand?
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What was the easiest task to accomplish?

What was the hardest task to accomplish?

User Testing Script

Introduction

Hello,

Thank you for participating in this user test. Today’s session will take about 45 minutes. My name is [redacted]

and I will be your guide throughout the session.

As Quan we are on a mission to place well-being in the heart of success. What that means is that we want

companies to measure well-being the same as, for example, financial KPIs. I won’t tell you too much since I don’t

want to influence this test. We are currently on the journey to building version 1.0 of the Quan platform and we

are trying to test certain functionalities and overall flow to see what we could improve.

In today’s session, I will guide you through the first couple of screens so I can provide you with some context,

then I'll send you a link to the prototype from the point I left off. I will tell you when we start the test I want you

to go through it like you normally would with a platform. Throughout the test please don't click on anything

without giving your thoughts as to why you are clicking there.

Finally, I want to ask again if it’s OK  that this session is recorded. All recordings will only be kept for research

purposes and we won't share it with anyone.  Is this okay for you?

Before we start, do you have any questions for me?

Screen 1 to Screen 6 - 5min

Context: Quan is a platform focussed on improving well-being. It will be provided by your company and you

don't have to pay for it. As Quan we take your privacy very seriously so we won't share any individual results

with the company or anything/one else. For the sake of this test you can think of yourself as Benjamin, that's the

name you will see often.

The first screens are what we already have and we would like to get your general thoughts about the flow of

this onboarding. It’s important for you to understand the full flow so I will guide you through it and tell you

where to click. I won’t ask any specific questions about it but please do give me your general thoughts.

Start the onboarding process:

9. You are about to start your well being journey. This is the first screen you see when you start your

Quan well-being journey so you can click on “start my journey”

10. The first step is to do your well-being assessments . This is your personal well-being journey. As you can

see it has several steps. We start with a general well-being assessment to measure your well-being in 5

different areas: Body, Mind, Meaning, Self-fulfillment and social connectedness. You can now click on

“start assessment”
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11. Here are the results. After you completed the assessment you immediately see your results. So as you

can see in this case that you score good in all the areas but if you want to improve your well-being you

should focus on mind. To understand why you score lower in mind you can click on it. As you can see

you score the lowest on “Stress in work life” + “Anxiety in work life” and “Stress in personal life”

12. Moving to select a focus Based on your results we suggest you to work on 1 focus area at the time. So

as you can see, these are the ones you scored the lowest on.

13. For the sake of this test your focus will be stress at work. You can press the confirm area.

14. So now you can imagine you finished doing the survey/questionnaire for the deepdive and can now see

your results.To understand why you are stressed in your work life we do a Deep-dive, so a couple of

questions.

15. Now I'll give you some time to read your results. Over here you see the outcome. So as you can see if

you want to improve your stress in work life you should focus on “workload” + “sense of control” and

“emotional demands”

16. Based on these insights we as Quan provide you with a 3 months path to help you improve this.

*Send user the prototype link*

https://www.figma.com/proto/Soji5SuqStrPedj4lAznsM/QUAN?page-id=3482%3A48260&node-id=3482%3

A52517&viewport=4573%2C554%2C0.184832364320755&scaling=min-zoom

First onboarding to the Path

Set your pace/reminders

● What are you thinking as you look at this?

● What do you think this feature does or will do?

● What do you think about the choices offered to you?

● What would you choose (in terms of settings)?

● What do you think about notifications in general?

○ What would make notification more appealing to you?

Path Overview

● What are you thinking as you look at this?

● What is your (first) impression of this product/feature?

● What do you think this product/feature does or will do?

● Where do you start?

Inside the Card

● What would you do next?

● How would you go about performing your first task [task]?

● What do you expect to happen if you did this [task]?

● What alternative method would you use to perform [task]?
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Inside the article

● What do you expect to happen if you did this [task]?

● What alternative method would you use to perform [task]?

Reflection

● What do you think about the reflection space?

○ Will you take time to do it? If at all?

● Do you value reflection moments?

● Would you like to be able to come back to see what you wrote?

Inside the card progress bar

● So what do you see? Any changes?

● You see your progress. How does it make you feel?

Pop-ups

Streaks

● How does it make you feel?

Daily goal

Is having a daily goal something that you wish to have or not have? why?

Change on Overview screen

● Did you notice anything different? How does it make you feel?

Inside the Card - End Screen

Guide users out of the card and onto the overview screen so they see what it looks like when they only did one

activity out of 3.

● How do you feel?

○ Do you feel successful?

● What would you do next?

Change on overview - All activities completed

1. Now That you finished that whole set:

○ Do you notice any differences?

○ Which ones?

○ How does it make you feel?

2. Would you prefer it a different way? Which one and why?
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Check In

Now please check in.

● Do you see yourself doing this?

● What do you think about adding daily notes about your feelings or journaling?

● Would you prefer this feature be done differently or have it in a different place? How and why?

● Would you want to see it up there (Top of overview screen) every time?

Profile Section

● What do you see?

● How does this profile make you feel?

● Do you get a good feeling when looking at the craft?

● How do you feel about the progress charts? Do you feel something is missing here?

● What do you think the achievements are about?

Overall flow/onboarding

● What is your first impression of the general flow of the prototype? Was anything surprising or did not

perform as expected?

● Was the interface easy to understand?

● What was the easiest task to accomplish?

● What was the hardest task to accomplish?
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6.4 Sprint 4 - Test script

What do we want to test out?

● How the users feel about the non-scrollable interface;

● Flipping a card for info;

● Customising/filtering.

● Finding inspiration/Exploring.

Flow of testing:

1. Onboarding screens (3x)

2. User does first course

a. Till finished step 1

3. User clicks on first inspire

4. User likes one single

5. User goes back to homepage

6. User goes to liked (1 card in liked)

7. User goes to continue

8. User goes to “explore all content”

9. User filters + sort by

a. Chosen filter

b. Chosen assortment

10. User likes 1 course + 1 single

11. User goes to homepage

12. User goes to liked (3 card in liked)

13. User clicks through different sections

Example Questions for me to ask:

User Testing Questions:

What are you thinking as you look at this?

What is your (first) impression of this product/feature?

What do you think this product/feature does or will do?

Where do you start?

When and where do you think someone would use this product/feature?

What do you expect to gain from using this product?

What would keep you from using this product?

Do you feel this product is similar to another one?

Do you trust this product?

You [started to shake your head] when I showed you the interface, what caused this reaction?

Task driven:

How would you go about performing [task]?

What do you expect to happen if you did this [task]?

What alternative method would you use to perform [task]?
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Was anything surprising or did not perform as expected?

Was the interface easy to understand?

What was the easiest task to accomplish?

What was the hardest task to accomplish?

User Testing Script

Introduction

Hello,

Thank you for participating in this user test. Today’s session will take about 45 minutes. My name is [redacted]

and I will be your guide throughout the session.

As Quan we are on a mission to place well-being in the heart of success. What that means is that we want

companies to measure well-being the same as, for example, financial KPIs. I won’t tell you too much since I don’t

want to influence this test. We are currently on the journey to building version 1.0 of the Quan platform and we

are trying to test certain functionalities and overall flow to see what we could improve.

In today’s session, I will guide you through the first couple of screens so I can provide you with some context,

then I'll send you a link to the prototype from the point I left off. I will tell you when we start the test I want you

to go through it like you normally would with a platform. Throughout the test please don't click on anything

without giving your thoughts as to why you are clicking there.

Finally, I want to ask again if it’s OK  that this session is recorded. All recordings will only be kept for research

purposes and we won't share it with anyone.  Is this okay for you?

Before we start, do you have any questions for me?

Screen 1 to Screen 6 - 5min

Context: Quan is a platform focussed on improving well-being. It will be provided by your company and you

don't have to pay for it. As Quan we take your privacy very seriously so we won't share any individual results

with the company or anything/one else. For the sake of this test you can think of yourself as Benjamin, that's the

name you will see often.

The first screens are what we already have and we would like to get your general thoughts about the flow of

this onboarding. It’s important for you to understand the full flow so I will guide you through it and tell you

where to click. I won’t ask any specific questions about it but please do give me your general thoughts.

Start the onboarding process:

1. You are about to start your well being journey. This is the first screen you see when you start your

Quan well-being journey so you can click on “start my journey”

2. The first step is to do your well-being assessments . This is your personal well-being journey. As you can

see it has several steps. We start with a general well-being assessment to measure your well-being in 5
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different areas: Body, Mind, Meaning, Self-fulfillment and social connectedness. You can now click on

“start assessment”

3. Here are the results. After you completed the assessment you immediately see your results. So as you

can see in this case that you score good in all the areas but if you want to improve your well-being you

should focus on mind. To understand why you score lower in mind you can click on it. As you can see

you score the lowest on “Stress in work life” + “Anxiety in work life” and “Stress in personal life”

4. Moving to select a focus Based on your results we suggest you to work on 1 focus area at the time. So

as you can see, these are the ones you scored the lowest on.

5. For the sake of this test your focus will be stress at work. You can press the confirm area.

6. So now you can imagine you finished doing the survey/questionnaire for the deepdive and can now see

your results.To understand why you are stressed in your work life we do a Deep-dive, so a couple of

questions.

7. Now I'll give you some time to read your results. Over here you see the outcome. So as you can see if

you want to improve your stress in work life you should focus on “workload” + “sense of control” and

“emotional demands”

8. Based on these insights we as Quan provide you with a 3 months path to help you improve this.

*Send user the prototype link*

https://www.figma.com/proto/Soji5SuqStrPedj4lAznsM/QUAN?page-id=3695%3A63018&node-id=3771%3

A350&viewport=-6199%2C2737%2C0.4953863322734833&scaling=min-zoom

Path Overview

● What are you thinking as you look at this?

● What is your (first) impression of this product/feature?

● What do you think this product/feature does or will do?

● Where do you start?

Card flips

● Did you expect that to happen?

● How did it make you feel?

● What would you do next?

● What do you expect to happen if you did/click this [task]?

Course overview page

● What do you see?

● How did it make you feel?

● What would you do next?

● How would you go about performing your first task [task]?

● What do you expect to happen if you did this [task]?
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Course Step 1 - Introduction

● What do you see? Do you understand where you are?

● What you need to do next? Where are you going?

● How did it make you feel?

● What do you expect to happen next?

Course Step 1 - Video

● What do you see? Do you understand where you are? What did this?

● What you need to do next? Where are you going?

● How did it make you feel?

● What do you expect to happen next?

Course Step 1 - Finish

● Did you see any changes?

● How do you feel?

○ Do you feel successful?

● What would you do next? (But don't click on anything) What do you expect would happen? Where

would you go?

● If I asked you to do the next exercise how would you get there?

Change on Overview screen - Course step 1 completed

● Did you notice anything different? How does it make you feel?

Explore your content

Now I'll continue to give you a set of instructions and I want you to keep telling how you feel about the

interactions and what you are expecting before each click.

1. Please go explore all your content

a. How does this page make you feel?

2. Okay now I would like you to filter the courses.

a. Did you expect these filters?

b. Do you feel like something is missing?

3. Please click on longest-shortest sorting.

a. How would you apply these filters? (Hopefully they say "By clicking apply filters")

4. Go ahead and apply the filters.

a. Did you notice any changes? Which ones?

b. How does it make you feel? Do you feel something is missing?

5. Next I would like you to filter the singles.
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a. As you can see we have one more filtering option. Does this make sense to you why we have it

here and not for the courses? Do you feel like there are other filtering options missing?

6. Please press the video filter button and apply the changes.

a. Did you notice any differences on this overview?

b. How do you feel about the filtering system? Does it work for you?

7. Now that you have filtered everything, I would like you to save or like "The art of letting go" single. (If

they can't find out how, show them.

8. Next I would like you to save or like "End of the day grounding" single.

9. Great, now could you go back to your original path, please?

Your content overview - Going through filters

1. Now that you are back in your content overview, how about you check out the continue tab.

a. What do you see here?

b. Do you know where this came from?

2. Next I'd like you to like this course like you liked the singles previously.

3. Next, I want to ask you where you think you can find the things you liked? (Hopefully they say "Saved").

4. Please go to "Saved".

a. What do you see?

b. Is this useful for you?

c. Would you expect to be able to save content?

Overall flow/onboarding

So that was actually your final task. Now I just have some final questions to you about your overall experience of

the flow and the intuitiveness of the system.

● What is your first impression of the general flow of the prototype? Was anything surprising or did not

perform as expected?

● Was the interface intuitive/easy to understand?

● What was the easiest task to accomplish?

● What was the hardest task to accomplish?

● (Other relevant questions related to something the user did in the test)

End

Thank you for participating in today's test. If you have any questions please don't hesitate to contact me or the

team through our e-mail. Have a great rest of the day.
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